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Editors v Preface
This volume contains

the final reports by the student partici-

pants of their research activities of the sumer as we 11 as

abstracts

of seminars and discussions by the staff and by invited lecturers,

As in previous years the efforts reported by the students reflect

varying degrees of originality and completeness, A few of the students
were guided carefully; with others there was little contact between

student and staff, Some of the students either posed or were given precise ly formulated problems which could be essentially completed during
the sumer. Others accepted problems which were not

we ll-posed and which

involved a period of groping and searching for a tractable and reasonably
finite problem with a significant goaL It is noteworthy

of

that all six

the pre-doctoral participants started on research projects which they

intended to develop into ph.D. theses after they returned to their

respective universities,
Time limitations did not allow the participants to rework the

manuscripts and the present records must be interpreted as only interim

reports.
We who took part in the program this sumer are deeply indebted
to the National Science Foundation for its continued support of the program
and to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution for its support and
encouragement and for the use of its facilities,

Mary C. Thayer

George Veronis
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Formation of Layers in a Stably Stratified Fluid
Steven L. Blumsack

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to present a possible explanation

for a phenomenon that has been observed for many years now" When a
container is filled with a fluid, stably stratified (with respect to

the gravitational field) with some slowly diffusing substance, such
as salt, and is subsequently warmed uni.formly at its surfaces, the

fornation of layers ensues" Eacç:h layer is nearly uniform in salinity,
with rather thin interfaces between the layers 0 A possible mechanism
for forning these layers will be discussed and an appropriate length
scale will be found.

The method to be used will be as follows: the effects of certain
parameters will be discussed and the experimental evidence will justify

their omission from the mathematical modeL This simplified model will
be discussed both physically and mathematically, as an initial value

problem, to determine the gross features of the basic flow. Since the
mathematical flow will have no vertical' structure, the experiment: would

then have to be explained by some instability; only an infinitesimal instability theory will be attempted, consequently, only the scale of the
layer.s will be found, not their fine structure since this would require
a more exact analysis 0
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Description of Experiment

An exact analysis of this problem would not only entail considerable labor, but the physical mechanism that is responsible for the forma-

tion of these layers might be obscured in its complexity. Therefore, an
idealized model of the experiment will be formulated, hopefully containing the essential features of the relevant mechanism,

A standard experiment will now be defined. A 1000 ml graduated
cylinder, six centÍiìleters in diameter, was filled with (dyed) salty water

at room temperature; the salinity increased nearly linearly downwards 0

Then the container was imersed in a hot-water bath, approximately 250C
wa rmer than room temperature. After about a minute, one could see the
aforementioned layers, about one centimeter wide, in the final stages of

formation.
These layers appeared as alternating bands of dark fluid and
light fluid with the general trend being lighter near the top of the con-

tainer. Although it was impossible to detect the flow during the formation of the layers, one could see small protrusions of dark fluid commencing

at the wall and tilted down into the interior. As the layers became visible,
these protrusions had become level.

The effects of the size of the container were checked first. Its
height did not seem to be important, as the layers appeared to form almost

simultaneously in the middle portion of the cylinder. It was noted that,
in the time required to form the layers, the heat would have penetrated less

than one centimeter into the fluid, implying that the diameter of the container should not be an important parameter, at least in the early stages

3-

of the formation of the layers 0

It was noted that when the temperature difference across the
glass was increased, the lay,ers appeared to become wider and more

irregular,
The discussion in the preceding paragraph suggests that an
appropriate mathematical modell"0uld be a semi-infinite fluid, linearly
stratified

which is

with salt, bounded on one side by an infinite plane

heated uniformly beginning at a particular instant in time 0 Notice
'lt

that no vertical structure is present in the model ~ so that the vertical dependence will not be in the basic flow, but in those perturbations

on the basic flow that grow with time, Since the perturbations need
some source of energy in order to grow, the basic velocity, temperature,
and salinity fields must be discussed before any sta,bility analysis may
be undertaken,

Basic Fields

Qualitative Discussion

As has been stated, at any instant in time the basic fields will
be independent of the vertical coordinate, implying that there can be no
horizontal flux of mass, consequently no velocity nonnal to the wall
and no advection of either temperature or momentum,

When the wall is heated, the fluid nearest to the wall becomes

warmer, thereby less dense, and would tend to rise, the motion being

retarded by viscosity, As time progresses, the effects of the temperature

"'

"Although the salinity does have a vertical dependence, the dynamics only
involves its gradient, which is assumed constant,
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move slowly inward and the temperature of the fluid closest to the wall
increases, but increases continually more slowly.

If the wall was not continually heated, but instead maintained

at a constant temperature, the fluid would rise until it became neutrally

buoyant and then tend to remain at that leveL This is not quite the
story for the case

at hand, but since the temperature at the side wall

is increasing ,so slowly, it does not seem too unreasonable to suspect

that most of the fluid will maintain a neutrally buoyant state. In addition, away from the wall, the fluid is being warmed very slowly, thereby
introducing very slow motions.

Although the basic velocity, temperature, and salinity fields
are time dependent, and spatially rather complicated, the following crude
approximations of these fields will be made now and the first two justi-

fied later.
(i) Lines of constant. density are horizontal.
(ii) The temperature and salinity fields are independent of time.
(iii) The fluid is infinite in extent (no wall).
In order to analyz;e the stability problem, the lines of constant salinity

(called isohalines) will be assumed to be straight; this will force the

temperature gradient to be uniform in order to satisfy (i). Hopefully,
this assumption is not critical to the physics, being needed only to sim-

plifythe mathematics.
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Release 9f Energy

An instability is dependent upon a source of energy and a mechanism
for

releasing this energy. For the model just described, there

is no

obvious source of energy since the kinetic energy of the basic field has

been negle~ted and the lines of constant density are horizontal and
stably oriented.

. The density field is composed of two parts, temperature, which

may be conducted away, and salinity, which tends to remain with the fluid
particles; therefore, if the contribution of the density gradient due to
temperature differences is negated, the remaining portion of the density
surfaces will be tilted, providing some available potential energy.

More precisely, assume that the fluid is a verfect conductor of heat
and is inviscid; also make the usual Boussinesq assumption on the conser-

vation of mass equation so that the velocity field is non-divergent 0 The
former two assumptions will be relaxed but are convenient to keep the
physics in its most

simple fonn at first 0

The infinitesimal perturbation hypothesis allows one to look at
the dynamics of a single'plane wave since interactions between different
plane waves occur only for finite amplitude disturbances. Let the

wave

vector of the plane wave be ~ =(t~rn~; the incompressibility conòitiqn
says that only transverse waves exist, so that the velocity is perpendicular to the wave-vector, ioe., parallel to lines of constant phase.

The dashed lines in Figures 2a and 2b are the nodes (where the perturbation
velocity vanishes), and the tilted solid lines are isohalines.

In Figure 2a, both sets of lines are tilted in the same sense, but
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the isohalines are steeper 0 If the particles in the uppermost and
lowermost strips are moved to the right and down, then the salinity

at points A an4 C will be increased5 thus tending to move the strips

-i
~ ~.A~
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.. --
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~S

i

~,
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.~

'5 2.

-- '"

Figure 2a. Unstable Mode

of fluid even more d.own the slope 0 Note that the new fluid at A

and C was originally warmer5 which would counteract this motion
if it were not for the

(assUfed) large conductivity of the heat which

negates this retardation. The fluid in the middle strip is moved
upwards 5 bringing fresher and colder water to point 13 0 Again the

buoyancy due to temperature is conducted away, forcing,"the fresher
(lighter) fluid to rise even more. Consequently, it would seem that
for wave-vectors of the forn described by Figure 2a, the basic field
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is uns tab le ,

On the other hand, Figure 2bdemonstrates a neutrally stable mode

(in the absence of viscosity), Now, when the particle originally at A
is

moved down and to the right, fresher (lighter) water appears at location
Ii , resulting in a buoyancy force that would oppose the original motion,

much like a simple spring.

If viscosity is included but conductivity remains infinite, those

modes that were unstable in its absence remain unstable, since'the viscous
stress can only si6w down the motion, not reverse it; the previously neutrally
stable modes become damped, thereby stable.

For this case of infinite conductivity, one may make an analogy with

,

the more familiar problem of Benard convection. Define a Rayleigh number
in the usual way, but in a slightly different form

~I .P ) It

Ra. ~ y K

- t · 'llPf?EI: L:

the temperature effects are instantaneously obliterated by the

Since

infinite conductivity of

temperature , this expression becomes

-~.(nS) Lif (- *~e)~(9~o/)~(e-~)

S )) KS

Ra.=' Y K ::

where e is the angle of tilt (relative to the horizontal) of the isohalines
(f is the angle of tilt of the lines of constant phase

L is the characteristic length scale of the plane wave

~ is the kinematic viscosity

~; is the original salinity gradient

KSiS the diffusivity of salinity.
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The Rayleigh number is a measure of the instability of the basic fields

and is maximized when qì =í e and L:: 00. This means that the fluid wants
to move down lines that are tilted half as much as the isohalines and on
very large length scales (to minimize viscous dissipation).

When the conductivity of temperature is finite, very large-scale

motions require a long time to create the unstable buoyancy that drives
the instability, and very small-scale motions are retarded by viscosity.

Physically, it seems reasonable that the maximum instability should occur
for some intermediate size.

It is interesting to note the effect of allowing the conductivity
of heat to be finite on the value of 0/ that leads to maximum instability.

Finite conductivity reduces the effective density gradient along the strips;

if one wants to get back some of this gradient, the value of ~ must be
reduced somewhat. From this argument it appears that the optimal tilt of
the strips will satisfy the following relation,
o ~ I Cßpt I ~) ~ 1 .

Infinitesimal Instability Theory
The physics described above will now be put into mathematical form.

Consider an unbounded (infinite) fluid having constant horizontal gradients

'0"1; 'd 50
of temperature and salinity,
~ and T ' respectively, a constant,,'

't eX- 'dS

(negative) vertical gradient of salinity; d: ' subject to the condition
that the lines of constant density are horizontal with heavier fluid

always below lighter fluid. Utilizing the Boussinesq approximation, writing
the density as

- 10 ,.

.l:: f.R.fr+'/fF
~ rS
L' -cxT IJ

(1)

and subtracting the basic hydrostatic pressure from the total pressure,

the relevant equations for the perturbation quantities UJ ~ 1" and S are

'0 i1 (.. -) -' -" ('r)" r. ~-i
?)'t + u.- 'i u. = - \7 P + ~ Q(T - 5 e,¡ + V n u.

(2a)

-" ~

'V-I): 0

(2b)

~ S + íi. ~ Sa + ti - V 5 ~ Ks \l?" 5

ôt

(2c)

~ + ct. ~ T + ïi. ~ 1 :. KT, \71. 'T

(2d)

at- 0

Now make the assumption that disturbances are infinitesimal allowing the

equations (2a) - (2d) to be linearized. Since density lines are horizontal,

dß == 0 = dSø -CXT ~i:

~~ d~' ~

(3)

Next, set ~~O since salt diffuses much slower than heat and introduce a

stream function to satisfy the continuity equation, LL= L.~, W:; -'V)(.

(d~ -i1\7)n~tp- ~ ~~ + ~ lx( o(T T) = 0

(:t -Ki\7?)

(o(T1)

+ (*)tl~ = 0

~t Ô i! '1;( + ~.. 2z -

(~)5 - (dSØ)IIJ (()SO)111 - 0

(4a)
(4b)

(4c)

Since all equations are homogeneous and linear, with constant coefficients,
assume wave-like solutions,

lj) S,T) - !J; S, T e (5)

~~ m

( \.. (/I 1\ /I) pit + i o! ~ r.(-Z-XLar qi)

Thus, o. is the spacing between lines of constant phase and T is

the
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tilt of these lines relative to the horizontal. Also, define

ß~ -(;;))0

wv

-l_
ôSo~
\4rn_(e d==c)~ _5-I -i

(6)

o

The eigenvalue ¡ol then satisfies a certain cubic equation, namely

O::p3+p'~(KT+~el'+P tiJKTct\~ßA-im")o)-8~KTa.~o/ (ti~ -). 0)
The fastest growing mode may now be determined by finding, for a

particular a.' and cp' the root of (7) with larg~st real part, l~~(a.:r).
(

Then, maximize rma. with respect to both

a.i and r-

, noting that, in

general, the maximum will occur at some non-zero and finite value of

0. when KT and V

are non-zero and finite 0

1ãe

Note that there is a growing mode whenever il ~ '/ 1 , which
is exactly the condition that was derived by the simple physicál picture

just describedo The number of independent parameters in (7) may be reduced

by introducing a length scale J. , and a time scale ~
1. ==

or e

(vK~'4
3t9 \JQ.' i~

(8a)

( f) =(0r; l = "1 p'

(8b)

Finally let () be the Prandtl number (() ~ ~í) .

l+l"o.t+ ~J+ t'. ~ (a.~H¡m~o/) - ;:'9' (t: - y = 0 .

(9)

The fastest growing mode and its growth rate were found for three

values of ,the angle e , each case having a Prandtl number d- = 70 The
results

are shown in

the table belowo
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-

1 .1i9
-

20 e
(deal'ee~

(deß (et.s)

trrQ1

S.
( se.c-l)

~

60 Q.()PT

701 "

80

(-4 obæ~ (Cl~~PT)

90.6
(Cvr

.032

.088

.526

.138

.510

.77

-3202

0125

.333

0794

.422

.668

.58

-37.5

.l98

.530

.897

.546

.712

055

-45

-1502

- 5

-78.7

-10

-8403

1

-

40

30 CPOPT

ÇolU!n 8 has the wave-number in the g-direction for the most

rapid growing mode which unfortunately increases for increasing I e 10
This means that as the heat flux across the walls of the container is

-f dr '

increased, the spacing of the layers decreases, contrary to observation.

The values of oL and defined in equations (8a) and (8b) respectively, depend very weakly on f3 Taking A = .001, the length and

time scales are f = * em and J = ~. sec. The thicknesses of the layers,
/: , are defined to be vertical wavelengths correspoaçling to the most

rapidly growing mode and are tabulated in column 90 The observed thickness
when a 160C temperature difference across the wall of the cylinder was

maintained, is about 102 cm. The magnitude bf the growth rate (tabulated
in column 5) indicates that

the disturbances require only a fraction of a

minute to reach finite amplitude 0

The instability theory that has been described does indicate the
method of

release of energy and should yield a fairly good approximation to

the size of the layers that are observed 0 In the absence of diffusion of
salinity, the energy releasing mechanism begins at once 0 These modes, how-

ever, grow very slowly since the tilt of the salinity lines remains small
for small values of time 0 At later times, more rapidly-growing modes are
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which mode one would see,. thus

allow,ed to release energy 0 It is not clear

making an applicåtion of the crude model rather difficult since there does

seem to be a way of choosing the "effective value" of e 0 It is fortunate
that fj , the layer thickness, is rather insensit,:ive to the tilt of the

isohalines, as may be seen in Figure 3.

Asymptotic Form of the Basic Fields
In an attempt to justify some of the assumptions made in ,the pre-

ceeding analysis, the folm of the basic fields for large values of time

will be found 0 Recall that the fluid is semi-infinite in extent and is

at X : 00 The horizontal velocity of this

heated at the wall located

basic flow is zero, thus eliminating most of the advection terms

..

dûo =- -V.p + i)3U:() -t:(S-o(TTo)ê

õt 10 Clx.'2, d 0 ,2

'o-r _ K c?l:
dt'" T dX.~
~; - luJo~ 0

(lOa)
( lab)

(lac)

.. ~

\/- ~ = 0
subject to

the initial conditions

Tö(x)o)= S~(xJO)== Wo(X)O):: 0

and

(1 ad)

(lOe)

the boundary conditions

(kx = 0, ~~:: H, uJo= 0 (ltl oJ i)

( 10£)

~ x.-4 r:) 1: )wo? s:? Po ~O&fJf~ t).

(lOg)

.5 ~
ii

.6 aI.7 ~

.8 --

.9 ::
1. 0 õ.
~
1.5 ::
Cb

(J

2.0 (J
3.0 ~
C)

3

-.

~

cr=JL=7
KT

..

..Q) 1.0

Tan 8=-5

E:

Ks = 0

::
c:
i

Q)

~
~

o

..o
. (. 5
-i.. .
~
to

U)
.(1

..c:

,0
-

(J
c:
Q)

.E:

è5

o

o

.f)
1.0
Dimensionless horizontal wave-number (I)
Fig. 3 Optimal Modes of Instability
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The ¡(-component of (lOa), plus the lastbounqary condition in (lOg)

imply that the presure vanishes for all ~ and all finite -t . In
addition, (lOb) may be solved for the temperature, independent of the

other fields

(lla)

~;: ("it) ~ H vitt ("d; 7

1; (x,t)", H¡(J)iJt~~) -7l (KTt/'e-£"T

( llb )

Now the vertical momentum, equation and the salinity equation may be

.i '3

combined into a relatively simple equation for 50 '

(12a)

~;: + 3f So - V a~~lt = ~o(TJil~ (x.) t)
with
SO (~JO) = et So C~)o) = 0

(12b)

s~ (o)t) :: s: (OÓJ 1:) = 0

(12c)

The problem described by equations (12a) through (12c) is an initial value
problem driven by a forcing term possessing a Laplace transform of a

rather simple forn. So, taking Laplace transforns wherever relevant

;l~~,~) _ (L£)S (x., b):: YtX,l-I JK' -% -~

~'X~ rv 0 irp-J l t e

(13a)

'" Â

subject to

Sn (0) p) :: Só (00 i ~) : O.

(13b)

The solution of (13a) - (13b) is quite simple

1\ 'Hrf,
f-~~ì r _~J¡o;a§ -~ì
= ocT vKT 1+ Q::!¿f'J L e -e J (14)
So (l(.)l)

~l
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One of the assumptions made at the outset of the stability analysis

A .3 _~

was that lines of constant density are horizontal. In order to check
this, note that

o(T 1, (X)~)~ - O(TH fKTP-~e vK
Then, subtracting (15) from (14), we obtain the Laplace tranpform of

A A. He: JK,

the dens ity

S~(x)~)-cx-?o(x)'f): ¡ ¡ l~/j T

1+ (1-CTìp~ ~~ 1+ O-lT)p2.

~f3 ~ f3

re¡(pf:k~J '~"t.r.'tÆJ).
Taking the asymptotic form of the inversion integrals

as t:-7~'

X~¡ßt
all terms tend to zero provided
i) "~ 1.

Thus, the region of viscous importance has the width j ~1t ·

Outside this

region, for 19rge values of/ )Vo.
\~l t,

the basic fields

have their lines of constant density horizontal and vertical velocities
- y~

that decrease with time, being nearly proportional to t .

Summar?
In this report, an experimental observation is discussed and a
rather crude mathematical model indicates how this experiment sets up

an unstable configurat~on of temperature and salinity, allowing energy

to be released on a certain length scale. Not only has this length scale
been determined, but the model also suggests other exp~riments that might
be more suited to the assumptions made in the analysis.
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Source-Sink Flow Experiments in a Rotating Fluid
George Buzyna

Introduction
The present problem concerns itself with the question of how

fluid is transported from a source to a sink in a rotating systemo There
has been some interest in source-sink flows recently and a number of

papers have appeared on this subject (e 0 g, Barcilon 1967, Faller 1960,
Hide 1967), Source-sink

flows can be classified according to where the

fluid is introduced through the boundary, whether the region is simply or
multiply connected, and whether there is a depth variationo In the

present

experiment, the fluid is ip.troduced and withdrawn through the top boundary,
and the source and sink are taken to be flush with that boundary

0 Experi-
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ments with a depth variation are also considered.

Theoretical consideration
We shall consider the flow in a simplified model and use the

results as a guide in the analysis of more complex flows. Consider
two plates unbounded in the horizontal plane and separated by some

characteristic distance. The system consisting of these plates and
the fluid between them rotates about the vertical z-axis with angular

velocity SL . The source and sink are located at equal distances from
the origin (this is not essential for the analysis), see Figure 1.

-

~.SL

i!:.1

/ // / / / / / / /

t:.-i
Fig. 1

The equations of motion for a-n incompressible rotating fluid

are given in dimepsionless form by

,.
~t + E ~. \l) V + 2. '~ )( y. = ;.\1 P + E V" Y.

and

\j.V;:o )

(1)

(2)

where the subscript denotes differentiation, ~ and 'f denote the 'dimensionless velocity and pressure, and E: and E are the R,ossby and Ekman
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numbers

defined below,

y
f::SlL

~ E= .o~ i.

(3)

The symbols V and .. denote a characteristic velocity and the kine-

matic viscosity of the fluid, and L denotes some characteristic

11 ~

length. We shall restrict our attention in this simplified analysis
to steady (alÔt sO/ and lineal:ized flow (é:":-: 1 or E "' E , where

E' .:" 1 ), The governing
equations become
A

2~)( ~ =_\)p+tV'J~

(4)

(5)

\j.'l= °1
and the boundary conditions for the above problem are given by

V :: 0 t; ''2 :. - 1

(6)

x: = F('í) e)ß an '~= 1~? r:: 'R am e ~ G, ~ê,,)

(7)

subject to the condition that no net mass flux enters the system,

Le,

?- IT QO

o 0 ( y.

~ de í f(r,e)dr = 0,

where e denotes the azimuthal angle tam e:~lx.) ,r~(x.+~1) a.,

(8)
F the

II

injection ve locity, and n the outer nornal to the surface 0

.-

The solution to this particular problem will not be obtained here,

but rather a physical argument based on this system will be given, The
flow will be discussed in terms of two distinct regions, the interior
flow and the flow in the Ekman boundary layers near the horizontal boundaries, The velocity and pressure variables are written as the sum of

two

contributions from the interior and the boundary layer, i:e.

V-=v+v
.. ..

(9)
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layer variable, and the boundary

where the tilde denotes the boundary

layer variables vanish in the interior, The governing equations are
power

now ordered in the

of the Ekman number as represented by

00 o/; r.

V = ¿ E '"V + ¿ EVI/~'V (10)

- 'feO - n (I='~ ,. h
and a similar

relation

for the

the horizontal

pressure . In the interior

one . To zero

variahles and all derivatives are assumed to be of order

set of equations

order in £ the interior flow is given by the

-,2 V; := - lo~
i u.c):: - po 8 ,)

0:: -b

/Oë- :.

and

.(11)

(12)
(13)

Uox. -t ~~ 4- l-a ': 0 . (14)

The interior flow is geostrophic given by equations (10) and (11). The
equations (10) through (13) reduce to the condition that the flow is nondivergent in the horizont¥l plane,
()Of. + Vö ~ ;: 0

(15)

and the Taylor-Proudman condition,

U~~:.ir
Oil=W
Of!::0.

(16)

The same conclusions also hold to first order in E , i. e. the sub-

. I; ,I l" 1"

script 0 may be replaced by the subscript í .
In the boundary layer we" expect rapid variation of the properties

in the vertical direction, in particular we take alò!:. ,,(r~, Thus, in
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the boundary layer the ? coordinate is stretched in the manner

1 ( )'~ It)
- 1/

~.: 1+ž. t. ~

(17)

ê)J ¡¡ .. f - I J- a /) r ,

(l8)

and we obtain

where Ù)dC; ~ 0(1).
The lowest order equations in the boundary layer at r: -1 become

F1š :: 0 and

¡¡I".:o.
. I' r

(19)

Since the boundary variables must vanish in the interior, the only
possible solutions to equation (19) are

"'

po ~ 0

and 'W': 0 .

(20)

To the next order we have

.-1 V:o ': U.°n

(21)

i Üo = V; n

(22)

o -: Pi, .l
and

"' ~ - u. O't - iJo". 'e .
u.
1~

(23)

(24)

The Ekman boundary layer solution is obtained from equations (19) and
(20) and is given by

Üo ; (ù: ~ r + Vco 4i r) e - r
and

11

:: 1ï"
0D
"V/I I; l"''J'J)e- ;1
(.. 0ec
'I _~u.'"
r

(25)

(26)
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II \\

where the superscript 0 denotes a value at the boundary. From the
integration of equation (24) we obtain

1 l2L'\ 0" o~ lo" ': 4 oX; o~ ï J

(27)

W:=- -iJfï: +vO),,:..(r'_ll)~.(írO -ft)iÚ(C -if)) e-Ç

Identical results are obtained

for the boundary layer at e =-1 with the

except ion of the vert ical ye locity which has an oppos ite sign, i. e .

w;'1
= -1-w;I (28)
?-~1 2-::
The source-sink flow may be visualized to take place in the fol-

lowing manner. The flow is induced through the boundary. A high-pressure
area is established in the vicinity of the source, with the high:-pressure

area extending to the bottom boundary. At the same time a geostrophic flow
is established in the interior around the source. Similarly ~ at the sink
a low-pressure area and a corresponding geostrophic flow is developed.

This flow may be visualized by the following diagram, Figure 2, as viewed
along the vertical axis.

Sink, lowpressure area

Source, highpressure area

Geostrophic flow.

Figure 2.
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Thus, the flux of fluid, Q , introduced at the source can not cross
over to the sink via the interior. The only place left for the transport of fluid to take place is through the top and bottom boundary layers.

Hence, the fluid leaves the source, or high-pressure region, through the

boundary layers and enters the sink, or low-pressure region. The transplace everywhere at a

port of fluid through the boundary layer takes

seen by taking

450 angle to the geostrophic interior flow. This can be

a simp le geostrophic flow in the interior and cons idering the boundary

condition away from the source or sink. Cons ider a uniform geostrophic

flow of velocity 1.

in the

d direction.

The total velocity at the

boundaries is zero, i.e.

_0 :: 310+ Yo = 0

V ,6-6

'1 1-0 ~irO

(29)

\ ,Ó 0 ~ 0

J"""0 - 0

(30)

D

;to= --.0

and
~ 1 = Y1 t ~, =- 0

~1::-ir .
~ 1

o (J 0 ò

But the interior is geostrqphic, and we have UA OJ,/
::V 0""
=' 0 ,

equation (16).

Thus, Vo=U, u.0;: U = 0 and we obtain 0=-110 and U :: 0

The boundary layer

-. 0 ,.' v:""o . "" 0

velocities have the form (equations (25) and (26),

(ZoO; -~ 4V r e-~ ,)

(31)

~:: - Vo C- r e - ç )

(32)

and the total velocities are;

d"
.J
II -r

U:: -U~ r;e-'

Vo:: 7I - V; ~ ç e '

The fluxes thrgugh the boundary layer

(33)
(34 )

in the ìC and ~" directions are
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!
(F1UX)x.:: ) Uo d ~ =
o l

(F1UX)~ :: i ~ ci L =

--1. )

(35)

~~ '

(36)

2.

o

where rr is the thickness of the boundary layer, for boundary layer

variables ~~ao. Thus the net flux through the bOltndary is at a
a

45 angle to the direction of the interior geostrophic flow. If we
apply the above locally to the flow configuration represented in
Figure 2, we obtain a flow s imil~r to the configuration presented

below in Figure 3.

y

x

Fig. 3

In this figure, the short arrows represent the direction of the net

flux through the top and bottom boundary layers. The dashed line denotes
a representative path a fluid element might take from a point A near the
source to a point B near the s ink in the boundary layers.

--
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During the transport of fluid from the source to the s ink there
is no suction of fluid from the boundary layers into the interior in

the regions away from the source and sink. This can be seen by con-

o No 0.-0

s idering the boundary conditions at the wall, i. e. equations (29) and

(30), Wc =- Wò and W; :: -w; .
-A C

W 0 ~(), equation (20), and we
o

that ü.'f:: 0 , and thus Ui, -="W

"However, it is recalled that ~ ::Oor

have ~o=W,::O
, 0 .

We recall further

.
or 1.:
/ and alao W;=-1i,r"l
7~:= 1
1 _1 ii0
/ir.-1

We thus conclude that

~ 0)

"' 0 I

W,

= l.U1
l= -1

r-:1

(37)

But from equations (27) and (28) we have

~ ~

'" C .. ((.. () - 0) . C- 0 CiD)L

and

w, = .2 L u.o)(+ Î.o~ 1- ~.I - c~ J

(38)

.. 0=- ,I-'i i-.i
""t ~0~-) +0(Vox
.. ()-Uo~) ,
W1
(U.O,'

(39)

which leads to the conclusion that if equation (37) is to be satisfied,

-I:

we must have W1 :: 0 and ZA = 0 , or that there is no vertical

velocity

in the interior to the first order in e
In order that the above flow may be realized in a laboratory it
is necessary to consider the conditions under which these results were

deduced.

We required that G.c.c 7 , or more specifically that E c: E

v l-

Y::

This inequality may be written in its equivalent form

.!L ~ V-~

(40)

where iv is some characteristic velocity in the interior and is of order

one. Note that the only permitted vertical velocity is W; = Wand it is
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of order C.Hence,
to the same order we have
\/:1.

V-E'_l/~
w-.

(41)

If we substitute this equation into equation (40), we obtain the im-

portant relation

w ~

.. .
L

(42)

To insure a flow such as discussed above we take 1. to be the order
of the velocity of the fluid injected at the source and withdrawn at

the sink. This relation will insure that we do not exceed the flux of

,
fluid of order E ~y.permitted
through the boundary.
Experimental apparatus and technique

The experiments were conducted in plexiglass tanks of 29 cm inside
diameter placed on a horizontal rotating table with the vertical axis

coincident with the rotation axis. The one-meter rotating table of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Theoretical Oceanography laboratory

was used. The rigid tank had an inside height of 16.8 cm. Tanks with a
free surface were covered during the experiment to avoid wind stresses.

A range of angular speeds SL between land 4.5 rad/ sec was used.
Water at room temperature served as the working fluid. The "sõyrce"
water was introduced from a reservoir mounted approximately one meter
above the tank, and the flow rate was controlled by means of different

sizes and lengths of capillary tube 0 Th€ flow rate was monitored during
the experiment by a flow meter to be sure that the capillary tube did not

become clogged during the course of the experiment. The flow rate was main-

tained relatively "constant" by the level of the reservoir water. For the
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flow rates used in the present set of experiments the rate of drop of
the free surface of the reservoir caused an insignificant drop in the

flow rate. The "sink" water left the tank through a tube which was
opened to the atmosphere in a beaker. In experiments with a free surface,

the water was removed via a siphon. The flow rate through the sink
would match the flow rate through the source automatically after an

equilibrium level of the water was reached. In earlier experiments, a
closed circuit pump was used to introduce and withdraw the water. However, the pump proved undesirable since the heating of the fluid could
not be avoided.

In the earlier experiments the source and sink consisted of tubes

extending 1 to 3 em into the body of the fluid. At the end of the source
a plug of larger area was attached to reduce the velocity of the enter-

ing source water. In the final experiments with the rigid surfaces both
the sink and source consisted of holes of 1.3 cm in diameter and on the
inside of the tank a piece of fine filter paper was taped over the holes

to allow the water to reach the rotation of the tank before being intro-

duced into the tank. The filter paper and tape were thinner than the
Ekman boundary layer.

The flow was observed with the aid of "neutrally' buoyant" dyes,
potassium permanganate and fluorescein and by means of the pH indicator

technique in a solution of thymol blue titrated to the end-point. When
details of a slow flow are desired, the pH indicator technique is by far

the best. However, for a qualitative observation of the flow field,

fluorescein proved the most advantageous. Small quantities of dye present
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in the water which could be barely visible could be more easily detected
with a flashlight in a darkened room"

Experimental Observations

Before w~ proceed with a description of the experimental observations we recall that according to the considerations mentioned above,

we desire that the fluid entering and leaving the rotating system satisfy

the re la t ion

i. ~ -v
L.

This requirement, however, seriously complicates the experiment. Note
that for a characteristic length of the order of 10 cm we must have the

injection velocity less than O"OOL cm/sec" For a source or sink with a
diameter of 1"3 cm a flow rate of the order of 0.001 cm/sec is required"

In order to observe such slow flows it is necessary to keep motion due

to thermal effects less than the induced desired motions. For this reason
the experiments with such slow injection velocities proved unsuccessful.
A lthough the experiment would appear to start out properly, the motion

would soon be obscured by the motions due to the thermal effects caused
by fluctuations in the room temperature, particularly since several hours
are required to observe a significant amount of the introduced qye.

The experiments which are to be described were conducted at higher
flow rates, typically 0" 1 to 0.3 cc/ sec. The resulting flows, however,

still preserved the essential features discussed above" The experiments

conducted with rigid surfaces will be described firsL The source and sink
were located on the same diameter and on the circumference of a circle with
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a radius of one-half

the radius of the tank. As the dyed

water was

introduced into the rotating system, a column of dyed fluid was es-

tablished directly below the source. At the same time dyed fluid was
observed to move through the boundary layer towards the source. Transport of fluid took place through both boundary layers, and roughly in

an s-shaped pattern. In this respect, the flow behaved as expected from
the theoretical considerations discussed above. The details of the flow,

however, were more complicated. The column which was established became
larger than the source with time and did not always remain lodged beneath

the sourceo In fact, the higher the flow rate (0.3 cc/cm) the larger
the diameter of the source column. Furthermore, a certain amount of recirculation and mixing could be observed near the source. Due to this
recirculation and mixing, it is difficult to determine whether the exten-

sion of the source tube into the fluid has an effect on the flow. Also,
at the higher flow rates (0.3 cc/sec) instabilities in the boundary layer
flow were observed 0 These instabilities introduce dyed fluid into the

interior flow. This problem was noticeably reduced at lower flow rates

(001 cel sec). After the dyed fluid reached the area of the s ink, the
fluid rose off the bottom and extended towards the sink opening in the

top boundary as a tightly-wound spiral rather than a simple column. As
the spiral extended towards the top boundary, its base became slowly

broadened. A simplified schematic diagram of the above observed flow is
shown in Figure 40 Columns are shown beneath the source and s ink, the
spiral near the sink is greatly exaggerated. The general interior flow and
its direction was inferred from independent observations using the pH
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I NTERIOR FLOW

BOUNDARY LAYER
FLOW

Fig. 4

indicator technique. A line of dye was marked in the interior and its
subsequent motion observed. A, representative path of the dye in the
boundary layer is denoted by the dashed line.

In addition to the rigid top and bottom experiments, a number of

experiments with a free surface were also performed. The source and
sink were again located opposite each other on the same circle of radius

one-half the tank radius. The depth of fluid was varied from a few centimeters (large variation of the depth) to approximately 20 centimeters

(small variation of the depth) at the same angular velocity. When the
depth variation was small the flow resembled the situation with rigid
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SOURCE

SINK

BOUNDARY LAYER

FLOW

Fig. 5

surfaces. The major difference was that the source and sink were no
longer loca ted approximate ly in the center of the interior f low but s ig-

nificantly off the center and the columns of fluid beneath the source and

sink also appeared at the edge of the actual source or sink. A top view

of the flow field is shown in Figure S. The path of the dye in the
bottom boundary layer is shown dashed. The interior flows were observed
by dropping fluorescein dye (yellow-green) in the interior near the sink
and potassium permanganate (red-violet) dye in the interior near the

source. The dye formed sheets which followed the general interior flow.
The differently colored fluids of the interior flow did not mix, while
the potassium permanganate dye introduced in the boundary layer near the
source was clearly transported by the boundary layer underneath the
fluorescein-colored interior into the region of the sink. ' When the varia-
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tion of the depth of the fluid was large (e.g. the depth at the edge of

the tank approximately one and one-half times the depth at the center) a
considerably more complicated interior flow was observed and could not be

recorded or analyzed easily. Experiments with depth variation with both
a free surface and rigid surface and with the source and sink located at

different radii were also attempted. These flows, however, were considerably more sensitive to the flow rate (i. e. injection velocity of

the fluid through the boundary) than the experiments described above.
Experiments with high flow

rates (0.1 - 0.3 cc/sec) were difficult to

interpret and with slow flow rates ("J 0.001. cc/sec) the thermal effects
obscured and distorted the expected flows.
In the experiments performed above it appears that the ve locity

with whicn the fluid is injected through the source into the interior

and from the interior through the s ink is of primary importance. This
point needs to be examined more closely in the future, and in particular
the role of equation (42) with respect to the experiments, as we 11 as

the appropriate characteristic length in that relation. It appears that
if the injection velocity, or the flow rate, is too high, the flow through

the boundary layer must be modified. Furthermore, effects such as recirculation and instabilities in

the boundary layer also appear.
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On a Numerical Approach to the Dynamo Problem

Alexandre J. Chorin

Introduction
It would be of interest to develop a finite differerice procedure

for investigating the kinematic dynamo problem (5). The great advantage

of finite difference methods lies in their universality, i .,e. in the fact
that once a numerical program has been developed, it is possible to study
a variety of generating velocity fields with only minor changes in the

program.
Ideally, one would want to study a dynamo mechanism in a spherical
domain surrounded by an insulator extending to infinity;

this is the situa-

tion of interest in geophysics 0 Although this can be done in principle,

we have not come up with reasonable suggestions as to how this can be done

in practice, with today's computers. We therefore restrict ourselves to

- ~4 .-

the periodic dynamo pr~blem, i. e. a dynamo in a conqucting fluid of

infinite extent, where the velocity and magnetic induction fields are

constrained to be periodic in all three space dimensions. Such dynamos
have been studied by other means by G. O. Roberts (4) and S. Childress (1).

The dynamo equations are

a,8
=- cd. ( æ x dA ) + n ti ~
t -4

~I ~

..

¡j:= L d,

J

cUó3=o

(1) \

(2)

where I. is the generating velocity field, ti the magnetic induction,
'r the magnetic diffusivity, XJ' are the space variables, and t the

_ d

time. ~':' a ~j The equations are to be solved in a domain D: O~ ~~ ~ Q.¿
,

L :. I; ~)3 ; the ci¿ are predeterrined constants. The boundary conditions are

¡J(X¿+a.~)= å3(X~),
Put

i I

t i =- J:

t) = - u.

cL at
J? e -=

Mg iR e.

i

where U. is a reference velocity, cl a reference length, and ife.the
i
magnetic Reynolds number. (1) becomes

~ ~ (~~ ~

dt d3 ;: c. U X (( ) + ¿j cJ

à is a given function of a parameter /i

( 1)

and the problem is to find

..

a value Ì\ c of /\ such that the corresponding 13 does not decay. ~ may be
identical to dte. It is proposed to solve eqùations (1) - (2) in time for

several values of Ìi '
this is to be done.

and then search for /i .

c

We shall now discuss how
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Integration of the equations

A difference scheme which, in our opinion, offers reasonable chances

of success is one with which the author already has some experience. It

is essentially due to Samarskii (6). We assume

dJv it :: 0
equation (1) can be written in the form

~
dt t3 =.6 St' + B/dJ u.~ - l.d dj ß

We write
13 ~ (l, ~ ¡ '() == Bt, (f/ lj X 1) i 6 X:2 ~ r" ti X :3 'i Yì .ö t)

to ri + ~ 'i + ')1 )' )' + 1 .a n

and we define 0 .) ß 3 , and compute ~ from ~ through the

equations
d3f'H'Y~
d3Yi ;-0(
+ßhtl6
_"JßYi.f'/3
i ((f,ii'r) -_ 'i(p'íIY)
i \1Ißri+Y3
I (f.t1,il"r)
I(f-~i;-)
i (p¡iIY) )_
U (aY1t'l:;, ß'n-llb \ tit(-a ) 13Y1

- 1(3 I(P+I¡ÔI'r)- I (p-l¡iJY')/+ ,U1 1

(t¡

D1Y' )

I3Yi-ii/3 .:d3n+'6 +r::i((3Mi.13 +d3l)+Y~ _2e'l+'1/3 )_

ICf¡~i'f) . I(tf~i'f) "(l¡~+lir) '(f¡~-V) i(pi~i'r)
_ U..ß",U
(13 'frlhl(pni\l")
_ t8 '(t))'(p-~i¡'f)'
) +At (Ô~U~ )IC~il'i)
ß Y\+ Y.3 (3)

~ n'¡l Yl+i./. I ri+1 'ah+1 f3 n+1 )
'.Ji(p¡f') -: 81~IVI")"¡ Cc:¡ i.13I(f.i¡ (+1) + l(ftjy.V -;2 '(fJ~1 V" -

1(('r-t1 d3Y1+1 'l'+ a-/'J
- ~fJ\ l(fii¡rll) - 1(P,i,\r-l) tót L"'JU,J) f3'(f1iir)

I:to(t -~ ljt
¿xt ' A¿=- 'itJx.1.
and similar expressions for ~ J ~ .
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Or, symbolically

(i _¿tQ,)a3,Y1.l'I3= d3,¥l(1.lO(6t))

(4)

(I-titQi.)ß;+~= (3,,(.l'1'(1+0(~t))
(2 -lJtQJ)(3,YI+I:: d3,ri+~(1+0Ctit))

where (I-tJ tQI )can be written in the form
1 + 0(1 cR +;3, ~r

2

-1

o

o

-1

-1

2

-1

o

o

o

-1

2

-1

-1

0

0

U1(i)

0

o

o

'R -

0
- (Â, f?)

J

0

t.l (-.)

-1 2
o i-U, (I)
o

0

i
¡

\

U'(m)

- 1'1(rr)

,

I -l

with again, similar expressions for I -tit QL'1

i a.2¡3 .

o

We as sume

6..t = 0 (6X ') 6 X :: rn ! Yl (6. Xi) ·

In practice, it is determined by the values of U. ex), through the
~
requirement that l:t Q¿Ql be negligible compared to ljt Q~. It is expected
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that values of /j t lârger than those allowed by an explicit scheme will

be used with impunity. The scheme (3) is comparatively simple from a
computing point view, and requires no intermediate storage.

L,: :: \ ~ i \. L

Theorem 1. If r'fo; '(0l1 u,.0.l\X~'1 (I-licQ.)are invertible.
Indeed, if that condition is satisfied, (l-t:tq)are strictly
diagonally dominant (see (7), page 23), and therefore non-singular and

invert ib le .
It can further be shown that for reasonable values of Lit ,
be inverted on a computer by a

:r-~tQ~ are well conditioned, and can

simple algorithm, based on a Jordan-Gauss factorisation (see (2)).

We can write then

13:+1= r r,,(1 -M Q/l (1+ O(lltl)13;

(5)

etc. We shall henceforth assume that the inequality of Theorem 1 is

satisfied.
Stability of the scheme

We have proved stability for the scheme (3) only for a constant

ï1 .

Experience and common sense indicate that the scheme will be stable

~

also with variable U. ; a definite gap in the argument remains however.

Assume d:: C ~ ê a constant vector. The stability proof for
is straightforward. We put (see (3))

(3) in the LJ, norm

L ~ ~

d3? =- d37 '( n ~p ¿' (-t it e X t ) j:: Fi

where (#.'i fè!li*J)= ~ is a wave vector, r an amplification factor, and d3,'
a constant. We find
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f= 7T ~
,) r

bI I + ~ .2( c. ee ! i) + i .l¡9(.o !It i

~ :: ~6X.e

hence J r-i :: J. Stability follows.
Let us rewrite this proof in the space of the operators (I-èit Qi: )
rather than that of their Fourier transforms. Because of the form of

(. -I ¡: -I
to show that the powers of each of the operators

(5), it is enough

iI-Lit~) are uniformly bounded. Let us cons ider the powers of¡J-Lit Q,) .
Consider the Li nornIJAIl of a matrix A We have
jjA Jj = Jrr (A A 1')

when d- (AAT)is the spectral radius of A A í , and AT is the transpose

of A We will now show that II (I-LitQS;J~ i for it:: ê.

i i

We have

(i) The eigenvalues of 1+0( ~ are real because 1+ r: ~ is

(ii) The eigenvalues

symetric;

of I+c.1 ~ are bounded below by+ t ; indeed, for

~ L 1, the matrix

(l+cK,cR-ÀI)
is strictly diagonally dominant, hence non-singular.

(iii) J-í:. - J

(iv) J~ -: :iJ
(v) (R 'JT:: ~ rT: -JeR

(vi) All the eigenvalues of (t-lJtQi)(r-ti1 Q~)are ? 1 in absolute value.
Indeed,
(I-ÂtQI)(I-DtQ;)= (r-o~'(R)+¡B~JJT ~ (V)

Let Ì\ be an eigenvalue of (1- tJt Qj )(1- t: t Q/).
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1\- 1)10
,. fY\.l/n
t'¡'\ì
- T 1 (U.ii.i)_
CUiLJ) =
IJ"'O
(UILL)

1\1" " l(i.i Ul-o(~)+f3 ~ JJ TJ U-)J . feu. l 1(1- cI~):) ß~ (I.1J"J\.i)l

:;1
i.,~ cl,')
- -+A'2(;rTùIJiu)
/Vi lUI u.) V(j

2: 1 .
It follows that
õ ((I -bt Qi)-'((i -D.tC( i)-I)' ) ~ 1

We have proved again that (3) is stable in the L:; norm.

We would like to tighten one of these arguments so as to obtain

stability in the maximum norm. Unlike what is usually done, we shall

use the second argument. The proof will emphasize once again the close

M Em

relation between stability theory and convergence theory for iteration

Let LL bean arbitrary vector in

schemes.

c: ': (L. 1) . , .

u.rn )

we define the maximum norm of u.)juil"yat ¡by

jJl1IJm~:: rr~ I u.j I

( -I ¡s.J~m )-1

Let I-L:i: Q¡)'f be the matrix representing(T -ót O¡ in
We have to show that, for h large enough

lY 'M

/) (T - ~tQI )hl1 /l s C 1iu.1JrM
M

for a 11 I) , where C is independent of both h' and h
For future use, we introduce the vector

Y¡:: -k (.1,1, . , . 2)
we have

E WI.
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(i) ót i. = 0, J4J ~ 0; Jit. = 0

( )-1 -I

(ii) 1+ ~I~ LV = (1.+0(1~ +;8'I"J) 'I: 41
That these re lations must hold follows from the cons istency of difference scheme.

Theorem 2.

Ìt =- 1 is a simple eigenvalue of Ó:+Oty~ìißI:r~~ and there

are no other eigenvalues of modulus ~ 1 .

Proof:
..\
We have shown that tlie eigenvalues Of(rfoo(,01.¡ß¡J) are boundeCl
in modulus by 1 , (s ince a-(A) ~ IIA If, for all norms IJ 1\), and that

the eigenvalue ~ =-1 is achieved, for the eigenvector 4J

I + 0(, cR is a positive definite, symetric, real ma.trix for all "m ,
and has non-positive off-diagonal terms. Its inverse is therefore posi-

tive in the sense of Perron-Frobenius ((7), page 85). The largest eigerl.. ,

value ofQ:+tKiiR) is 1 , and by a standard theorem ((7), page 30), it is

a simple eigenvalue. There are of course no other eigenvalues of modulus
1. Now assume that i is not a simple eigenvalue of

(Ito(IO?+¡3IJrl, or

that there is another eigenvalue of modulus 1 . Then there exists a
/

vector u. ¡:/ lf such that
II (1., cx, tR+(3¡ Jr~i Jli, ~ Ii u,ll~
put
we have
and

U2,': (1.- lQ, dr + ~I Jf ~I
u. ';:1 if

(II ¡¿¡/h = V(ili ~ )
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'¡"

:¡ ', 'l

l\ lÁ" II:? 11 (1 +0(1 ~ +;. i J) u')lh :. ((1 +~i~+,ei J)¡¡,.) (I+c.ltR+f31 JhL~)=

=1t(I+Q(\~)u~ilh+ 1I,ßIJu.:2l1h ~ 11 (I+~ltR)u2.llh
however, since u.,,:f ll and 1 is the only e igenva lue of modulus 1

-I
of (i+O(\~) ) we have

II (i + O(I~) u.~ i)~) ii U~ 1I~

which leads to a contradiction, q. e. d.
This proof has some independent interest; it provides a con-

vergence proof for iteration schemes for a class of non-symmetric
matrixes which actually occur in practice.

( ..1

Theorem 3. Let À~ be the second largest eigenvalue of 1+ 0(1 ~) ,

and ¡~ the eigenvalue of second smallest modulus of(r +0(1 ft+(', Jr~ then

\~~\!:À~.
Proof:

Let u. be an eigenvector associated with ~~

Let '$ be the

subspace of vector rp such that (ft; f.)= O. Write
U. :: 0, rp + b Lj
We have

epe f

../ ..

(i + 0.1 ~ +ß1J') (~ep t h Ll)= À2, (awcp + b/l)

or

(a.rp + b l¡) :~:2 (:( t c. 1 cRt ¡B, 7r)( o.cp 4- b l.)

:: ): -i (1 + 0(1 ~ + Pi J) a 0/ ); -i b tp

since J 4J :: d\ Lj ~ O.
If (pE ~ ' so does(I+i;I~+~/1)CP since
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( f. j (I + Oti/t of ß i J)q;) = (( I + Co¡ ~ + ¡d i j"T ) q; J 4'):! (4i cp) = 0

--

Hence

Ì\'Jb:b
--

and b = 0

since, from theorem 2, i À2, i '1

Therefore U. G,~ .

The

theorem follows by the arguments previously used, applied to
lI+D(ß?+(3 1)-1 operating in ~
Corollary: All the eigenvalues of (I+QlI~+l3i rT'" except À = 1 are bounded

-C\"ilt

bye, where C does not depend on m. This follows from theorem
3, and the fact that such estimates can be obtained for the eigenvalues

of (1 +cx/~)-i, using the complete set of eigenvectors
1~ ~ Ctj Xl ~ Mr C'' X, '

.. ::

Theorem 4. The scheme (3), with iL = L , is stable in the maximum norm.

Proof: By theorem 3, for every m, there is an Ylo such that for each
?I m
LLê E and "f ~r1c

M o.') "".,.

I/(r -l\t Q,f'lü. J/ ~ /I (~a)IlJLAN+11 í1/l04
't

Each component of (41) U) is
VI

/. (~I ü.~ ~) ..
Hence

Let J),I. :

i.::

-n
I)

q.e.d,

11 . i' ".-,.

~ r. I Ll, I ~ /1 i11/~11.

(I-ctQI) ülI~G: il/ul!Md
1) 1'

LLL+JJ,n
i,~-U,
,i
1'-11J/f(

2cX,

and similar definitions for D.1U) D,Jll,
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Theorem s.

~

a nd LA

Proof:

1).13.
i. J remain bounded, when BJ' are computed by (3),

=- ê .

Dt. and (I-.6tQeJ

commute, hence D.I.73.
J satisfy the same

equations as 23J and remain bounded by theorem 4.

~
The error in J. 73 :: 0 .
-r

From the differential equations (1), (2), ~e see that if
-?

div 8::0 at time t:. 0

,then clvß.:l) for 'all time. The analogous

statement does not hold for our difference scheme, since the finite

difference analogue todivwi= 0 does n()t hold. It is conceivable
therefore that the error in the equation of continuity will grow like

e. ct c? 0, the scheme being accurate to 0 (6 t). This would be
catastrophic, especially if the ~ -search turns out to be lengthy. We
shall now show that if simple precautions are taken, this growth of error

does not occur.
We assume that it has been shown that scheme (3) is stable for

variable It.
Let

r: =. f De f3e

when the D.e are, as before, centered difference appro~imations to d.e

The equation

dLv (ß :: 0

is then approximated by

r.=o.
We want to show that 9' remains not only bounded, but small, as a con-

sequence of equations (3).

9? may be expanded in a Fourier series, and

we note that it is possible to insure that this expansion contain no
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constant term, by correctíng f at the periodic boundaries. We as.sume
tha t this is done.

We note then that ~n satisfies an equation of the form
(l'f+I:. Lrprl+ O(tit"')

L qi ~ ( Hi (r+ "'A'e i- h
This is so because d? and 1)lt commute, and the remaining terms are

approximations of second order in ~X~ to differential expressions which

vanish. Now because of linearity we can write

l'+J n+J (
.. I .
where TO) is the solution of q;J+ :: LcpJ at time J 6 t which had taken
a; :: L O(At-a)T~(r)+I-k.)èit)
*=0

the value 0(1) at time t:. O. We already noted that if the constant

component inT/J'
L is
) exc luded,
-CJL't

)TCj) 1 ~ e
hence

'ftl ,I-)
cp'f.lle; 'S o(l:t~)e-C(ril-I-.'" L:t

~ , - C G'll' I),c't

-= 0 ( L: fj1 - e _ C è. -t = 0 (ii t )
1 .-e

and rp does not increase exponentially.

TheÌ\ seàrch.

The task of finding Ì\c. the value of Ì' for v'hich a dynamo
I

exists, still remains. Let us write equation (3) symbolically as

~
-+
J)t i1 :. L (ÌI) 13 (6)

One possibility is to integrate (6) in time for various values of À and
thén decide by inspection when the dynamo is maintained. This is however
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a wasteful procedure.

For cases where there is reason to believe that a steady dynamo
exists 9 we can construct the auxiliary system

..
-?
J) 73 :: L (-)i) T3
r

~

J)t~ ~ - ~:Dr 1/1311

-+

where T is an artificial time, JI B /) is a measure of

Jß~d. ~ 5(~ )~ti V ),

~

B (e.g.

ci is a constant, and it is assumed that dynamo

action increases with increasing ). (if it doesn't, we redefine /i ).
It is hoped that thè solutions of (7) converge to the steady dynamo

and Ì\c .We plan to investigate the system (1) by applying the underlying procedure to the search for the eigenvalues of

l.i+1l'Jl=o

A =~ õ"i

~t

us ing the auxiliary system

Dr: t = 6 ¡ - it l
Dr eft) -: - Qo Dr)/ t)/ .

It is hoped that an appropriate definition of II tN and a good value

of 0( will emerge from such an investigation.
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On a Generalization of Maxwell Material
Carlo Denis

Sumary.
In this paper we shall try to generalize somewhat the concept
of a Maxwell body, in such a manner as to include nom-isotropic beha-

vior and finite strain, and give this simple model a physically more

realistic picture than that of a spring and a dashpot connected in

series. We shall show that in the general case orientation plays in
fact a major role, and give a possible differential representation of
such a materiaL.

1. Introduction. Description of the gross deformation.
Let us consider a macroscopic body which we deform during time.

We shall assume that this body, which we shall call a "macrostructure",

is initially unstrained and under no stress (except for a hydrostatic

pressure), as well as in thermal equilibrium. We also assume that the deformation which we are able to control (and which we shall call, for later
use, a "gross"- or' a "macro" -deformation), is, very s low compared to mole-

cular processes, so that we may speak of an isothermal deformation.

We assume further that this macro-deformation can be described in terms
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of continuum mechanics, and we use the Lagrange representation.
Let ~o 'Xl~ YJ,XJ) be a fixed Cartes ian frame, and cons ider any

(" ""

"..

given mass point whose position vector at time 1: ': 0 is 0 F; , of com-

ponents (XIi X':),Xj) in the frame ~C). We shall specify this mass

~
,1
X :: X, X.

point throughout the deformation of the macrostructure by

(1)

1. 1.

using the sumation convention of repeated indices.
-+
At any later time t the same mass point (always labelled X )

will occupy in the frame ¿o the geometrical position P , the posi-

-7

tion vector 0 P having in 2:" components (Xi ? K~, x3). All information about the deformation and the successive configurations of the

macrostructure is of course contained in the vector transformation

~
~
X ==t(X,T) ,

re la t ions

(2)

which are supposed to be given for every mass point ~ in the con-

tinuum, such that
(3)

x (X) 0 ) : X .
-7X

-? ~

Consider now two mass points and X 4- cLX

which initially

are very close to each other and which move, during the time interval

(0) i:J ,

-7
respectively to the geometrical positions X

4 J~
X.

and X + a:

(Fig. l).
By expanding 1(1. +~XJr):xCI.Jt)tdt into a simple Taylor series,

we get

'3

~ ~) ~) 1 J (dlC ')

ì:~(XtdXJr =X,¡(X;L tTTa.Xj "ôX~ -t

j Kr
J

.2
j ~ )X) !\
-1d.Xjd.X~(d;I;¿X

+..,
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A
'13

x+d.t =:X (l+d.1¡T)

-+ -b

--

clx , -- 7-

~2

:1x
~ + d.X

X =x (Xl r. )

X

çr)

(r=o)

A

X~.

A

X,

Fig. 1

i.e.
d.Xi ::T.~ V+clX1t) -Xl. ~)r):: .1":J' d.X¿ + ~ Dij~ cLXj oL X k +

. ". .

(4)

where ( dìC' \

J)~j s oxji.. ) Qtc. (5)
XJ"C

is the (ilj)~component of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation,

which we shall look at in this context as the tensor of deformation

gradients ..n

In general, this tensor is composed of 9 independent

quantities.
In the undeformed initial state, the metric is of course

(t = 0) ~
i

L. e.

dX"'=d.X;.dX¿= ~~:j'(o)d.XiJXl'

()lJ - tj

ct. 1(0) - ó:. .

(6)

At time 1: , the macrostructure is generally in a deformed state, and
we define a tangential metric by
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dx.~ :: dx¡ 01 X¿

(t=T)

:: nij dXj D~~ d x~
:: TIij Dik clXj d. X~

: ~~k ciXd clX k

i.e.

(7)

~J~ (r) = D~j D¿~
Eqn. (7) defines the (j)~)-component of a symetric tensor

Q = nTD
-A_

(7' )

..(J

called the metric tensor or Green's strain tensor.
This metric assumes that we limit che description of the deformation to first order terms: parallel features remain parallel all

the time, and we assume that curvature effects are negligible. Under
these circumstances the deformation is completely defined by the tensor

.. -+

of deformation gradients JJ :

d-X = ..
J). J X

-

(4')

The determinant of 1) measures the ratio of the deformed .volume to
the initial one:

di.D
-. =

Clearly

v

(8) ,

~

oL J2CO) ~ 1

:l

(9)

we assume that

-

c) D (t) ). 0

)

VI

(10)

-:.
fl
-

The strain tensor ~ however, which is a symetric tensor, contains at

,.

most 6 independent quantities, and thus contains less information than ~.

From a fundamental theorem in algebra we know that 1) can be

written

- so -

.. -

12 =- B. ~ Ya ) ( 11)

where ~ t/'l is symetric like ~ ' and B. is a matrix describing an
adequate orthogonal transformation.

-

Moreover, taking the time-derivative of jD , we get

~ ~_ dV..
dU'

dXt

.1:,
tJJ =

(1Xj - (J Xf- Dpj

or

· _~I dUo

.D.
~.
I"ß. D.
~l =
ô'Xt

(12)

We define
,. _I

-

n "
J) D -: V +.-

,. -

(13)

where

1'1
_ \ I '= / (,C)~ ~i.-l )
Vir - Vfl :i d~t + ~x.i

'

n,if.D
= - it¿ (ôV;'
-:"i òx.~ ê)~)
- d'X-l )

(14)

..

\I rate of strain tensor (symetric),

~ rate of rotation tensor (antisymetric).

,,

2. Concept of a Maxwell body and certain aspects of viscoelastic behavior.
Let us consider the following simple model of an elastic element

(spring) and a viscous element (dashpot) connected in series. (fig. 2).
Under a uniaxial tension the rate of strain of such a system will be

E" = E:: + £~

(1)

The most simple behavior which such a system could possibly show is given

by
Eo'
S
.

EII

:;

r.

=

cr

E

"1

.

(linear elasticity), ,

(2)

(Newtonian viscosity);

(3 )
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1/

Spring

(elastic

f(t)= ~(J~~ .eo

element)

ea
g Ct)

Dashpot

(viscous
element)

\

1
Fig. 2.

Eqn. (1) becomes then

E. := 0-.-+ 0-

,

(4)

u+ ~= EEt

~

(4' )

f YJ

or
where

T=

.î

E

(5 )

is a relaxation time.

Note that the differential equation (4) Lresp. (4')J is equiva-

lent to the system of equations (1), (2) and (3). The latter system,
however, gives a description of the system in terms of its internal com-

ponents, which we may call state variables. Eqn. (4) was first considered
by J. C. Maxwell (1867). Therefore a material whose (ideal) behavior obeys
the differential equation (4) is called a Maxwell body.

First of all, it is easy to see that the general solution of (4'),

with initial conditions
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õ(O) = 0
is

,

t£(O) = 0

(6)

t
CJ( t) = E) €ï'p ( (t' - t) / T J €' ("1:) c1 r ; (7 )
o

the function r; e1-p (C!'-t¥TJ is a special case of a more general memory
function G(t-r), called in this special context relaxation function.

In this way of looking at things, we consider the rate of strain

E:. as the stimulus (quantity which we are able to control), and the

resulting stress cr as the response to this stimulus. But it is also
quite possible to control the stress cr (which then acts as the stimulus)

and look at the strain E as the response. In the latter case, the general
solution of (4), under the initial conditions (6), becomes:

t

Ë(t)= ~cr(t) + .) f cr(t)dt · (8)
Eqn. (4') Lresp. (7)J tells us that if we apply suddenly a unit
strain at time L = 0 , and then keep this strain constant, the stress will
take an initial value

() (0+) = E

,

(9)

and then relax exponentially with time (see Fig. 3a). On the other hand,
we apply at time -r= 0 suddenly a unit

Eqn. (4) Crespo (8)J implies that if

stress and then keep that stress constant, the strain will increase linearly
with time, starting from the ihitial value
E.(o+)

= f

(10)

However, if at time t ~ t we decrease suddenly the stress to zero, the

strain will experience a jump down by an amount liE , and then remain con-
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stant (no elastic afterworking; the material has experience(j plastic

flow during (0) tJ). Fig. 3h illustrates this typical behavior of a

simple Maxwell body. Finally, if we apply from L=O onwards a constant
unit rate of strain, Eqn. (7) gives

(ll)

o-(i:) :: ry (J _. e?Gp L - tIT)) .

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3c.

u;

v

E

~E

t_

I+!.

'S
i.
:j

Ë ~

\l

rj

o
~
.,

'e /'

cJ

II
s:

ry

I

'"

p: 0

1:

E
",i

0'

r:

r;.

CT
,

u".

I

~

::
~

..
::
'S
È

~O

-c

-t

c

(eL )

1;

D

C. b)

i:

(c)

Fig. 3. Typical behavior of a simple Maxwell body.

A Maxwell material has two limiting cases which are of special

interest.
Let us first assume that the time interval CO) t J we are dealing with

is very short compared to the relaxation time T

eiep L cr - t ) / T J ~ J

and Eqn. (7) yields

'Vr r; COJtJ

Under these circumstances

(12)
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d-it)~ E ~ Ct)

(13)

Clearly, this is equivalent ta the assumption that

(14)

If r (( '*1
Lsee Eqn. (4')J. Eqn. (13) means that under rapidly changing stimuli
a Maxwell body behaves essentially as a perfectly elastic solid.

The second limiting case of interest is obtained when we consider the time interval CO) t J during which the stimulus acts, to be

very large compared to the, relaxation time -r. With the restriction

that the rate of strain 6 (~) be a sufficiently smooth function of time,
the main contribution in the integral (7) comes then from the e:Kponen-

tial, and we may write approximately

t

C) (t) ~ E Ë-(t) J etp ((i;-t)/TJ cLr:: ErE" (t) (/-.R¥p f tjTJ) ~ 1ì €"Lt)

(15)

o

. y)::r:T
Interpreting
J ¡;

(16)

as some effective dynamic viscosity of the material, Eqn. (15) corresponds to a viscous flow of Newton type.

3. Limitations of the former concept of a Maxwell body. tntroduction
of the notions of a "generalized lattice" and "virtual deformations".

The model of ideal material behavior we described in section 2
has rather severe limitations, due to the fact that only one-dimensional

conditions are considered. As soon as we have to deal with higherdimensional problems, we must worry about finite changes in orientation
during deformation (measured with respect to a frame
and for all), unless there is complete isotropy.

z: øfixed once
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However, in crystals as well as in rocks such a complete isotropy
(not altered by the application of stress) is not likely to occur, and

therefore the former model can hardly give us a correct ans~er to the

question how stresses are distributed during and after a given strain
history. So it seems to us tha.t for slow mantle convection it is not
obvious that the mantle material, whatever it is, can be treated as a

Newtonian fluid. We shall come back to this question later. Let us note

however that, as far as the passage of seismic waves through the Earth i s
interior is concerned, ¡we do not expect large deformations to be produced,

so that under the assumption of (local) isotropy, unelastic processes may

be taken into account by generalizing formula (2.4') in terms of the deviatoric (or distortio~al) stress and strain tensors (see Bullen, 1963,
pp. 31-38)

,

'j = O"J' - t OKK dij

eU

f S',

: r,. _\ c: ,(\,

( 1)

I:A.J .~ ç;K \( 0 L.J

i.e.
·
s~,
LJ+J-S"
í tJ = E- e..
LJ

:;

(2)

and
3 K 6'K :: Ë 11\ It.

(3 )

In order to get a three-dimensional representation of Maxwell-type beha-

vior under finite strain conditions, we must introduce a more sophisticated
physical picture of a Maxwell material than the previous one.

Probably the most simple idea comes from our knowledge about the

physical constitution of mono-crystals. Indeed, single crystals result
from quite an ordered packing of atoms or groups of atoms, which defines

some regular pattern called lattice. The crystallographical lattice is
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a purely geometrical structure; to give it physical properties, we assume
that the atoms or groups of atoms occupy mean positions corresponding to

given lattice sites. As thermal motions tend to destroy this ordering,
the atoms must be held together in their ordered mean positions by
"lattice forces" which generally correspond to strong short-range inter-

actions between neighboring atoms. However, the effect of thermodynamics
is to introduce some disordering into such perfect crystals, giving rise

to different kinds of defects, which may migrate "thermally" through the
entire crystal or may be driven through it by externally applied stresses.

Such isolated defects cause local deformations and weakening of the lat-

tice known as faulting. However, as long as the density of these defects
does not become too large, the lattice as a whole will not be affected
and its response

to rapid changes in stress or strain will be elastic.

For our consideration the most interesting type of faulting corres-

ponds to dislocations; these are line defects which may be driven through

the crystal under applied external stresses. The motion of a dislocation
is associated with a slip of atoms from one lattice row to another one,

and results finally in the slip of a lattice plane with respect to the

next One. It is evident that without dislocations, such a slip would hardly
be possible. Now, many such movements on atomic scale may finally cause a
macroscopic deformation; during these processes individual atomic neighbors
are displaced with respect to each other. However, if

we assume chemical

homogeneity on some given scale, and exclude the possibility of phase
changes, the neighboring conditions remain ~ssentially unchanged and therefore the lattice undergoes only very s light deformations. We, neglect all
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arising unhá'rmonicities, i. e. we consider the deformations as lJinfinitesimal". These deformations are essentially of a geometrical nature and
__ we shall refer to them as "lattice deformations", "microdeformationstl, or

better (for a reason seen later) "virtual deformations". They are of
course reversible in nature, and are only introduced to store instantaneously a great amount of energy, the relaxation of which through slip

processes ("real" deformations) is not instantaneous, but involves a cer-

tain time delay characterized by some mean time interval called relaxation

time.
As far as single crystals are concerned, this picture is quite
adequate 0 For polycrystals however, or minerals made up of different
crystallites, and finally for rocks made up of various minerals, the
structural lattice viewed as a regular geometrical pattern loses its mean-

ing. However, under rapidly varying stimuli (of not too high amplitudes)
all these materials undergo elastic deformations, and so it seems obvious
that for these materials we may still define a "generalized lattice" whose

"virtual defornations" can store instantaneously an amount of energy high
compared to that required to drive a dis location or any other fault (grain

boundaries, a. s. 0.). This concept of lattice has even the advantage that
we do not need any more to worry about the discontinuous nature of matter,

and thus we may apply to the virtual lattice deformations the results of

o ..

section 1. In particular, we define the orientation of the lattice with
respect to the fixed frame

such tha t

"Z at time t by an orthogonal matrix Q (t)

aG!=i
.... ..

(4)
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is the identity matrix, and we require that for all the best specimens

.. ..

cons idered, we have

(5)

Q (0) = I .

The internal deformations of the lattice will be taken into account by

the virtual (symetric) strain tensor

~*(t.) := ~~t:Q* ; (6)

,.

we require furthermore that initially the lattice be unstrained, i.e.

-~*(O)i:: I ' (7)

For convenience, we shall introduce another symetric strain tensor

q(1:)=t(~*-I)
r,
_-

T

~ :: ,.
9
..

?

(8)

which takes equally well into account instantaneous virtual deformations

of the lattice. The 6 independent quantities defining 9 at any time

f"

are said to be "state variables" of the materiaL.

For a mathematically

rigorous introduction of the concept of state variables of a viscoelastic

material, see Onat ((1966 a/bù, With this notation, Eqn. (7) becomes

-9

(0) :: CJ . (9)

We now possess all the elements required to generalize the concept

of a Maxwell body. We shall consider here the rate of deformation of the
macrostructure ()£ and ,,ß) as a controllable stimulus, and try to find
out the corresponding stress Ci at any moment.
A direct generalization of (2.2) taking correctly into account the
tensorial character of the stress tensor (as revealed during an orthogonal
transformation) is of course

- ,.

!i:: Q.tc~)~1
i

,

(10)
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where Jt is some symetric tensor function of the virtual lattice

strains 9

'"

(Note: All these quantities are of course functions of

time.) Eqn. (10) is a basic equation which is characteristic of the
type of material considered. We shall first leave it in this quite

Together

general form, without special assumptions concerning l
with some equations of evolution (growth equations) for

,.
~

and Q ,

Eqn. (LO) gives a mathematical representation of the behaVior of a
certain class of

materials. Our major problem will be to make some

plausible guesses concerning the equations of evolution of a Maxwell-

type material. In order to do this, we shall use explicitly the picture

of a generalized lattice.
In Fig. 4 we consider two different (but very simple) deformations,

both of a given macrostructure and of the underlying lattice. We start
in both cases with an unstressed and unstrained test specimen of a
given geometrical shape (f. i; a cube), and suppose that the underlying

lattices are identically oriented with respect to the fixed frame ¿Co
In

Fig. 4a, we deform the cube into a parallelipiped by applying a simple

shear and rotating the macrostructure concomitantly back, so that the

orientation of the macrostructure remains essentially unchanged during

the deformation. Our lattice picture tells us that during this deformation the lattice experiences at each point a shearing stress which tends
to strain it very slightly, but is not rotated (except over "infinitesimaiii

angles) with respect to the fixed frame ~c, provided the rate of shear
strain 'is sufficiently slow. In Fig. 4b, we still apply a shearing stress

to the macrostructure to get the same amount of (finite) strain, but in
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l\
:i

~/ l'

//

'"
.2

/
/
f//////I. /

C a.)

(f':=o)

(b)

(r: 0)

(¿à)

f
Fig. 4

this case we do not rotate back during the deformation. (This may be
realized in the laboratory by fixing one base of the cube to the fixed

frame ~o ' or any other fixed frame.) Then the macrostructure as a whole
is of course rotated with respect to the frame 2:o , and so is generally
the underlying lattice in the picture we gave before of a Maxwell body.

This latter point is essential in our discussion. Indeed, for
a viscous fluid, we do not expect such a change in orientation of the

microstructure to occur, for there is not such a thing as a restoring
lattice force which is able to hold atöms together in some mean positions.

For more complicated situations than the previous ones, the lattice at a
given time may be oriented quite differently with respect to the fixed
frame, but the main features of the preceding discussion must hold.
(Orientation of the lattice results both from rotation of the macro-
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structure as a whole and from relaxation processes.)
that the rate of strain at time

Most generally, we may assume

t of a rotating lattice is related to the actual state of strain of
the lattice (slightly perturbed lattice parameters) and to the rate of

strain of the macrostructure "as seen by the rotating latticeii (i. e.
L

measured in a frame ~t' attached to the rotating lattice, but supposed to be kept fixed at time t ). Because of the tensorial charac-

,. _..",

ter of V , the latter quantity is simply QTVQ.
Assuming further that both effects are not coupled and thus
can be separated, taking into account relaxation processes by a term
independent of the rate of macrodeformation, we write simply

~:=9:(J) + ..~(9).(STy~)
-.

"

(11)

Eqn. (11) is a second basic equation for the considered material; it
is called IIgrowth equation of ,i ' and corresponds to one of the most

simple guesses one can make for viscoelastic behavioro Its relation
to the picture given above is however rather obvious.

Finally, the rate of rotation of the lattice as measured at each

moment in the rotated lattice frame

ç-L.

Lt is

QT ""
Qa .
--

We as~ume, on the

basis of the underlying lattice picture, that it is related to the rate
L.

of rotation as measured at each moment in ~t:' by the basic equation

,- ~ ." -"..

Q T 0.- :: ~ (9) + ~ (9 ) · (li i ~ ) + ~~ Q.

(12)

where ..l-A.
QT VQ and Q.Tj1
_,._Q are r~spectively the rate of actual strain and
the rate of actual rotation of th~ macrostructure as measurèd in the
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frame

¿L.

t

The term f! (~) takes into account possible relaxation

processes.
Note that the three basic equations (10), (11), (12) have been
obtained by Onat (1966b) in a much more axiomatic way, without trying

to give a physical interpretation of the state varuables ~ and the

,.

orientations Q. .

,-

However, the assumptions made in Onat' s paper are

quite plausible as regards our concept of a Maxwell body, though they
are certainly less restrictive and thus include more general material

behavior.
4. Discussion of the basic equations.
As we pointed out at the end of section 3, the basic equations

(3. tO), (3.11) and (3.12) may well define a more general material behavior than a Maxwell one. We impose therefore, in agreement with our
lattice picture and the topics discussed in section 2, that the generalized Maxwell material should exhibit two limiting properties under extreme

conditions:
(1) for very rapidly varying stimuli the material should behave as

an elastic solid;
(2) for very slowly varýing stimuli the material should exhibit some
kind of viscous flow.

Condition (1) can be expressed mathematically by neglecting ~C JJ

,. .. ,.

before:¿(9).(tyg) and ~(9)
Moreover, we must write

before the terms involving ""
V

- -R
==

~*

--

Gl

-:

~

-.

?

and

..,.

( 1)

(2)
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so that

i~l(i-r) ,

(3)

9" .: J. ~.:: D TV D ,

(4)

Ii-:: R--1
II..:: -G. ' ì
\/~ .

(5 )

': -d .,-- -.

where

The basic equation (3.ll) becomes then, in component form

( 13nso(,8 (1) - ~:: ~~ ) Q.¡Uø( k-)) Q V"d = 0

(6)

Owing to symetry properties, Eqn. (6) is equivalent to a system of
6 homogeneous equations in the 6 completely independent parameters

(flTYg)Q(¡8 .

'rherefore, all coefficients must vanish separately, i.e.

J" ) V.. lI i.
-D/iSQ(ß (1 = ~o(lZ ~¡9S

(7)

If we limit ourselves to linear elasticity, we have

and Eqn. (7) yields

-~

Yo:

~ ..
I

'l

J3 -- Ó £
Il.s~ - Q/11 í3 s

(8)

(9)

Similarly, we must investigate what Eqn. (3.12) becomes under the condition of very rapidly varying stimuli, i.e. when conditions (1) and (2)

9::
.:î
(10)
~ -: -Q- £'1.. + :Q ~- i¡~ (11)

hold and when f! (9) may be neglected. We write successively

-- _1/'J

using (5) and (1.13)

we obtain -

~3. ; ~~2- - ~-l!: (ilo:i~i)L9.1~)+ £T.g~ .

(12)

A comparison of the latter equation with (3.12), where f.~) ~ 0, yields

~()).(~YE)= rt,l9 - J.~-~. (t~g t~ 11/0.) ~
or, in component form

(13)
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Jjtj~ (lO( \l.i Q));; ~e( ~Q( ~vQi!~J- ~;~~; .r? ~:, ~~ ~v QtJ ~;?

(14)

This gives

o'¡3- .i
:t/ -~.ur£
wj'? ~o(
Q)lQ( ~ II Q)t ~ 0
(~i.Jrr
Loc -I
~ ru~~; )

(15)

~

The symetry-antisymetry requirements for B :

f¿J'~ = CJjfi.. = - ~.L.~ ' (16)
together with the fact that the six quantit~es (5f~~)~ vary independent ly, yie ld

(17)

fl(9)
.. == 0
We assume that for a Maxwell body the fourth-rank tensor functions 13

-:

-,.

and f) possess always the forms (9) and (17). This point is merely a
generalization of the one-dimensional case, and is also contained in the

assumption that the deformations of the lattice be small. The basic viscoelastic equations then become

Õ :: Q ..t (9)
- QT
.

(18)

""

i

(? Ci
..
..

=

~(9)+ QTvq

_ -l_..

(19)

::

~/9)
.. + rr~9

(20)

Condition (2), requiring passage to viscosity for very s low rates
of macrodeformation, contains less useful information. As in the unidimensional case discussed in section 2, we may assume that all components of

,.9-

are very small quantities as compared to the still very small compo-

nents of ..
V

and

-

JL

Eqn. (19) may then be written

Çl (i! + 9 T t 9 ~ 0 .

(21)

-

We assume the matrix g. invertible, so that we may solve for ~
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-' q;\ (~)l9) .
(22)

"'9
Eqn. (18) becomes then

£" == Q E (9Zyg)g:

(23)

where f(QT3l9) stands for l L: Q;ICCt;¿~)J

..

E~n. (23) corresponds to some sort of viscous flow (stress related to
the rate of strain), but this flow is in general highly nonlinear, and

thus non-Newtonian. Moreover, unless ~ (~) = 0, the previous results limit
somewhat the flow pattern, for Eqn. (20) can be written as

g g. = t"- (G-TY.E-) + ~ D-~

,

(24)

where ~rg'tE) stands for -f C- ~-I (R-r't~)) ·
Another case of interest is pure relaxation, i.e. when

-

v = 0

.-

.. ;: 0 (independently or together).

In this case, Eqn. (19) becomes simply

and Eqn. (20) is

1 = Q;(Cj) ~

-- -

Q~'Q.=~(q) .

(25)
(26)

The latter equation implies that ~ (q) cannot be a constant or contain a

..

constant term, unless it is zero. The simplest case we may think of is
then ~Cq)-: 0, or

QT -ri
""

= 0

(27)

integrating Eqn. (27) yields that ~ is a constant tensor at any moment
during relaxation; stated otherwise, this means that the orientation of
the lattice does not relax at all.
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Considering now the time-derivative of Eqn. (18), it is easy to
show that

Q":: grC",(j)I!(lÜ+ L~9l(yJ+%(3).g.(~+~(~)'(£i.tg))QT ,
where

(28)

C ) - õjJ~)

! i:: ò9..

of 6 and B
.. .

and
(.6~ ~i ;. ßl'- ~ ê : commutator

Eqn. (28) is a generalization of Eqn. (2.4)

S. Isotropic case.

--

'D-1and the corresponding response rr , we say
Given a st:imulus .D
that there is isotropy if for any stimulus li!2'~-1 lT , where 'ß is a

T

constant orthogonal transformation, the response is "R..,.
a- 'R
-- .
By analogy with the cases of isotropic elasticity or isotropic viscqsity, we write the basic equations (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) in the following form:

,.()

t

- ..

cl GL'

=-

=

À t- -91 + 2(I Q.~
.. lii
L 1: q ;E

+ 2. M q .¡ 9.i-l ~

--- ..

,

..

Qi".n Q

".

(1)

)
~

(2)
(3)

assuming moreover that '~J9) =0 in the isotropic case. This need not be

true, but we introduce this statement as a simplifying assumption. Indeed,
it is easy to check that the system of equations (1), (2), (3) describes

the behavior of an isotropic material in agreement with the above definition
of isotropy.

Let V be the volume of the macrostructure at any moment t then
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(for the gross deformation)
'ì ·
-=

"'

,.

-t V .

(4)

On the other hand, taking the trace of 1 in Eqn.(2), we obtain

ti ,.V

.

= - :.
'ì

1)

-

- -

ti q. - (3 L + 2. M) ti q ·

(5)

Eqn. (5) implies that the assumption

3 L + 2M :: 0

(6)

is equivalent to the assumption that the rate of volume change of the
of strain of the

macrostructure is entirely due to an (elastic) rate

lattice. Thus, the assumption (6) seems quite plausible in most cases,
at least as long as we keep a lattice picture for a Maxwell material.

Under this restriction, Eqns. (2) and (5) become respectively

-

q. =

and

.. ..

-~M"b ~ !-i1M9 + qt9

(7 )

ïfL'l = v.
V:: ~1

(8)

It is worthwhile studying the behavior of an isotropic Maxwell
material described by Eqns. (1), (7) and (3) in some simple cases.

For instance, if the gross deformation is a uniform dilatation

I' ,.,-

(or compress ion), i. e. V=a.ti)!).. arbitrary, the lattice undergoes the

same deformation. The associated stresses are bulk stresses, which may

t

be written as

(9)

~ = (À +t~) r a.Lr)aLt 1
o

where

Ã;.~lt:: k

is the bulk modulus.

If the macrodeformation is shear, the lattice also is simply sheared,

and the only stresses which do not vanish are shearing stresses.
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Finally, let us suppose that 'i is sufficiently "smoothll and

.
small enough, so that we may neglect 9 before quantities involving

.-

-

9 (see section 2). Under these circumstances, Eqn. (8) becomes

'i.x :: iÜ- f ': 0 )

so that approximately

t
~ 9- (t)

= j t7 'i ("c)oL r

(10)

~O .

(11)

D

Eqn.( 1 ) becomes then
't

-o-(t)

: (À ~ l ¡t) ~ Vi :i ("C) d. r l -

~ 'L (t)

(12)

or approximately

q;(t) ~

"* X:(.t).

(13)

As M must be intrinsically negative in order to get relaxation, we

have

(U

..Cf ~ iM ;¿

(13' )

Eqn. (13') corresponds simply to an incompressible viscous shear flow of
effective Newtonian viscosity
¡U

~ : iM

(14)

6. Conclusion.
This paper gives one example of how we could possibly treat viscq~

elastic behavior of materials. In fact, the method suggested here is full
of possibilities, as more complicated behavior is easily included into this

theory. For instance, plastic flow with elástic afterworking can be treated
essentially along the same lines. Moreover, even in the very simple case
of a Maxwell material, the orientation of t~e stress-carrying microstruc-

ture plays an essential role, which is not eásily taken into account by
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other representations. It clarifies a good deal the meaning of some
state variables, which until now had been introduced axiomatically, with-

out discussing their physical nature. Thermodynamic effects may easily
be included as well, although this has not been done in the present paper.
(See Orrat, 1966b).

Finally, a remark concerning the Earth i smantle convection problem

should be made. Indeed, although the previous treatment of some viscoelastic materials does by no means give any information about the real

behavior of the material the Earth's mantle consists of, it seems hbwever
to indicate that viscous flow of Newtonian type demands rather drastic
conditions, one of which may be that isotropy exists throughout and is

not altered by the convective processes and the applied stresses. As for
processes which do not involve extreme time intervals, some of the previous results may well prove very useful.
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A Two-layer Model of Ocean Circulation
with Upwelling from the Lower Layer
Sulochana Gadgil

Introduction
Hea t is supp 1 ied to the ocean ma inly through the surface, where the
water is in contact with the atmosphere. The surface temperature decreases
from equator to pole. In a study of the convective motions arising due to
the latitudinal variation of the surface temperature, where the temperature

at great depths is taken to be uniform, Robinson and Welander have shown
that upwelling from deep waters is necessary for the existance of a thermal

boundary layer. That such a distribution of surface temperature would give

rise to a highly asymetric circulation in which there would be slow upwélling
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in a relatively narrow region has

in most of the region with sinking

been suggested by Stommel' s pipe models and Rossby' s experiments. This

is the rationale for investigating the circulation in a two-layered model,

with upwelling from the lower layer in most of the region. Observations
indicate that at a given longitude, the depth of the thermocline increases

northward up to a certain latitude and then decreases sharply, almost to

zero, in a very narrow region. One could associate the latter region with

the one in which the upper layer loses warm water by eddies etc. Thus in
this mod~l the whole process is parameterised into a flux in or out of the

upper layer.
1. Two-layered model
The x, y and g axes point eastward, northward and upward. If one
assumes that there are no horizontal pressure gradients in the lower layer,

the hydrostatic relation can be used to express the pressure gradients in

the upper layer in terms of its depth. Integrating the equations from the
bottom of the lower layer to the surface of the ocean and assuming that

iI'I

U. 11 xl c: a-

::

(hlu.~))(, e1ë.

i interface
surface
the equations of momentum and continuity for the upper layer become, on
neglecting friction

I VI ::
(h/u.~))(1 + (h\Lv')y,-f
i

i L i

-3 "'x'
- ~ i h 'f

(h'u'v'))(1 + (h'v'-")y 1+ f u. ~
(hti.'))(
+ (h/v
i 11,:
,

t

(1.1)
(1.2)

(L3)
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where

u.'v' -; velocities in i: and 'i

i' 4~ d d '

h' ~
-- depth of the upper layer

~ :: ~ T -~ re uce gravity

~i ~ flux of water into or out of the upper layer

e' . l'

T :: corio is parameter
(1.1) and (1.2) can be simplified by using (1.3) and then dividing by h

''

to give

u.lu.X' +

LA Vy' +

/' I ,

UV'l'+ VV'I'
These equations are now

11 ~ J~1

~

X i = Lx

substitution

of these,

f =

=

ti
1"u. -~ ,..

non-dimens iona lised

V'= UV

u.' ': U IJ

On

+

íu! f/k
~V
h'

1+ py

into equations

I h'

_ ~ )('

(1.4)

-~i hiy'

(1.5)

as follows:

y' ~ Ly

hJ=(Lin)h il=Qi

~~~cee
(1.4),

i

e = t~fiLÅde.

(l.s) and (1.3) and dividing

throughout by f c U , those equations become

where

E (u.u. X of V lky ) l E J ~ - (J + ~ Y) V:: - 0( h)(

(1. 6)

G. (I. 'Ix + V "y ) + E l ¥ .. (t + (3 Y ) 1.=-rX h Y

(1.7)

(ht.))( + (hv)y :: J't

(1.8)

€= foUL

wnol Q L :: t S/ch :: eX

Ó h U fc L U

For
L "' I 't l D 7 ems i .fo::. '7 'j 10- '1

U N I cr IS e.c. ,

l: ~ -2

- :: .2i-IC )

f

Geostrophy imp lies 0(;: j

I

~ =-.1

E=.l'lIO

.. i.

(3=10-1

which gives 6 h .. 25 metres

of order I as can be seen from equation (1.8).

6' can b

at mo s t
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The ocean basin is taken to be rectangular with boundaries parallel to
the :f and ~ axes. Since friction is neglected, thE; boundary conditions

are that of no normal flow. One expects geostrophic balance to hold over

most of the region. The basin is, therefore, divided into an interior
region in which there is geostrophy, and boundary layers.

2. Interior

In the interior u.1 'I) h i are expanded in powers of ~ i. e.
u.

::

lJo + (. U1 +

V

~

Vo + ~ 'Ii 4-

h ::

ha

...

-lßhi+'

.

.

'\:: 9lo + ß ~ I.. . .
p, 4

Noting that I.. = Ë, the zeroth and first order equations in ~ are
Zeroth order

Vo :: ho'X

(2.l)

U.O := -hOY

(2.2)

(holÁo\ + (hovø ly = to

(2.3 )

(2.1) and (2.2) imply that to:: 0 Le. l ~ß
First order

yvo+v¡=hIX

(2.4)

y 'Uo -+ u. i .. - hi y

(2.5)

(h l u.o \.. (ho u. i) ¡t + Chi V n ) y + (~V, ) Y :: ~ \

(2.6)

Cross differentiation of (2.4) and (2.5) gives the vorticity equation

U,H + Viy + Vo + y (u.ox + V~y) = 0
But (2.1) and (2.2) imply
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u,ol. + Vø y

:: 0

(2.7)

The vorticity equation becomes

u.IX + Viy + Vo =- 0

(2.8)

Using (2.7), (2.6) is simplified to

'no (u.\i- + Viy) + 1)1 rio~' + V, hby + U-e nix + 'yø hiy .. '11
Using (2.1) and (2.2), this becomes
h 0 (U-1 X + V, y ) + hox. ( U. 1+ h i y) + h ö y ('/1 h 'X ):; cv i

We have, from (2.4), (2.5) and (2.1), (2.2)

U.1,.h1y = -,1lko =yhoy
vi-hi)(:: -YVo =-yho)(

Therefore,
9¡ I =- he) (u.IX + Vi y)

(2.9)

(2.8) and (2.9) imply

't + ho h ~~ ~ 0

(2.10)

I

At this stage two assumptions are made. If one associates the region

in which h~ is small and positive with weak upwelling and where h~ is
large and negative with loss of upper layer water by eddies, etc., then ~
can be

'taken as a function of hi . take the simplest case i is taken

proportional to hy¡ Thus we take

~:
'ì =

cl hy in the interior
C. hy in

the boundary layer near the northern boundary

l

of the basin.

C and C are constants.

The varii;tion of helght in the interior is assumed to be small com-

pared to the height. This means the height h can be written as

ho': H + h J ()t~ y)

(2.11)
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where H is a constant and hI c:( H. With this assumption, equation (2.10)
can be simplified by linearisation to give

'i1+Hh~=O
With i = c' h t) and i:: f3~,

c! hj -I ß Hh ~ = 0

(2.12)

This equation has a solution of the form,

\r/ = ~ ( ß Hy - e')()

where ~ is an arbitrary functiono
h ei:: H + cP ( ß H 1 - c.' 'I)

Consider
$(~ Hj -c'x) ~ k(~Hy'-C/)()

where 1.( is a constant and K ~¿ I.
hb= Hl K (~Hy-C'¡()
u.~ ~ - k ~ tl Vo ~ - KcJ
Equation (203) and Cfo:: 0, imply that a stream function '¥f) can

be defined.

~)( c. ho \I~ IJ c 'I :: - he i.e
I.d~~ : -kc'hQ '¥ø'l : + "~H no
% = -k¿(HX+ K~H yx-k ~'l)+ K~HCHy+J((3 !i2. KC''¡ y)

\j~' = (KP14)iit + i.K~H'¡y+ iK e'(x"'+ KßHj - KC'14~ (2.13)
The zonal flow in the interior is towards the west and the meridional flow
is southwards, thus one expects an inertial boundary current on the western
boundary, which transports the water northwards 0
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3. Boundary layers
Equations (1.6) and (l,7) give tpe vorticity eqnation when cross-

differentiating. The vorticity equation is

E (u.("I-LLY)t + V (1/1(- t.y)/(~-Uy)(u.)(+Vy)J+J (U-itVy)+ ~ Y + EóL(¥)x -(~)y J = 0 (3.1)
Usigg (1.8), we have

h(L.~+Vy)= ciJ"-(lLhx+vhy)

(3.2)

Using (3.2), (3.1) becomes

Ei (LL(V.-U.y), - \ (v,_~)u.h, .. II (V.-u.i)y- (V,-U.~)Vht J +

h 'h L . ' ~ .

-+ J',1i +~V- -:t(lJhX40vk/)+ 66 r(V)(-LLy) ~ + (-r), - (~h lyJ ": 0

This can be simplified to

L h x'
, L.~ jy n y. y

h u. r e: (V¡i-lJy) lÇJ + hv r E(V,-I,) +tl -I 1l (f +E(",-ui~+ de l(if) - ~ 1 = 0 (3.3)

Using i= chY' (3.3) becomes ,

L: ~ '1' L h jy ~ . 1 ,

hu. ~E-(I/~ -Uyì+f J + \-w r E(V¡(-lLy)+t 1 + dG~Y ~ ~G(vietAy)J +c6é K¥) - ~) J = 0 (3,4)

The system as a whole has to satisfy the following constraints:

(i) S)id.~d-y =0
(ii) )) \I X (.i) cL~ cL ~ ~ 0

The first means there is no gain or loss of water and the second means the
second is the integrated vorticity constraint.

Western Boundary Layer,
In this boundary layer one expects the effects due to upwelling to

be an order of magnitude smaller than the inertial effects. Thus the first
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approximation would be to neglect the former in comparison with the

the inertial

latter. This is the same sort of assumption as that in

theories of Charney and Morgan in which the effect of wind-stress over
the boundary layer is neglected, even though the flow into the boundary
layer is due to the cumulative effect of wind-stress over the entire

basin, Le. 6.:0 in this region.
Thus the equations of continuity and vorticity become

('hu.\ + ('nv)y:' 0

h x h Y

. hu. ("(V,-Uy)+f J + hv f!: (Vrl.y),t J = 0

(3.5)
(3.6)

Defining
h u. :: - \fy

h V = '¥X

(3.6) becomes

Y'x(t f(l)/ (iJ+tJy- o/y (~. ((~+(l))+ t J = Cl

(3.7)

In this boundary layer, the x-scale is much smaller than the y-scale,
and, therefore, x-derivatives much larger than the y-derivatives. The
x-scale is stretched to take this into account,

~ ': E. -Yll:x (3.8)
-;/a UJ-'

Giving

\f = 'l~ G ; lt)(X 'l ì,~ é

(3.7) becomes

-~ r iV\)~t
(~\
ElLh

* (tf/ tJ;é~y (~ (~+ t (-'rtl- 0

To order E, this is
-l¡~(t(t-)/ tJy-~Y f~ (ti+ tJ~ = CJ

(3.9)
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(3.5) becomes

(hLl)t6-Y:at(hV),1 ~O
If both terms in the above equation are to be equally important, we

must have

II, h - Y1
V ". \$ - Øol.; t. .. G

(3.10)

If we take
U. 'V ¡? V -- E: - Y:i ) Y"" J, ~ "" f - \/~

equations (1.6) and (1. 7) become on taking t =. 0) o.:: I
'\ VUy/- y~ E( jV::
- Vr.
E Y'J
u.Ut( -+
-€h,
~ Vx+ VVy .. ju.:. -h y

(3.11)
(3.12)

Thus one can take the down-stream component to be geostrophic, to order

Ë Equation (3.9) has an immediate first integral

i-h -it,
(If! ìh+ l-:: F (It ) (3.13)
To find F('-), we can utilise the fact that in the interior, the
potential vorticity is given by

(3.14 )

-t /)= F C~o )

At the outer boundary, ~o is a given function of y according to (2.13)
to be

'l

\.o (O.ìY) :; ~\1 y1. +K~tia.1

ho

is also a given function of y at :(:: 0, and therefore also of lVo'

Thus t / ho as a function of LV(l detennines the function F .

We have, in the interior,

uò-:-hôy vii;:hat
..

'/0 .

and

"Poy :: he hDy \:e't :: ho he¡)(
L¡ 0": ! h:+ constant
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Thus F(4',J will be a functton of ho , say I~ (he) . Let h
denote the

value of h() at :: :0,
Leo h-=H+K~Hy

Then

~:.h-H/K~H

(3015)

~=I"'~Y=~ßH+~(i;-H)/~ßH = (K -I) 1-4 + h / K H
which gives F("¥ø)to be

r/

(3.16)

~ ( h):. (k ~l ~ h + h

Us ing (30 ii) ~e have, geostrophically,

v-- .fh~=

.J

(3.17)

h

and (3.17)
hU + f _

, h ' .-

h,t
" ¡

_L = (,~-i) H -f~ -~/ÆH
fi, .h -- Me
, +-h

Kl- k i- -

h
KH

(3018)

we have

If h :: he at X ': 0 , then

(3019)

h :: Ch Co - h ) e -.&//K + ''h

heCy)can be determined by matching the transports.

Since frict ion

has been neglected in this theory, the velocity cannot obey the no-slip
condition. The meridional velocity has a maximum at the boundary

0 The

transport in this boundary layer increases as the stream flows northwards 0 At the northern boundary the, stream has to leave the western

boundary and will start going along the northern wallo

Northern boundary layer
In this region, we expect the upper layer to loose warm water

by means of eddies. The effect of downwelling, therefore, will be at
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least as importarit as the inertial effect. The y-scale will be small

compared with the x-scale and so a stretched coordinate 1

duced

~ -= e 1
- V..

is intro-

(3.20)

For all the terms to be of equal importance in the equation of continuity, we must have
Ll .- IS

- y~v

(3.21)

If V~I, (3.20) and (3.21) when substituted into (1.6), (L7) and (3.4)

give,

v,. (' ~u. h
(1J/Ji'+vu.~)+E:- 0 h -tV ": - 1-

If ( (' ~ II -~ -It.. h

(3.22)

E ,1 U. Vj( + V V~ ì + 6" h + E. f L, = - ~ ~

31- q, II
Lie. E (u.v~ +VVi) -t G rr h + t u. = -h"Z

(3.23 )

/¡'(h\J)(Gv.-~i*f:l+ E-~hY) (€V'-t~*f J~+

+ J fG -Y~~'1(f *€ v, -u.7) w;'1'( hv: 1, _CG_V,( hi I.)i J = Q

(3.24 )

To order E , equation (3.24), is

hu. (~;;"1 + hv( tht.~i+ i\ * (.¡-~)-SC (¥\ : Q

(3.25 )

?=-e (3
f=1+ßy
ih=/+ßE'?
f Y-i
The

variation of f with latitude is neglected in this boundary layer.

Equation (3.25) then reduces to

hu.(~/ hY(~\+1(~W,¡)+c\c(~ hi-ÓC ~LÁ;i~ = 0

(3.26)
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Efluation (3.23) implies geostrophy in u., namely

(3.27)

u. := - ni
The equation of continuity is

(hu.))( + (hV)~= ó'C hi
One can, therefore, define a streamlike function ~

~= h(v-cd")
'I

~ = -h u.

(3.28)

~

Equations (3.27) and (3.28) imply,
':

¡cpr¿ ~ hh~ " ~ =- l + 'à(~)

(3.29)

where
2 is an arbitrary' function.

The meridional velocity V is then given by

(3.30)

h(v-c.o'):: hh)( + ~/(X)

If the thermocline actually reaches the surface at the northern boundary,

~ I(X )must be identically zero. Then

U. =-h-i V= h~+cfc. (3.31)
In this special case, equation (3.26) reduces to
h 'a)

h X hn't - n 1 h'i'l X ., d c. h 'I'i'i + dc.l:¡ ~ .. 0 (3 32)
If h~ is assumed to be a function of h and X alone this equation is

simp 1 if ied . We have
ni :: F"(h¡X)

h~~ = Fh h7 :: FtF
h-i ~ :: ~ hx + F;
h~hl(~ - hx "'11 = h"l ~ h)( + h~ ~ - h~~ h~ =- h~ F'A
Using above, equation (3.32) can be simplified to

- r(FFx) Jr ., ÓC (F~ \ F + lc tÇ)1, F:o
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Since F is not zero in the boundary layer, we have

_..
-( F")¡(~1' ere (F'~-)h ~ + 2. de. (~ )h :: 0

If F')(x)h)s GC~)'r)

-Gxli + Cd Ghh+:2C.J(tt:: 0

(3.33)

This equation has an immediate first integral.

-G)(+tc-6h+~tc ~ =QoiX)

(3.34)

where ~ eX) is a function that is to be determined by the boundary con-

ditions. The boundary condition in this case is

n::o at y=l.
By equations (1.4) and (1.5), this implies that

i = 0

or

u. = 0 ci V=.O
Since in this model 4L is proportional to ~, we must have

9, = 0 a. h::" ~,e.. ~ = I
This means

~ ~ 0 at h:: 0 ~ y = I i

-

2ctG

..

~ L X) = t C Gh \ + L-I
h : (; h -7 C

n

Equation (3.34) can be solved by a change of coordinates

~I=') 't':h.ixcJ

(3.35)

We have
G X = G r i + c. r G -i') G h :. G rz'

Equation (3.34) becomes
G~i

This equation has a solution

J.óeG ')
:: - eX (E

"? '.. c. Ó $ ,

(3.36)
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(~'-cJ~'/G=.. fo((s')("?'_cttt)aol,~/t Y-(~t)

(3.37)

If G has to vanish at h = 0, then we must have

YC~c) :0
and

\ ( l (:~ i )'" i

G = - -t.. ) 0( (~ )( l-" c t d ~ +

"r(h + te)
h -a

(3.38)

In the special case where 0( (X) is a constant and G~ = 0, above

reduces to

G ::

0( h

3ct

(3.39)

which gives
h V ~ - ¡ ~ ,1

2. lh:: + ¡"J~Ó (\-y)
h = 0( ( I -y ) ..

(3.40)

1'2 C cf

This solution is one in which there is no x-structure. The stream would
therefore go along the northern boundary and turn around to become an

eastern boundary current when it reaches the eastern boundary. In this
case one expects to get a Fofonoff-type solution.

The problem would be somewhat different, if the thermocline does

boundary. In this case

not actually reach the surface at the northern

~(x) in equation (3.29) does not vanish. We have, instead

~ :. r+ tã (X)

u. :: - hi
u.)(+ V,

v::

:: -

hx.+óc +
8'CX) h?

(3.28 )
ieX)

-!

h ..

Equation (3.26) becomes, on setting l on y:: I to be f"1I",

(3 .4 l)

(3.42)
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(x i l ~? ' i
f* h

-hh,l--r+hhx(-~h)t htcL~) + ~/(- ~- ~i ~ óc(- ?)h~-¡c(~n ~ C)

Using (3.41), above equation can be simplified to,
. r.d n 1.) 1 r( h iì .;'" h '~ '
(.: ~ l~'U ~ - l-J
+

h~\' ni -h~ h'11H dCL"

'1n

The function ~ has to be chosen so as to satisfy the condition
of no normal flow at the northern boundary. Thus we have

h h X + Ó chI 'l '= i = ~ lex)

Again on taking
h~ ~ G(hJx)

we get

r 7. f*

-G~)(+c5(Ghh+ icfc.(t)h+~'CX)L~*)h-~J= 0

(3 . 43 )

This is the most general equation. The solution of this equation has to
satisfy the initial conditions at the west coast, matching of the thermoc line depth at the junction of the interior and the northern boundary

layer and satisfying the condition of no normal flow at the northern

boundary. The parameter Gr measures the dissipation of vorticity by down-

welling. If this is very large, the stream could lose all its water be-

fore reaching the east coast. If ¡ is large, perturbation method may
prove to be useful in solving (3,43). That would be the next thing to do
in this prob lem.

So far we have considered the case in which upwelling gives rise

to uniform zonal and meridional velocities in the interior. However, this
driving mechanism is not expected to be the dominant one everywhere in the

ocean. In fact, this mechanism is most likely to be important in the region
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where the boundary current separates from the coast, and might perhaps

cause the separation. An extremely interesting case, would be one in
which the velocitiea are considerable near the northwestern corner and
very small elsewhere.
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The Precessing Cylinder
Leonard E. Johnson

10 Introduction:
The problem of fluid flow in precessing cavities has attracted
special attention because of its relevance to geophysical and astrophysical phenomena and also because of the unusual properties of the flow it-

self. In this paper, we will investigate the flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid in a precessing cylinder as seen in the coordinate system
rotating with the precession frequency.

The method of solution used will essentially be an application of
Greenspan 1 s (1964) general theory of contained rotating fluid motions 0

The basic procedure is as follows: expand the appropriate quantities in

the equations of motion in powers of E , the Ekman number; obtain the
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eigenmodes of the homogeneous inviscid problem; correct these eigenmodes

for viscosity; use the viscosity-corrected modes to expand the forcing
function due to precession in the solution of the non-homogeneous problem.

2, Mathematical Formulation:
We consider an incompressible, viscous fluid which completely fills

a cylindrical container with axis of symetry La' The cylinder rotates
with a constant angular velocity uÛ' about the axis La which, in turn,

~

precesses with a constant angular velocity.. about .in axis Ls fixed in

space (..lw..'" i). L8 intersects L 5 at a point 0 , and is inclined to
LS at an angle t., (See Fig. 1)

'"

".

-

- Ls

( ..

--

"

LB

w

o
Fig, 1

~
We shall formulate the problem in a reference frame rotating with 51

relative to which La and LS are stationary (this frame will be referred to
as the precessing frame). The precessing frame has the advantage that in
this frame the forcing term due to the precessional motion appears steady,

The velocity of the fluid in the container relative to this frame is
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-' .. .. ..

1/'= u. +- w )( r- (2.1)
.-

where UL is the velocity of the fluid relative to the container, The
equations of motion relative to the precessing frame are;

0..
( -" -\ ~ .. -'\ r k J ~-'
a'f + ;;. v)v+ in XV'+n \( (n'l r )=-\7 L -. + ~ + ))\7it
-"

\/. V:: 0
where

(2; 2)

(2,3)

l' pressure

~ potential of conservative external forces
~ kinematic viscosity

.J = density

..

We can write (2.2) in terms of U. , obtaining after some manipulation

~f + (2 W+ 2.n)X u -(it .¡(wxr)) ~ W& it:: _\7pt+ 'Y~là-2(1.r)w
where

t 1"+~+
"-'J
(--.. -'wxr)"u.-i:
'(-- ..)wxr
(....)
"P=,P
~n.r-+:fui+
-n.w ',
r
..
, 'V. u= 0

and

.. ..

(2.4)

(2,5)
(2.6)

lf we neglect squares and products of .. and U we have
.~¿t +:; WX d -(w X rh cw ct:: -\lp++ ))\I"ti-i(:D.r)z¡

at

-.
\1. u. ': 0

(2,7)
(2,8)

with

-pt: '~ +çë+(W¡(V:).tt-l(w\(rt-C.a.w)r~

(2.9)

and boundary conditions
u;: Ò on the container surface

(2, LO)

Now, we consider a cylindrical polar coordinate system in which the
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g-axis

lies along the

-p (~) from L Band e
P(r) and La and La

L l3

-i

or W axis,

Y measures the distance of a point

measures the angle between the planes defined by

"

and Ls . In this system W -W ~.

Let L , w L , Où-' characterize the container height, fluid
velocity, and time respectively. These quantities can be used to make

~ c.. L .. 1l t _lt~

(2.7) and (2.8) dimensionless. We let.W=Wl'\,¡ Û=W u. ¡ -w )

"P=Wl1!.plo/\ r.:Lr~i1i-:wst wh. ~*" t: p* are dimensionless.

at '

Then we have, (d ropp ing th~ * )

d~
~ ,O.. (1'..
pt'r:",..
1--..)T'
~+~~Xü.+cwi.i(
nxr)=-'J
+,;'\ U-1.\.n..r
~
'\- tt :: 0

(2.11)

(2.12)

where t= LiW is the Ekman numbero
In the cylindrical polar coordinate system described above we have
for (2.11) and (2.12)

aUr_2 U t'ôU., + âP;: E?-"u

ôt e èl e ô r. r

(2.13)

()t ~ -+ lllr + W + 7 aB = v Us

(2 . 14 )

at de õ r ~

(2.15-)

811 ~U 'I ~p E17:z

ãUI! + C; Ui! + 'd P :. E \)"'u. -.211 r sl o/~ e

r a~ ,,=-

i d Uti + ô U i! _ 0

, ~ .lr Cr 11 to) t

where

(2.l6)

"'::pt ~ rile -n-l~Chcp.
It is known that, for t: small, direct viscous effects take place

~

in a thin layer of thickness oC E ) near the top ('2: L) and bottom (ê:: 0)

of the cylinder. In this viscous layer we introduce a stretched boundary

layer coordinate 7 given by
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1\ -~ a
Then, rn · 'V:: -E i

d A. h .

L. L (2.17)
:: -: E I/')f)

where ?;"a is an 0(1) quantity in the boundary layer,
?

an rn is t e unit outwardly pointing normal at the boundary.
Now, we seek a solution to (2.11) and (2,12) in the form of a
superposition of all the normal modes of the invißcid homogeneous
problem, (i.e. equation (2,11) with E .: 0 and the forcing term
-2(n.r..)"
k::O) each of which has been corrected for the effects of viscosity,

Before plunging ahead with this method of solution, we might ask
ourselves at this point whether or not we can find (guess) a constant vorticity solut ion to the steady inviscid preces's ion prob lem i. e. (2,11)

with E=Obut -2(n.;'(..)"
~*D. We would require this solution to satisfy
the condition of no normal flow on the boundaries and then would adjust

the solution with a boundary layer to fit the no-slip condition. Such a
solution was found by Roberts and Stewartson (1964) for flow in a pre-

cessing spheroid. To this end, we postulate a solution to the equations

~ ~ 0 ~ -") C.. ..) ~

lW)li.-+CW tt '/(WXr :: -QP-2. 11. '( w
~

J

\j.l.=O
~ 1\

(2.19)

with U' n = 0 on the boundary
of the form

(2. 18)

.. ..1 ~ A

u.=W'tr-+\J,

(2,20)

.. I

where W is some conßtant vector. Now,
_ . r1 .. .. I
CW
u. =-2.W

'V.Ii= \l"A=o

)

(2.21)

If we substitute (2.20) into (2,18) and make use of (2.21) we get,
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after some manipulation,

(2.22)

~ ~

. w' X \l(w.'r);-W'l \I(w '. r)+ 'i (w'\JA)= - W 1- 'V (1l.~)
Now, consider (2018) in a cartesian coordinate system rotating

with .. where the z-axis is along Wand the x-axis is in the plane

~
-i
of Sl and W .

Then we

~, =
f.
~

'-~

-'

r
~
.n

=.

=

:.

have

' , f
( LUx ) W1d' , w. )

(OJ 0) W)
(X ) ~ ) e)

(2 . 23 )

(ns1cp)O¡ .n~cp)

So we have for (2.18)

~ C"~) ..

w'. \I A = .n X w · \'
or

âA ~wncp.
n. ·
~=

(2024 )

a 2

Thus,

(2.25)

A:: n. ~ -l Wr cp + 13 (xg.')
If we look at (2.25) in the cylindrical polar system

described

earlier we have

A = lid! ~ GWr cp + Be\') e)
Ç7 A = (n r Wn è Wr cpt ~ ) n il~ e s1 cp +- ~ ~ J1:f's. & WtHp) (2 0 26)

..

and the expression for LL becomes

Llr=- 2f(J;sJê+ w~*e)+nt:si GsJcp-r ~~ (r;9)
Us = uJ~ (" -l!(w~ ~ 9-tW~ s. e) +D.a co e SÂ cP + ~ ~ (2027)
Ll~= - r(-()~ SÅ e + w~ O)e)+.n r Wn e s. cp
~ 1\

We must have /..rn ::Oon all boundaries of the container. In par-
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ticular, we must have t.¿i'=Oon ~:: OJL for any r

see that lJt does not depend on r .

be

/

Thus if we take W~:: 0 and

make U~vanish on~=O)L for any l- but we will then

W;:;-.Sltjwe can

not

From (2.27) we

able, withthisvalueofWt and W(t' to

/ i U.
make r-Oonr=~

(the radius of the cylinder) for any?

Ii

Símilarly, we see that if

we make Ur= 0 on rs ió for arty 2' by a suitable choice of WI. , W.!
we will not be able to satisfy the boundary condition on LL~

Thus,

we conclude that we cannot find a constant vorticity solution about an
arbitrary axis for the precessing cylinder.

The reason that one can find a constant vorticity solution in the

-"
case of a spheroid is that by a suitable choice of U , one can make the

A ~
quadratic expression rn . fA the equation for the surface of the spheroid
1\ -'

and thus automatically satisfy the condition In .U:= 0 on the surface.
In the case of the cylinder, this is not possible as one does not have a
simple quadratic expression for the entire surface.

Now, we return to the normal mode expansion method and write
(following the notation of Greenspan)

Q(iX IX 0( co 0(

u.=
L( r) $O(tE-V'2f~
e + ¿u. i 'r~ (-')
e L.~
e+(..)L-u.~\
r- (-')
e +...
..
~ U..
$Ø(tj r+,:Z
.sol E'4l".:
sixtl (2.28)
l=- r -e (~)e$Ø\ E'løt& PO(I

'h
Sc: '= L () .¡ E So( i

(r)i'lXt J + t fci(r)i~~ EY~Lr fO(I(F)e~t l+ ~.. (2.29)
(2.30)

,where: the tilde symbol denotes a boundary layer function (a function of
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7 which goes to zero exponentially as ~.. 00 ), 0- denotes an inviscid eigenfrequency, and S~i denotes the o

(EY2) viscous correction to

the inviscid eigenfrequency. Note that we have not included any geostrophic modes in our expansiono This omission will be justified later.

Substitution of the expansions (2.28), (2029), (2030) into (2.13),
(2014), (2.ls), (2.16) leads to a series of problems for the inviscid

and boundary-layer flows and their mutual interaction. The sequence of
problems for a typical normal mode represented as:

~'
sr:t
t ~ e..
i. -=U":
0( e +,
ctQ(1E'I"e + (¡'O(scit
eSot + ~
E '2a;.1
So(t+

. . .

-p = ~ eslXt+ rVi-pCOI e.so(t + fiCO esact + E i¡J.fot' e$ott + . . .
Yia
Sl: ': i: (j'¡-E .$øel
+...

is the following (super scripts r) S; è denote com:l0nents):

E-Y-i

()~
O?

"' -il

olJ..

=0

:)

() 7.

=0

(203 l)

E: 0

":ur

L(T
- 2 ç¡
c. ci
+~+
· Ul'Q(US

a~
~:o

. U& U~ d U: i õ E - 0

La- ~ -+:2 0( + ~ -I r õ 9 -

(2.32)

. U:a ëi Uz. ~ P i

i.cr 0( + ô eO( + ô; = -.2.. '( .w cP CJ e

with \/. UO( :: 0 ,

..
Uo( · tÝ ;: 0

on the boundary
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I ~ r __ e ê) 0:: d ~ 7t a;.

l C1 U. g( -:2 u,oo + ò G + êì r:: Ò ~ ..

. __ e "" 'l '" c¡Ð èJ ,ç 'd'JCCS
l"C)
U-.- í3e
+ ~ ()Q(
~-~
-.
r 4ôe_ø(+J.
- à1.2.

d ..z, ",' ê).2..~
l.()(lt
+ ~+,~;:
~
.- 'òG
'å i C)~:i
df,(rd-9
âa~
,-L
rr;)
~-0
. ~r
r +ò ~e(;0(+
ô7.-

(2033)

.. -i

~ ith û.Co = - Uo( fJ ~ = 0

, E'h
$0'1 U: t La- u..c, - 2 /J 61 + ê)~1 + 'dPcx1 - 0

=- ~ ô6ì Õ r -

e +i La~ 2.
~ +d t...q
~ i ++
.5..1U oç
Uo(/

,_I êì.poC I - 0

Ô 9 r 'ôG -

(2034 )

Scll U: + LcrU;1 + ~i'i+ Ò:~';: 0

~ .... ) A

with \!. U 0( I :: 0 J (U-e;1 + UQ( i · fY :: 0 on the boundary

3. The Hpmogeneous Inviscid Problem:
First, we consider the homogeneous inviscid problem ioe. (2032)

with the forcing term in the z-equation equal to zero. From an inspection of (2032) we try solutions of the form (neglecting the subscript

c: for the present):
¿ m 9 + L a-t

Ur ::l.(\")~ -k?: e
. Gl l.a-t

U e -= vCr) Ch h t ,e, ll- +

(300)

Us.: y.(r)sJ~~ el:rrS+La-t
-p :: .p C r) ~ -A e e i. rr (1 + Lcrt

with

1Y:: ti, i ::0,1).2),.. ~ u.(.,)

=0

O' r:: Yõ .
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Substituting these assumed product solutions into equations
(2.32) we have:

¿~ ( (7+ Yn) U - 2 V- +

í (0-+ m)ir + 2. u. +

k:: 0

. (3.1)

i!'r = 0

(3,2)

-: 0

(303)

dt

L' (CT+'/)W - k.p

rbr

1- d (r u.) + t m 11 .¡ ~ \1 :: 0

By manipulation of (301), (3.2), (3.3) we can solve for

(3.4)

-k (r 1))

and ir in terms of ur and by substitution into (3.4) we get the follow-

ing equation for ~
'(2. d~ + rd.w- + (À'" r~ _ m2) vJ .: 0
d r'2 d.r

(3.5)

with
Ì\'J .: -+t (4 - (O"HritJ
(rs_m)'l

(3.6)

wh~ch we recognize as a Bessel equatioDo The boundary condition that

u.(r).: 0 on r:. '0 becomes, in terms of W'

c1w-1 +
d. r
r: r;

~m W-.: 0

(3,7)

'r ((¡4 rn)

The solution to (3.5) where Yn is an integer is

vi('r):: Jm(Ã'r) (3.8)
where Ji~~~) is the Bessel function of order ~ 0 The boundary condition
(3.7) is then

2. 'm J I' CÀ r;):. 0 .

d~ (Jyn (~~)) T
r:'(e

~ (d-+m) -

(3.9)

Making use of the ident ity :r~ ()(:) = ri ~öV -1Y1i'1(t) we have from (3.9) and
(3.6) that
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'm Jm (À r.) (i + ((tt+ tJ = (Ì\t;)mol (ìi;)

(3.10)

Equation (3010) is a transcendental equation for Ìi

which can be

solved by plotting the left and right-hand sides and inspecting where

they intersect. Having thus solved for the ~ IS of which there are an
VI

infinite but discrete number ( 'r indexe s the Ì\)S), we can obta in the

various values of rr (the eigenfrequency) ,from (306). We see that a-

)i

depends on m i ~ J i' and should thus be written cç ., i' ' however, we will

delete the subscripts in what follows except where needed.

Having obtained W('r) and the eigenfrequencies Crr- iok¡ l' ' we can
write down u.(r)) tJCr) andV('r) which we have in terms of W- from the elimination procedure involved in arriving at (305); they

are

lJ(.): (()-lm)b.+((!.¡~J m ~ (~nr) - /in (cr-rm):J' Jm+i (¡y¡r-)

~ (4 - Co-.¡ '( J r -h (4 - (0-+ 'rrÎ)

îf(í):: L(a--tmìC~.j(G'+mJJ VvJy"(Ày¡f') ~2,,1' (is-+m) ".tl(Ìit\rj

'hf4"'((JlMìt) r ~(4-id-+\"YJ
l(~) ~t (a-+h1) Jm (À~~)

(3.11)
(3 0 12)

(3.13)

Now, we will depart slightly from our outlined procedure by investigating the steady non-homogeneous inviscid problem instead of first cor-

recting the inviscid normal modes for viscosity and then looking at the
non-homogeneous problemo This will, allow us to see explicitly the role

viscosity must play in order for there to be a physically acceptable

solution.
4. The Non-homogeneous Inviscid Problem:
The steady non-homogeneous prob lem is given by (2032) with the
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d

terms omitted

'Qt

i. e.

-1US+au""
ôe+ d~P ': 0
88 r ae

..t/"+ 'dUe +.L..B'P ;,0

(4.1)
(4.2)

d U'l 'â 'P ) f
'd l 'n ê :: -:Ln Y" s. f ~ e .:.

(4.3)

r ~' r ~ ê)~

(4.4)

.l ';) (r Lt) + -i a U Ð -+ --i-:: 0

Before solving this problem, we return to the question of the
geostropnic modes which were omitted in the expansions (2.28) and (2~29).

Theoretically, the geostrophic modes must be included to give a complete
set of eigenfunctions of the homogeneous inviscid problem in which to
expand the forcing term in the non-homogeneous problem.

Geostrophic modes are characterized by two-dimensional motion
which, in our case, means no variation in the z-direction, i.e. 1t: 0 .

Ui! i'n L Ur 0

Since (2.32) is zero at 't-.O; we must have . :. throughout the
cylinder. Thus, for equations (3.1) to (3.4) we have

L (o-.im) !.lr) ~ i. V(Y') + 4.) = 0

(4.5)

t. (IT+m)v6'')..2u.(\') + 'LMl(;r)
r ~0

(4.6)

t'r ('r \J (:r)) + L, m v(\") := 0

(4,7)

Provided r:.: -rn these equations give

-g(r ri~' (rt.LCY'V-rn~lÁlV') : 0
which is Laplace's equation in the

(4.8)

(r¡G) plane.

Now, u.(r-) must be zero on the boundary i.e. at r=t; and since a
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function which satisfies Laplace's equation in a region must take its

maximum value on the boundary of that region we conclude that under the
assumption (T -+ -rr , u.(r) =0 in r. 0 to r= Yõ 0 Thus, we must have d-::-'r

or, in dimensional forn, 0= -rn (.1, which gives the frequency of the geostrophic modes as seen in the precessing frame 0 Note that we can pick

for 1.('r) any arbitrary function of r which is regular at l";: 0 and

at r-= r'n , and that the total velocity-'u=Ul'..
,'(+U'e~'"can be

vanishes

chosen as any arbitrary function of the two variables rand f3 which

~ A

satisfies continuity and the U.m =0 boundary condition, Being able to

..

choose U as an arbitrary function of two variables is a consequence of
the fact that we have a cylinder with flat plates on the ends and since

geostrophic motion is motion on contours of constant depth we see that

any contour in the l) e plane will do 0 In the case of the sphere or
spheroid, however, not just any contour is a contour of constant depth

and so, in a sense, we have a "bigger infinity" of geostrophic modes in
the cylinder than in the sphere or spheroid 0

Why, then, do we omit this infinity of eigenmodes needed to form
a complete set of functions for the solution of the non-homogeneous problem?

The answer is that none of them are excited by the forcing term

-~n'(SÚ cpCA e. Note that the forcing term appears only in the zequation in the statement of the steady non-homogeneous problem 10 eo

only in (403). Thus, it will be expanded in a sine series of ~ k~.
The first non-zero term appearing in this expansion will be A.:: I , but
geostrophic modes have ~: 0 and are thus not excited by the forcing term,
This can be seen physically from the following: we write the forcing term
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.. ~ ~ ~

as -1(.0. ' y.) W ; the curl of this force

in its dimensional vector form

is :i W xIì which is perpendicular to the plane defined by fJ and n
Now, to drive geostrophic motion in our cylinder, the force must have

~

a curl which lies along the OJ axis. But, as we have seen, it is perpendicular to this axis and thus will not drive any geostrophic motions.

~

We return to (4.1) to (4.4) and write UJ "P" and f.as expansions
in the eigenfunctions ot the homogeneous inviscid problem:

.. ") 13 J_ ¿me

U := -m~rt 'm¡AI'I u.rn,#;n(r) ~ R~ e

U8:. ~fY Cm¡.lvl''lWl1""lfir) ~ 1t'feLrr9

uz. = ~ Am la 'h i.. rf (r) Wr h r e ¿m (;

(4.9)

'M~ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

l:. S .Dry '" '!n f\'.k. 'l (r)~ -A è e ~m e

~;' ¡ I l

J :: S" fm¡~I1' W"~'~i'n (y-) ~ hae LIY 9

~t'

where ~1.l¡'t ('f") -. Jrr/.!'rr) and u,m¡..¡iI' VWV*.Ii' and 1''Wl~'k¡ are given by (3.11),
(3.12) and (3.13) respectively. We substitute (4.9) into (4.1) to (4.4)
and consider a particular 'r) -k,I'. After some algebra, we arrive at one

equation relating the A\# 1- to theF J~ which is (dropping them¡ k,;

mi'l,'r Yl,1'¡'l

n for the present)

L(Aw-)+ y'-,.(Aw)t "~ L (Fur):. 0

where

.i
't =

kc.4 _m2.)

(4.11)

Î" '3

and

L= rá(~-i)-

(4.10)

m~

r
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We recall from the homogeneou~ problem that

~

Lw-::-À'(rw

( 4 , 12)

Thus, making llse of (4.12) we have from (4,10)

· Ì\'l

A rr /J.1rl :: ,: (t ~ _ ~~) Fm)tJ'¥

(4,13)

The B""
, C-il '1'
D"" L No are' known in terns of the A7n1-k1'n from
","k.~ln ",,
'''if(i''~
the elimihation procedure used in arriving at (4,10).

The F'n 1.f1 '7

are known constants gotten from integrating the forcing function and
using the orthogonality properties of the Bessel Functions and the

sines and cosines. Explicitly we have (for m==tL) for reasons discussed

below)
g n 'rqQ.x1~J2. (Ìlh Yê)

~ L (Ìi~ ío" t (o-~ 1)' -i)(~ (Àh~~1

E Iiki¥l~ '+

k ií( ,

( 4. l4 )

an odd integer,

where -l( := i: and J

From (4.13) it is apparent that there will be resonance when

y'1::Ày¡. From (3,6) and (4.11) we see that À;=o1-when d-=O. Now,
we must see if this value of Ì\\, can satisfy (3 .lO), Note that since

to( ~ e we need only consider the cases'Y:::: I at resonance. For

'rn:: + I (3.10) becomes

(I + /3)_ ~((LJ3)

(4,15 )

a.f3 - J; (0. J3)

where a.=Ar;. Thus, at the values of a. (call them C2é'; c=~~...) for
which '(4.15) is satisfied, we will have resonance. There are an infinite
number of discrete roots to (4,15) and as ~e: gets large, the roots approach the zeroes of Jr~

Q.e
:: -k::

ro

We have
i /I

L

tJ

r;
L

-p
_ ae

(4,16)
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and so for discrete values of

~ we will have a resonance 0 The first

L
two roots of (4015) are 0.,= L 54 and CLi. = 3.26, so for ¿=-I , Q.Eõ =(li

we have
21'

=-

L

1)
L

= 2Q.¡ -= O. 'f8

(4.17)

-r

where jn is the diameter of the cylinder. Thus, the first mode resonance
(~=-Q.I" J:i) occurs for that cylinder which is "most sphere-like" i.e.

that cylinder with .D/L ~ I .
For m:.-J (3010) becomes

(J+j3) = J; (aJ3)

rJ(3 :r(aJ3) (4.18)

and the same comments apply as for the m= + I case except that now, for

OL~ large the roots approach the zeros of J; and the first root is
CÀ¡ = 2.880 Thus, for rr::-I, the first mode resonance is for

2 r; JJ _ .:0., I 04

T = T --- =i . ø

(4.19)

Now, for ~6large, the roots of the Bessel Functions are evenly spaced

and can be approximated by an integer multiple of ~ ' say sTr where
S is an integer. For CLi: large we have

T-jir-y
rø _ Q.i; .. S

where

r
s

is a rational number

(high enough j

0

(4020)

Thus, for high enough mode numbers

and a.E1 ) we can come arbitrarily close to any "ë/L

This means that for high enough mode numbers we can find a resonant

cylinder arbitrarily close to any given cylinder. However, at these high
mode numbers

viscosity will damp out the resonance and we also see from
i

(4014) that the coefficients F;,
Ji 'n are proportional to
_ )1'1

~..s

'Ìl~ ~ -k':) and so will be small for high -- (i.eo high j

).

(s ince
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Nevertheless, at the resonance point, in the absence of viscqsity,
the F¡i) h,fY do not vanish and so the Ami 1e(( in (4.13) go to infinity. It

is at this point that we must call upon viscosity and the boundary layers
to get rid of this infinity and give us a physically acceptable solution,

S. Viscous Corrections
We now turn our attention to equations (2.33) for the boundary

~d i ., "-~

layer flow. Using the fact that ~ = 1.'Y and lp~= i-=O we have
2.- r

L (()f'm) u: - i û.~ = eJõ ~~

-:~""6

(5.1)

o u."c

¿ (a-+im) ~ + ,. í1:èJ po( i

d?
I

r

with

~ ~

"ò "( 2.

:: 0

-...s ":...
d
(
..r)
I
~ r r /)0( f' r ~ '02

ol.øc + ol.,¡ .. 0

íIo( :: - Uo( O' ~ = 0 .

(5,2)
(5,3)

The physical content of (5.1) and (5.2) is the following: we
red~ce the interior flow to zero on the boundarYrpf the container ( 1 = 0)

by means of the boundary layer (5. l), and in so doing, we induce a small

(EIl!ò) -:a

o - flux u.~¡

given by (5.2) which, in turn, forces a small

~

oC EY:)

interior circulation LL~1 given by (2,34),
Now, in (5.1) we let ~ :. Ü~ + i.Lr and we can then write

~..~, = i(2 tn1r)p

(5.4)

The solution which goes to zero as ~~.o and which satisfies (5,3) is:
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( . C õ+m)~

~ = û.~ + L ¡¡~ = - ( U: -+ L U: ) e - 1+1.) 1+ -T 1.

(5.5)

~~
Next, we calculate the nonnal flux LLi:l from (502); we have

~Li:i :: ri--l(rU:)+-. du:ìe-O.¡¿)(l+~)"~

õ~ L r ~r r -aG J

(506)

with the boundary condition

..

( Uoii + 'Üc(~ it h = 0 on the boundary

(507)

If we integrate (506) from zero to infinity, use (507), and recall that

a 11 boundary

layer quantities go to zero as "( ~ oa we have
-0.:II'l''= ;¡~ (i-c): LL:,I'1'O

where

(s~8)

, i () CUr ), i. ô U:
H=T~
r fO + r,-

ß= (i + o-~rn) I/t..

-2-

Now that we have the normal flux LLe.1 we consider equations

..

(2.34) for L-Q(l, the

O(E~) interior circulation forced by the flux

.. i!
L.ocl from the boundary layero We don't really want to solve (2034) for
It,,i' we only want SC)/ , the O(EY.)viScous correction to the inviscid

eigenfrequency cr . We can obtain S~I from (2034) by making use of the
appropriate orthogonality relationship between the normal modes of the

.. ,.

inviscid homogeneous problem.

Let (U,;r:) , (U~:icr) be any two eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs

(~F õ~) satisfying (2032) with the forcing tenn equal to zero i, eo the

~ ~.. , ()-: ~ )

homogeneous-inviscid equations. In vector forn we have

L cr UQ, + 2. (lt 'l U'7) + WJ UC( X (l( X F := - \l -e

(509)
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From (5.9) we can form the following expressions

-".. -i '* '" .. .. ~ .. (/\ ) ~jl

L a¡ U;. U, t 2. U2, (~ X U, ) + U" . cw U, X ok X r- ::.. UfO · \l ~

(5. 10)

.. ~'* ~ A ~ ~.. ~~ I" -i), U.. -p*
-Ld- Ut U2, + 2. U, · (k l( U." ) + U1"wJ U",l ~.lu yo = - l'iJ.1

(5.11)

~*
where U(i) denotes complex conjugate. By adding (5.10) and (5011)

and integrating over the volume of the cylinder V , it can be shown,
after some manipulation, that the orthogonality relationship satisfied
by the irrviscid modes is

5 u; . ~ d. v= 0

(5.12)

V

Now, consider (2.34) in vector form
io-lli + 2 ~ X ~i+ w. iliy- (kx t-)~ - \1 fo¡ - Siol UO(

with

on the boundary

( i1Ci1 + ri~J)' rñ = 0

~

~.
() --0
V 0(1

and

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

~ A.
We know !.o(l. rn on the boundary, it is just the normal flux given by

~ A
(5.8). Thus, WL~I. ~ is a known function on the boundary which we will

.. *

call G c)' We now multiply (5.11) by U() , take the complex con-

..

jugate of (5.9) and multiply by LL~i, add the two resulting equations
and integrate over the volume of the cylinder, ~sing the relationships

developed in establishing the orthogonality relation, to get

V V

U~ p \J lr:l d V + 1.0(/' '? -e oL V 4- S""i U~. UO( rl V :: 0
j..*'
j~ * f~* -\

But

~

J 0: .lJp.1 d V. f 1"'" ;,. U: d. 5 = 0

Ii ;$ S

S~J' nP: d. V = S~~Kn. tli d,S: J?: Ga(a S

(5.14 )
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so we have for (5.14)
J 1'; Go( oL 5
SO( i = - , J 0: . O~ d. V

(5.15)

II

where oLS is the element of surface area of the cylinder. Everything
is known in (5.15), so it is just a matter of evaluating the integrals

to arrive at $~i' The integrals are straightforward but messy, so we
will

mode resonance i.e. for m=1

just give $t¿1 for the first

this case (in dimensional form)

)i

(J1Y Ie 'f:' 0) ~ = f ) Ct~:r= CL¡ = 1. 54. In

,.5ocl = -w(I+L )(.Of;-') (s.l6)
and we note that "'e(5o(l)~O as it must be.

Recall that
" i: '1Qo , i. · E \~ )
or

(5.17)

i

So¿l ~ I. ~/k"'ì1 + i: S.,!:: L. \.(jmJi'Y-L .sot

\ V
(5,18)

Sot ,:. i. a-'l)~j'l

where cr l:lti"( is the inviscid eigenfrequency corrected to 0 L EY:i ) for

viscosity.
Now we wish to investigate how the resonance values of

'(

have
To do

this, we note that the factor in (4. l3) responsible for resonance is

(for tr.: i )

'~':
Yi

(5.19)

('3 ho... "A: )

where we now write (dropping the subscripts 'r¡~¡'n on a-:,-k.1' )
-i _ klE 4 - (0-"'+ 1/ J

Àn =

(5.20)
(r:"+ it

We want to find, the value of

Y.

T

which makes the denominator of (5.19) a
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(fYi), of ~.

minimum. This will be the new resonance value, to o

We write ()V(R):CJ!(f2)+E\xl (R.)where R= 't and erI is the inviscid

eigenfrequency. Now, we expand \TI( R.) about R 0 ' the resonance value
of \í/L in the inviscid case. Noting that (;-r(7(,,)= 0 we have

V( ), d.crI ( ) E- I/~ ()

(J R :: olR R-Ro + S"¿I (( (5.21)
In the range of (R.- ~ )we àre interested in, we define a quantity $
as (R - Ro):: á EV~ Substituting (5.21) and (5.20) into the denominator
of (5.19), call it 1J , and keeping terms to OCE Ii ) we have (in dimen-

sional form) for the first mode resonance (m::J) h= l) r:::a.i = 1;54-)

1) = B tw é¡ cf-#/-Wl/.¡L)(.OS7))- (5.22)

-

We can find the minimum of /1)) by equating real parts in the curly

brackets.

Thus, the new resonance value of

Ye

L

, call it l7.p ,

will occur where

d(J'! / )

J -- = w L 0.0 S1

or at

(5.23 )

'f (.O~-7) cl
EV;i
R
I"--P=
a-:i)
+ ò (5.24)

d/~ (-w
The width of the new resonance peak, where the amplitude is one-

half its maximum value, can be obtained by equating the square of the

real part to the square of the imaginary part in the curly brackets in

(5.22). Let the values of l( where the amplitude is one-half its max-

imum value (the "half power" points) be denoted by 12+ and R._. Then

the width of the peak is
T? + - R_ -: 2 ( 7?p - 7?ø)
From the solution of the irrviscid homogeneous problem,

(5.25)
we can
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calculate

cJ IT!

near l( ~ 1t. Such a calculation gives

01 R.

f1t (~!) ~ -5"0
I()
Thus, from (5.24) we see that to o

(E"

(5.26)

viscosity has not appreciably

cbanged the resonance value of ~ for the first mode resonance. In
fact, for a 4 in. diameter cylinder (see experimental results below)

L 1.04 for the first mode resonance, and if we take W as 78 r.p.m.
and water as the fluid

we have f.. 10-5 and Rp -: Ro -10-6. From (5.25)

we see that the width of the first mode resonance at the "half power"
points is very small.

6. Experimental Results
A very crude and hasty attempt was made, during the last few days

of the sumer program, to observe the predicted resonances. A 4 in. inside diameter piece of plastic tubing was fitted with end plates,

the

top one having a threaded hole in it. A threaded metal rod extended through
the hole in the top plate and was attached to a plastic disk slightly
smaller than 4 inches in diameter which could be screwed up and down to

vary the height of the cylinder from about 3 in. to 8 in. The rim of the
disk was fitted with an "0" ring to prevent any interaction between the
cavities above and below the disk.

The cylinder was rotated at 78 r.p.m. on a record turntable which
in turn was tilted about 10 degrees and placed on a large turntable which
rotated at about 5 r.p .m. Aluminum powder was put in the water and was

observed with a strobotacwhichwasattached to the large turntable.
The "experiment" consisted of observing the behavior of the flow
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in the cylinder as the inside disk was raised and lowered. A resonance
was predicted at a diameter to height ratio of 0098 for the first mode

resonance, which should be the strongest. A pronounced, reproducible
resonance was observed experimentally at a diameter to height ratio

of about 1,05, The observed resonance was characterized by having a
very turbulent-looking flow pattern with strong shear layers and vortices
throughout the fluid in contrast to the relatively quiet laminar-looking
flow pattern as the disk was moved above or below the resonance point.

The viscous correction to the predicted value of 0.98 is too
small to account for the discrepancy between the observed value of 1,05

and the predicted value. However, there are many other factors that
must be taken into account before anything quantitàtive can be said about

the agreement of prediction and observation, For example, the theory

n.

assumes - (.c I , whi~h was not really the case.

W

~
In fact, ~ has a

~

component along the UJ axis which will change the effective value of

-=

úu , adding to or subtracting from it depending on whether or not the

two turntables are rotating in the same or in opposite directions,
Another obvious

effect to consider is the side wall boundary layers

which have been completely neglected in this treatment. Also, things
like end plates not being parallel and non-uniform rotation can also have
important effects.

Lack of time prevented a careful experiment including a search

for the resonances of other modes. However, despite all the crudeness
and all the factors not taken account of it is quite remarkable to the
author that it was possible to put something together in a day or two,
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put it on a turntable, and get results as close to predicted values as
were obtained in this case.
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On Stationary Topography-induced Rossby-wave patterns
in a Barotropic Zonal Current

Michael McIntyre

1. Introduction
The present remarks concern the modification, by a bottom-topographical feature or other stationary perturbing effect, of a uniform zonal
frictionless barotropic current in a beta-plane. Simple examples

illustrate

the fact that there are several qualitatively distinct ways in which the
zonal current can be affected by the topography.

Porter and Rattray (1964) have given some interesting finite-ampli-

tude analytic solutions representing stationary Rossbywaves, which comprise
one of the possible types of steady-flow pattern, under the hypothesis that
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the topography is independent of latitude. A typical such solution, for
instance, describes the effect of an infinitely long north-south downward

step upon a uniform eastward current (see Figure 1). The current is first

i:i (.'~J x ~~t-)
, , , . . , , . (l r f, " "......" I , , ( , I f i , ( , I l I i . , r , , , i' r, i '1

Fig. 1

deflected northward after

entering the deeper region, because of the cyclonic

relative vorticity associated with the stretching of a fluid column as it

crosses the step. Then the beta-effect, which is associated with the varia~
tion of the Corio

lis parameter with latitude, acts to provide a restoTing

force counteracting the initial northward deflection and so on. The end
result is a stationary Rossby-wave pattern downstream of the step.

What happens if the current flows westward over such a step is not
so clear from Porter and Rattray's analysis, and the desire to clarify this
situation was the original motivation for the present enquiry.

If the current is westward, the beta-effect reinforces any initial
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deflection, and Porter and Rattray's solution for the westward current
exhibits an exponential growth of the deflection with distance downstream

of the step. It is difficult however to believe that a physically real
instability should exist in what looks like an energetically neutral situation, in the sense that the mean zonal current itself contains no "availableil

energy source (as it would if it possessed horizontal shear, for example).

Indeed, Porter and Rattray themselves cast doubt on the physical rel~v~nce

of their westward-flow solution, invoking "the finite meridional extent
of natural bottom features" as a reason for not necessarily expecting a large

deflection in practice.
However, as will be shown, the solution involving infinite deflectiqn

may be rejected as being physically irrelevant on much simpler grounds. The
solution is based on the assumption that the flow is undisturbed upstream of

the step. In j2 we show on the basis of a linearized initial-value approach
that such an assumption is inappropriate. What the current really does is
to start deflecting before it reaches the step, so as to cross the step at

precisely that angle that will allow it to straighten out eventually on the
other side and continue to flow due west (Figure 2).

Thus we have a simple, but perhaps pertinent, illustration of the

well-known but occasionally overlooked fact that care is needed in deciding
what assumptions can be made concerning

the flow upstream of a local perturb-

ing effect, in any fluid-dynamical situation of this general kind. For zonal
flow in a beta-plane the assumption of no disturbance upstream happens to be
justified in the case with which Porter and Rattray were primarily concerned,
that of eastward flow across

latitude-independent topography. As has been
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noted, it is incorrect for westward flow.

The point is further underlined by the discussion of 9 3, where

we use linear theory to explore in the simplest possible way the effect

of laterally constraining the motion. The assumption of no disturbance
upstream is then never correct, and moreover (in the case of a "slow" east-

ward current) the disturbance penetrates far upstream, as well as far down-

stream.
In 9'4 the results are rationalized in terms of group velocity.

The relationship and the difference between the present results and

the recent work of Lighthill (1967) should be noted. Lighthill uses a general
method to calculate, among other things, Rossby-wave patterns at large distances from a travelling forcing effect of general form but of limited spatial

extent. Here (ignoring the trivial change in frame of reference) the forcing
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effect is latitudinally extensive, but of very simple form so that solutions

for the whole pattern are easy to write down. Both problems serve to illustrate the fundamental role played by the group velocity.
Porter and Rattrayi s finite-amplitude solutions suggest that there

should exist an analogous steady finite-amplitude solution for the physi-

cally relevant type of westward-flow solution depicted in Figure 2. This

is found to be the case, and the solution is given in ~ s.
The beta-plane modelo The discussion will be based on the well-known potential-vorticity equation for a shallow inviscid homogeneous layer of depth

h = hex, y) on aròtating earth, in the beta-plane approximation (see Veronis

1963, Longuet-Higgins 1964). The local Cartesian coordinates x,y correspond
to the directions east and north, and u, v are the eastward and northward

velocity components. The vertical component of vorticity relative to the

earth is (;;, Ò?J/~X -Ôu.loj, and the Coriolis parameter, or local vertical component of the absolute vorticity due to the earth's rotation, is denoted by

J Note that J increases with latitude. The potential vorticity equa-

t ion is
(1.1)

; ( r;J) ~ 0
where

JJ = l+LLl.,iJ

1) t: - òi; 'ê¡(

'd

o~

The horizontal component of absolute vorticity is assumed negligible in the

dynamics.

Hydrostatic equilibrium has been assumed, and so iL) 1)

and r

are

functions of ~ and ~ only. Columns of fluid move coherently, and change
their vertical component of absolute vorticity purely as a result of vortex-
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tube stretching.
in the usual

The variation off with latitude will be modeled

way by regarding f as constant in (1,1) except when it is operated on
by a/ò~, when we set

~õ~ =. ¡9 = constanL (1.2)
This variation of ç is the reason why north-south motions involve changes
in ( , apart from any further changes due to topography ,. the so-called

beta-effect.
The depth h (?t¡ ~) is presi-imed specified independently of the fluid

motions. For a free upper surface this is permissible provided gravity is
strong enough, so that free-surface displacements are negligible. The formal
requirement is ôh/fL\) I where L is a characteristic horizontal length scale.

Although, typically, this relation is not well satisfied for the oceans, except for rather short wavelengths, the changes introduced by allowing for
freEl-surface displacements are probably not important qualitativeJ.'y. See

Lighthill (1967), Longuet-Higgins (1965).

The beta-plane is supposed horizontally unbounded; we shall ignore the

fact that this is not a strictly self-consistent point of view. Throughout,

the topography will be represented by a single step as in Figure 2. Such a
step is perhaps best thought of as representing a smoothly sloping region

whose upslope length scale is much smaller than the wavelengths of interest

in the fluid motion. More elaborate and realistic-looking topography could
be considered, but this limiting case, in the context of the simple beta-

plane model with negligible free-surface displacements, will serve adequately
to illustrate the fundamental points under discussion.
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2, The latitude-independent problem for a westward current.
In this se~tion it is verified that the type of flow shown in

Figure 2is the one that is ultimately set up if at time zero the current
is supposed unperturbed.

Although linearized theory is

used, one would exI

pect to see a definite indication of a growing downstream disturbance if the
instability of the westward current were a real one, and no such indicat ion is found,

In order to be able to use linear theory we must suppose that

~h;h ~c: I ' where 6 h is the height of the step, The basic (constant) zonal

current V is westward,Le, V.c Q. The total fluid velocity is written as
£lJtl)~)i'V(X) where LL,V.:(-i The linearized fo.rm of (1.1) in?("'O or )(';0
( h =

constant) is
at (J""lL\
ÔX dV + ¡3v -: 0 . (2,1)
(-l+V

Note that the perturbation x-velocity 'U does not enter into the linearized

dynamics, and so may be ignored in the analysis, By continuity, tL is a
constant on each side of the step,

If the upstream region(x)O here) is denoted by suffix M , and the
downstream region (x.~O) by suffix d. , we may write the jump conditions on

11 as

= Vu.
~'\ Va.
=?iJ~
+ Ii) d' X ': 0

(2,2)

fJ X, a 'X

where
IJ :: t t: h¡h = constant,

(2,3)

Ó being positive if a fluid column is stretched, on passing over the step,

as in Figure 2, Because of the linearization, it is immaterial whether h
in (2.3) is considered to be (for instance) the upstream or the downstream

depth, The conditions (2,2) are the result of supposing that the potential-

vorticity equation (1,1) continues to describe the flow as h tends to a step
function via a

sequence of differentiable functions, (The remarks

at the
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end of f 1 should be borne in mind.) The first of (2.2) states that
the vorticity of a fluid column remains finite as it crosses the step, and
the second, that the vorticity change is just that due to stretching.

The initial condition is that for all X

1)= 0 when t= o.

(2.4)

Then if t) is the Laplace transforn of 1) , defined as

(00 t

V (ìC)~) = ) e-P V ('X)t)ci t)

o A

it follows from (2.1) and (2.4) that V satisfies

(2.5)

11 oLJ1) +l "d1J +ßV =' 0,

òx."2 aX.

Thus -û is a linear combination ofeXp(rntìC)ande)1p(rrLX.), whe re

lr:t:- 2~tP:t(P~ Lf,B1J)~J '

(l')~4/3'1.jfwill be defined as positive when p':4p1Jis real

(2.6)
and positive.

As well as the jump conditions (2.2), boundary conditions as
A

X ~ toO are needed to complete the determination of 1U. The boundary

conditions that naturally suggest themselves are that V(i;t)-;;O as X-7t.o

for each t .

A

But these do not directly imply 11-70 (or even bounded) as

x ~ t QO for constantp , and a more convenient way of imposing the
boundary conditions is to assume that, uniformly for large jxl ' the dis-

turbance ve locity 'l(~t) does not grow faster than exponentially with time.
That is, there are positive constants XJ'R, S such that for/X.):?X and for

all t ,
)v (?C)t))" R eSt.

(2.7)

This is only a slight assumption; far from the step, where it applies, it
still includes the possibility of an exponentially-growing solution for 1)

with arbitrarily large growth-rate. The condition (2.7) implies that
-D(p;t)iS bounded as ') -7 1: OC for p real and greater than S. This is
enough to ensure

that m+ is appropriate in X.. 0 and In_ in )L)- 0, as can

be seen by inspection of (2.6), remembering that ir ~ O. With this con-
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" /\
vention, and noting that the conditions (2.2) transform toV~~V~ and

dVd./èJ1- .. dVt;/d'tttJ/p, we have

Vi - -Vti~p(mf.x) (2.8)
It)..- f(I'''-i.V,ß)Yi.

The formal solution for 21i ~ v(Jt¡ t) is given by the integral with

(2.8), taken along the Bromwich contour d3 shown

respect to t of e~it times

A

in Figure 3. The singularities of V are a simple pole at the origin ¡o=O)

and branch points at P='1.lb:= :t.2L(-1f¡.)'I". Taking the branch cuts as
;'
V at r=O plus an

shown in Figure 3, we may thus write ~ as the residue of

around both branch points:

integral along the contour C , which runs

))
_A r!tfo'(
-V~4¥pf ¿ptp(pa._
- -N:¡ lb)
W(p'i-p;fi.
)cL"
d.JtÅ
- :lmoi (+2.11':
V?-

(2.9)

where yYois 'll(or-IY_) evaluated at p-:O, i.e.

, rn = (£\1/')
o -lJ J

(2.10)

~t
c

I

lt~
'k r

(f
-p~

Eig. 3
-l/,ø

The integrand 'behaves like (l -lk) near f": f'b ' and similarly for the
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neighborhood of)' ~ -Ph 0 For large t the dominant contributions to the
integral along C come from the neighborhoods of P=! Pti ' showing that for

each lt , as t ~ co, the integral goes to zero like t -V:i (times a factor
oscillating with frequency :i (~V~)~).

This is what we wanted to show since, therefore, the first term in

(2.9) represents an ultimate steady state which is that shown schematically

in Figure 2.
The second term of (2.9) may be written in a more interesting form
by changing to a variable

~,

where

l = - Vi:k + 4- .

(2011)

The resulting contour integral with respect to k can be taken along the
real axis,

and using symetry (2.9) can finally be written

do i lA :i 'fD 1i R. '2 yY;" #

i) = lLe'Í'(ø"t_ 6 rco ~krx-c(~)t)d.~

(2012)

o

where

c.(k.):.lJ- ;&2 .

R

(2.13)

This shows that, not surprisingly, the transient part of 1J can be repre-

sented as a superposition of Rossby waves, the phase speed relative to the
fluid of a Rossby wave of wavenumber ~ be ing -¡S ¡lk~. The behavior at large

t may be recovered from (2.12) by the use of the method of stationary phase.
The problem could of course have been solved in the form (2012) in

the first place. The use of the Laplace transform together with the condition (2.7) seems, however, a more natural way of pointing up the fact that
the possibility of an exponentially-grow;ing disturbance has not, been "assumed

out" in treating the initial-value problem.
A similar analysis for the case V~ 0 shows that the pattern of Figure

1 is set up. In this steady state the current is completely undisturbed
until it reaches the step~
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3. A latitude-dependent problem.
As a simple way of looking at the effect of latitudinal constraints
with

on the motion, we shall investigate a linearized model

boundaries ,at

~::o, L say, on which 1) must vanish. The various ways in which the zonal
of a step

current may be modified downstream and upstream by the presence

at X =0 are quite interesting and instructive. In this section we sketch an
initial-value analysis similar to that of 9 2, which establishes the forms

of the solutions 0 Then in g 4 the results are interpreted in terms of group

velocity.
The total fluid velocity will now be written in terms of a perturbation stream function iy~j) as

LV+a.-d'lß.!J d'Y/~?G)' (301)
where .u takes (for instance) the constant value -VA h/h downstream and is

zero upstream. As before, ~hlh is counted positive if the fluid is moving
from a shallower to a deeper regiono The linearized potential vorticity
equation in either region is then

( d d \, d'l

W-+V di)'i 0/+ ~ ~ = 0

(3.2)

The linearized matching conditions at the step can be written, using suffices oL and ~ to denote the downstream and upstream sides irrespective of

the sign of V ,

'\øl :: V~ )

d-id, d'll,
~::
~

o. X::o

(303)

"Q'i1jd.": \7~1¥L. + ~ '

where as before

6 :: f tl hI\ .

It is convenient to represent 6. in the form

"íjt, L '3 L i:: L J

(3.4)

y# ii 1 "1, s. L 3 L J

(305)

C'= J¡1i ft.'v ~ + -l"sb\Jrr~+,,',l$V 5T1,~ 1",..L

and,

correspondingly, to write 1f as

, .! r w (I). :J oj 1. 'l C3~ '3 l1 ~ + ' ~ · \.
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Then the problem forij(n)~Jt)has the same form as (3.2), (3.3) provided\J'2

is interpreted as âX"," - 'h~1f1i., it being sufficient to treat each such
Fourier componerit separately. We shall now drop the superscript ('Y)

and write e for ri rr/L ·
The Laplace~transformed problem for each component, with undisturbed flow ("1:O)as initial condition, is thus

d ã~i\ -i~) i3V

(p+V ~)(ô~'l -t vr + ß ~= 0

A" ~ 'W4. -aVi. J
'!A 1/d. = ~ )" ~ =~) cJ X -: 0 .
Q WoL _ t ~I _ 'e--",1J .. ~~ b..

with

(3.6)
(3.7)

a )l2. (¡ - 'ò x 'l - a. I.~ + f

Note that the -('l terms cancel in the third of (3.7). The condition

analogous to (2.7), serving as a boundary condition on Y--for large\ x.\

is also imposed.
A

l/ =
'"

ìJu. =
whe re

It may then be

verified that

-

t. -n r( 'M.3 't )

ti ØfP (m~)

p(m,i-'m '3) (m i-mi)

1"(n1,-M,,) (m..-\'3)

,A.tP (M, ~)

P(m,-'Ni)(mi -m,)

(3.8)

1

?

the m~ LI~) are the roots of
lJ m 3-1 p"r~ + (p _ V.C)WI - t C":: 0

(3.9)

strictly positive, 1?e.t.,) has the same sign as

'such that for p real and

the opposite sign to V

v , and Re (~L'ReCm) both have

(It may be veri-

fied that for all real positive p this (definition) is always appropriate.
By the syietry of (3.8), YT

2.

and rnj are interchangeable.) Thus labeled, the

rootsrriipf,lan be identified in any part of the (cut) p-plane by continuation
from some point on the positive real axis.
A

A

In general, -ia, and Vl. each have a

simple pole

at

p = 0, and

branch

points at some or all of the points where two (or three) of the mi.' coalesce,
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given by

:t f= ~~ LY~ :l.i' :t(y+e)fl'(r+e;;Ji. J
where YE ß/V.e?,
in

(3,10)

.. A ..-;

If all four such points r~ ' say, are distinct, then

the neighborhood of those f~ for which "' has a branch point, 't

behaves like ii~-Pl. (1';, In general, it will be found that a steady flow

nature is determined by the values of the

is ultimately set up, whose

roots YYl at p::O.
It is convenient to distinguish several cases, characterized (for
the Fourier component under consideration) by different ranges of 11 as

measured in units of ß/ei. :

(1) -/3/8t ltiJ.l 0, "slow westward", There are four branch points
each behaving like p( fb)
-~a with Pb
pure imaginary, (The same p -plane

~wi p

diagram will always apply to both

"Fét

i and tu. ,) Thus for given 'X

the trans ients die out as , and
t - (I~

involve oscillations at two fre-

quencies which are given by (3010),

Fig, 4 in which -l L. - g for the present case,
At l = 0 we have ml=-fe+ß/-(1f)J ~/'2

and, aay,YY2=tfC"+ßlc-v)1 Y:i and'mJ=O.

The steady solution that is set up is, therefore, writing ttf'a+ß/(-vgV,, "m() ,
YeL i' ~()'l G: e rnr/~_ J 1 )

_t: e-'rolC

1¥ u.:= - ~m:

(3,11)
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Whenl~íi/L' that is, when the first term in the Fourier series (3.5)
is being considered so that (3.11) gives VCt), this term corresponds

to the flow pattern shown in Figure S. This is similar to the pattern
in Figure 2, with the additional feature that the flow has been modified
for downstream. The far upstream flow is undisturbed ó

(2) v= -(3/Z.l~ "critical westward". In this and in the next case,
a steady state is again reached and is again given by (3.11). The only
difference in this case is that the two pairs of branch points of

Figure 4 have merged, giving two branch points each behaving like
(p - 'pS'~, where PI, =':T :3r'3 i .tV. Thus for each X the transients die
.L _11:

out more slowly, as L , and oscillate at just one frequency, namely
3/31. 11
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-~J3l.ev

+3/3 a.V

Fig, 6

(3) Vlt-f3/R.f~ "fast westward", The branch points have separated
and moved off the imaginary

axis, but although

0

i

t
Fig,

four branch

points occur in the roots mL ll)s

0

it

can be shown

that only

two

of them (_ ) are branch points

7

A

of ìJ

The

transients there-

fore decay exponentially with time.

(4) V:; ß/e~ "fast

eastward" ,

As in the fast westward case the

transients decay exponentially, The
steady solution is now different, since
at l =0 we have rn¡:r+ V'iß/V)'Iand, say,

m~:.-V"-ßJVJ y., and m3:0, Thus if we
write+f.e'J-ßlvl~møas before, the steady

Fig, 8

solution is given by
i -'mo'l_1ì
ì¥ii':'m-l -ir L'~
e '5
o

l\:.
~ m;:
e m/)l(
l. .2

J

(3,12)
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(Fast eastward)

For t =Ti/L, this corresponds to the pattern shown in Figure 9. Again it
is the far downstream flow that is modified.

(5) V=/!il~ "critical eastward". As V decreases toward (3/£-' the
inner two branch points in Figure 8 move toward the pole at the origin.
""

In the critical case ~ behaves like

-~

p at the origin, and the solution
never settles down to a steady state,

-IJ3i V

fJ3 l if

since it goes like

Fig. 10

t; 0/,. CP = + llr e 7J

is again not a branch point of

./ù

T' )

(6) Oc( V~ß/l.~ "slow eastward", This is the only case in which a
standing wave pattern is set up, but it is still not true that the current
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is

"

branch points of "Y are once

The dominant

undisturbed upstream.

on the imaginary p -axis and of

more

.=J

&

the inverse square-root type, so that
t- 1/2the steady state is approached as
.

The transients oscillate at one frequency,

F.ig. 11

given by thè right-hand side of (3.10)

taking the positive sign. We now have; for p =0, that tn/ =0 and

4- i rß/ g2ìV" 'JA

'\~la :. - (~ lJ -:(. J :: :J ¿ r'( D

, say, so that the steady solution is
LV oL = - ~. c. ~o X

'\ _ _-A

'r It - 'i-:a
II

)

(3.13)

The stationary disturbahce has penetrated both far upstream and far downstream, The pattern for t= TIlL is again shown, in Figure 12.

.~""~/'f"" If '" 1""""1'"
Fig. 12

(Slow eastward)
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We shall now briefly look at these results in the light of
group velocity considerations 0

4. Group velocity. It is interesting to correlate the above results
with the dispersion properties of free Rossby waves in the channel
O'-(~~ L 0 As well as showing why the steady solutions turn out as they

do, consideration of the group velocity accounts for the different rates
at which the steady solutions are approached for large time.

In a frame of reference moving with the fluid, the frequency 0-

t e i(lqx..~t) D

of Rossby waves of the form su ~.e , where "( is an integral multi-

ple of 7T/L , is

()::-,I

k

h2+ t')

(4.1)

Hence the group velocity of this "waveguide mode" along the channel is

c~ -- .~~
êia- f3_
(1fk""+.tllt'"
)'J

(402)

The dependence of C~ upon k is sketched in Figure 13.
The connection between Figure l3 and the distinction between "fast"

and" slow" currents is immediately apparent. For the given f under consideration, we may say that the basic current V is "fast" if it can
sweep all the free-wave energy downstream. This shows why the transients
(for fixed X ) ultimate ly decay very rapidly with time when the current
is fast (cases (3) and (4)).

The current is "slow" if there are some waves whose energy can

propagate upstream. There will then exist "critical" waves whose spatial
distribution of energy remains centered on a given x-locality as t ~ 00 ,

two waves if V is westward and one if if is eastward. For each of these
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Cj

~/fl
o

Fe

Fig. 13

waves dCfjlò~ ,*0, which accounts for the t-Ji behavior of the amplitude,

in terms of the usual stationary-phase calculation: one can say that these

('
/. shrinking
t -V:i
are "critical neighborhoods"
0" inID
rr -space,
as , which
represent the only wavenumbers still contributing significantly to the ampli-

tude of the transients at a fixed value of X. It is also obvious from
Figure 13 why for large t- the residual oscillations have two frequencies
for the slow westward case (1), and one frequency for the slow eastward

case (6).
In case (2), where 1J::-j/'te~ we have ()C3/a~=Obut ò"ca/art'J:j O. Stationary-phase considerations now show that the "critical aeighborhood" 'dk.

which surrounds ~~J.~, is bigger than before in the sense that it shrinks
only

as t -t3. Correspondingiy~ this is thë béhavior of the transient
i

amplitude at fixed X.
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The standing waves with k~,8jv-(~ that are possible only in the
slow eastward case, can have a westward group velocity relative to the

fluid. However, it may be verified that this is never strong enough to

win against the current, and so the waves always appear downstream. The
only other disturbance that can affect a steady solution far upstream and

far downstream is a k = 0 wave. This has group velocity -/3/.e2., which
shows why the steady solutions involve penetration of an x-independent
mean-flow modification far upstream in the s low eastward case and far down-

stream in all the other steady cases.

The critical eastward case is special in that a k:: 0 wave is the

only possible stationary disturbance; no x-dependence is allowed in a

steady solution. But the presence of the step requires x-dependence, and
so no steady solution is possible at all, in linearized theory. We note

also that the group velocity of the h.:: () wave is in this case exactly - V
Note that the "fast" cases illustrate the fact that the flow is in
general modified a little way upstream even though free waves cannot carry

energy upstream. This is mentioned in order to emphasize that Porter and
Rattray's formulation for the latitude-independent problem, although correct
for 1f~ 0, is not to be justified by an appeal to group-velocity considera-

t ions a lone"

To concludes13 and 4, we consider the general character of the
whole solution as given by the Fourier series (3.5)" Usually this will tend
to be dominated (in a qualitative sense) by the first term. If If ~ 0 a
steady flow pattern will be set up, similar to that shown in Figure 5 but

with finer details superimposed both near the step and in the downstream
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unidirectional flow. The same remarks apply, with reference to Figure 9,
when V~(3 LXi:I. When Odf$,f3Llri'J Figure 12 is relevant except in the sin-

gular cases V:.(3 Cl¡n'lTf'I.(n ::/;3,).. .), for which there are no steady solutions.
Also, if lJ is sufficiently close to one of these critical values, the
structure of the mode with that particular value of 11 will take over as the

dominant contribution to the pattern. The flow far downstream, for
the standing waves (k =J 0) and by

o L; V~ (3t/rr~wil1 be modified both by

x- independent contributions (k:: 0) from higher modes, for which the

current

is "fast".

S. The finite-amplitude solution for a westward current.
The finite-amplitude solutions found by Porter and Rattray can be considered "non-trivial", in the sense that the advection of disturbance relative

vorticity by disturbance velocities does not vanish. They satisfy the paten\-

tial-vorticity equation (1. l) when J is taken as a linear function of ~
such as
f :: fo + ß J ~

where f 0) P are stri~tly constant. The solutions have a similar linear

dependence on ~ and, as will be seen, it is this feature that allows them
to be valid for finite amplitude. The limitations of the beta-plane model
should be borne in mind: although of interest in themselves the solutions are
not directly applicable to a spherical earth, since they have to be conside.red

unbounded in the y-direction as an essential part of their nature. (This
artificiality is also reflected in the flow r~versals obtained by Porter and
Rattray for intense standing-wave patterns in eastward currents over large
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downward steps (see their Figure lb)" The interpretation of these as
"instabilities", incidentally, is inappropriate since the velocities are
nowhere of a greater order of magnitude than in slightly weaker patterns

which do have continuous streamlines")
We now construct tae finite-amplitude solution corresponding to
the flow found in 3" 2, that is, such that there is uniform westward flow

both far upstream and far downstream as in Figure 2. The uniform upstream
and downstream depths are hl4 and hd, , no longer supposed nearly equal.

In terms of the total velocity stream function ~(~l~)' the finite-amplitude
matching conditions at the step derived as before from (1.1), or from (5.3)

be low, are

-K
ã '¥cl ::

hd. d'ld. =- h L4
a îJø~¡,

~ ~
dÝL4

o.x =0.

(5.2)

;&+ßJ + \j""'ct :: £, + ß:J + n'"ý u.
¡, d.
It should be noted that the second condition is not that

h.ù.

the trans-

port h ~tldX is continuous. (Porter and Rattray assume that both transport
components are continuous; this does not affect their solution (11) which

is correct for eastward flow, but it appears to account for an error in
equation (12), which except for the first term in the square brackets (the

term 1) should be multiplied by ,.-: j'r-i in their notation. Figures 2-5 may
well contain this error also.) The correct condition, continiuty of
1):?J1!/dX' may also be seen as expressing conservation of y-momentum; the

fluid experiences no impulsive for~e in the y-direction as it crosses the
step (although it does in the x-direction).

The potential-vorticity equation (1,,1), with f given by (5.1), will
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be used in the integrated form

50 + (3': + \j ~ t ..fWY l"¥) ·

(5.3)

We now show that (5.3) and (5.2) can be satisfied by a suitable

choice of the far upstream and downstream ve locities -v \ lJ ('- 0) arid the
constants l'l.':O/(I~)O¡ A)3 in
E ~ - ~ ~ + (~f 'B) ~J. e'l(rrrJ:~) )

(5.4)
r f) :: -VI) ~ + C~ -l 13 )gtA .e~l' (mLAx) .

The second of (5,2) is already satisfied. The first is ~atisfied Jf
nc1 (- Vl +~Cl) ;: h~ (- v: -t ~~).

(5.5)

The third is satisfied if

A= ß
and

hd. - hi.

(5.6)

h.. -nJ. - hd Wlu.

E=-£/(3.

(5.7)

Finally,
tf'""'i. ~ m~ ( if do .¡ Vi ~ ) )

so that the left-hand side of (5.3) for X~O is
.t + (3~ t \7~it:: £ -+ (ß +m~ i.) ~ .¡mlì¥øl .
If we make ß.. '(¡~::0 this is a function of 'teL only, as required. Thus,

after similarly considering (5.3) for X 70, we have (remembering tpat
m~~ OJ Y'1A( 0 and that VJ..l Vi. L 0)

ì'c::' _~

( ß )Y:a

? lrl._-(f3
- -vJ
\/0.~
i.

(5.8)

as the final pair of relations that must be satisfied if (5.4) is to be

the required solution.
By substituting (5.6) and (5.8) into (5.5) we may simplify it to
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'l h~

hd. V,i:: L! V~ .
Note that

(5.9)

the mass transports at X:: i CO are not equal.
v¡ 1lJ~ YYi1I"mi.IA and 'B are connected by the five relations (5.6)-

(5.9) . Thus for given h~) h~ we may specify one quantity, say ir~ .

If ~ is specified (5.9) gives li ' (508) gives rtu. and Yrøl, and then

(5.6) determines A
Figure 2 can be regarded as a schematic representation of the

solution (5.4), in terms of lines of constant h ~. Note that the slope
of each streamline is discontinuous at the step, and that the lines are
closer together upstream than they are downstream, in accordance with (5.9).

Before leaving the subject of this type of solution, we should
remark that Porter and Rattray's transformed equation (9) can be used to
find westward-flow solutions by applying boundary conditions of no dis.

turbance at S =:ii oc , instead of at S = O. Thus a formal solution similar
to their solution (11) may be written down for topography with an arbitrary

dependence on:i .
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Coupled Disc Dynamos

Richard Co J. Somerville

Introduction
Systems of coupled homopblar disc dynamos have been studied as

possible analogies to the homogeneous dynamos which are thought to main-

tain the terrestrial and stellar magnetic fields. In spite of the comparative physical and mathematical simplicity of the disc systems, they
have been shown to possess complicated modes of behavior, apparently

resembling those of the earth's dynamo in important respects. In particular, the disc system is capability of reversing its fields is inter-

esting in view of paleomagnetic evidence that the geomagnetic field has
undergone reversals.

The case of two identical coupled disc dynamos was first discussed
by Rikitake (1958), who found that reversals were possible, in contrast

to Bullard ¡'s (1955) single dynamo, which cannot reverse. Lebovitz (1960)
showed that systems of three or more dynamos are unstable in

the absence

of viscous damping, but he was unable to determine the stability of the

undamped two-dynamo system (the single dynamo is stable). Allan (1962)
then investigated the two-dynamo case in more detail, chiefly by inte-

grating the equations numerically. The present work is the beginning of
an effort to extend and supplement Allan's results, and the discnssion

which follows is based largely upon his.
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Basic equations

We consider two electrically conducting discs, each rotating
about an axle in a magnetic field parallel to the axle, so that a potenbetween the periphery of each disc and its axle.

tial difference exists

A circuit employing brushes connects the periphery of each disc to its
own

axle via a coil wound around the axle of the other disc. In each

circuit the potential difference produces a current flowing through the

coil to produce the very magnetic field giving rise to the potential
this sense that the system is

difference at the other disc, and it is in

a pair of self-exciting dynamos.

The dynamos are considered to be identical in that each is subjected

to the same externally-applied torque G, each disc has the same moment
of inertia C , and each circuit has the same resistance R., mutual in-

ductanceM between coil and disc, and self-inductance L. Now letting
subscripts 1 and 2be used to distinguish the discs, we denote the angular

velocities bY.o, and I::i and the currents by Ii and I~.
The equations are then

it ..

L 1~1 + R Ii = ni M 1.~

L ciI~ -l "R I = n~ M 1,
C ~r;i ~ C ~r;~ ~ G - M I, I,, ·
Now letting ~:. (1¡ 2.), we scale with
l/ø.

i:~ ~ t ~) X ~

D.m:: eM
/ ~ 1'
( G L.\ Vø.
t =- ê~~ fe.t i
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Dropping the prime, we have now

dy.,
+ 11 l( = LIv
l ""
-e
,/" I ~..
~ ,-- R- .J"- i
eLL.). + ,u t..:: U )(

* = ~ti =' I -)( l )(:ì '
We denote this system of equations by s. The parameter is

jA:: ~ ( ~ ~ ) V~
We have at once that the difference in angular velocities is constant:

~1-~2.:~\
Writing the equilibrium curves in four-space parametrically, we have

X1-=i:"K

'Ii. -= t ~-I

!i i = )J 'k,?"

-L -~)
~~::#l\

so that

# (*'4_ k-'-) = a.
or

'~ 1/.2

k'2;::z.l
~ + (i +~(~)
)AJ .
Thus we shall treat the degenerate four-dimensional system 5 as a three-

dimensional one with parameters (IL) *)or, alternatively, (¡uJa.). Allan
(1962) gives a discussion of the cases for

which lJ::O or a.:.O or both.

The general case, for which neither parameter is 0 , seems to be accessible
only numerically.

Computational Procedure

We have integrated S numerically for several sets of non-zero
parameter values, using the Adams-Bashforth difference method. Writing

~ schematically as
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d. Q - F.
eLt' i - t i
where

the Qi. are the dependent variables and the Ft. are functions of

the Qi and the parameters, and denoting the finite time increment by
6 t , and letting superscript.- denote a value at time t = ln tJ t)
the Adams-Bashforth method is then

t- - LQ~+Ci :¿
2.1,:
Q~+i
F' 'r _i:
1- c'r-I
J 6. t ·
This method is of only second order accuracy, and a higher order Runge-

Kutta scheme, for exampÍe, would surely be preferable. Although very small

time steps \I~t ..1/
iv/O ) have been, necessary in the present calculations, ~
is so simple that a typical complete integration, including peripheral
operations, requires only about 15 seconds with a

fast computer (Control

Data 6600).
All of the solutions reported below have been verified by at least

one other integration using a smaller time increment. As a further check
on the computer programs, many of Allan i s integrations have been recomputed.
Initial conditions for these preliminary calculations have generally

been

taken. to be fairly small departures ,from the equilibrium state, and the
integrations typically have been continued to t -. ~-O .

Results
Although the number of integrations completed to date is insufficient
to characterize the behavior of solutions over any extensive region of the
two-dimensional parameter space, several distinct types of solutions have

appeared (see Table I). Perhaps the most spectacular of these is the
"true reversal", in which the currents oscillate about one equilibrium value,
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abruptly pass through zero, and then perform mirror-image oscillations.

The number of oscillations between reversals and the times at which
reversals occur do not in general seem to fit any regular pattern.

Table 1. Some typical solutions in the general case (0. -: OJ ¡.

c¿

)L

0)

=1

Solution type

Source

Allan(1962)
0.1

0.1

regular reversal

0.25
0.5

0.9375

l.87s

stable oscillation
stable oscillation

1.0
1.0
2.0

3.75
8.67
7.5

true reversal
true reversal
true reversal

X

present work

verified
X
X

X

verified
X

'f

In addition to three cases at relatively large jA and a. which
exhibited the apparently irregular true reversal, and to Allan's example
(at relatively small)L and C! : fL:: Q. = 0./) of a case with apparently

regular reversals, we have examined two cases at intermediate jJ and (;
which manifest a third type of behavior (see Table I). This takes the
form

of a seemingly stable

small

oscillation about the equilibrium state.

The initial conditions were somewhat closer to the equilibrium value för
these cases than for the true reversal cases, and it seems likely that this
circumstance, rather than

the choice of l- and (L , is responsible for

the failure to reverse. To shed light on this coqjecture, also made by
Allan, a series of integrations of cases differing only in their initial
conditions is planned.
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Solutions in phase space

The time dependent solutions of S may of course be regarded
as traj~ctories in phase space. Planar projections of these trajectories
for a reversing case typically take the form of spirals about an equili-

brium point, interrupted by excursions across an axis into spirals about

the other equilibrium point. Allan (1962) has shown that the four-

dimensional volume in phase space tends to zero as r~ -0. That is,
if the initial values are ( )(~ ))(~) ~: i ~:), then the transformation Jacobian

'J =

ê)(xi,X2.) ~IJ ~:i)

o XI:i(2.IIjI)'j~
-:(o
0 Q 0)

satisfies
: ~ ~ ~ cL~ V Y ~

where, from 5 J
v :: (-p.xi+ ~IX~)-¡UX~4-!j~)(I) 1- XiX" j/-X,X.2).

Therefore,
di V V :: - 2.,l)

so that

-

ï :: T -~p.'t

~ i.~ e

This result incidentally emphasizes an additional difficulty, if
this model is intended to be applicable to the geomagnetic dynamo problem.

-! IL C -I -') y~
For)L= 7?L
~' M G in the earth's core is likely to be small,

perhaps ~ 10-3, and numerical integrations with such a small)A are
likely to consume much time before the system "forgets" its initial state.

The above analysis cannot specify the topological details of the
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Concluding remarks

The pair of identical coupled disc dynamos may be viewed as among

the simplest in a hierarchy of such systems. More complicated systems may
be fanned by the inclusion of, e.g., non-identical dynamos, self-induction,

paralle 1 loads, viscous torques, etc. The ordinary differential equations
typical of all of these systems seem particularly we 11 suited to numerical

integration (and quite possible to analog as well as digital computation).

Although the study of such systems may well ultimately be an unsatisfactory
substitute for investigating the magnetohydrodynamic equations themselves,

it is clear that even the simplest coupled disc dynamo systems are presently
very imperfectly understood.
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Dissipation of the Radial Modes of Oscillation
of a Homogeneous Self-Gravitating Sphere

Wayne R. Thatcher

Abstract
The radial ,oscillations of a homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly

elastic self-gravitating sphere are considered. Small departures from
perfectly elastic behaviour in shear deformation are introduced, and an
expression is derived which relates this elastic defect to parameters

which are determinable from mode decay observations. Using as data the
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observed attenuation of the fundamental radial mode 050 , the relaxation time for a simple viscoelastic rheological model is computed. Some
general aspects of viscoelastic behaviour which pertain to dissipation
of radial motion in a homogeneous sphere are briefly discussed.

Introduction
Free oscillations of the earth excited by large earthquakes decay
with time in a manner which may be determined by analysis of strain gauge

records made in the several days following an earthquake. Ground displacement is determined as a function of time, and this time series is Fourier
analyzed to re.cover the "spectrum" of the free oscillatiÒns. The spectrum
consists of a large number

of distinct peaks to each of which corresponds

a particular frequency. To date over 200 eigenfrequencies have been resolved. Normal mode frequencies computed for earth models with a radially
varying density structure (determined using seismic body wave observations)
agree with those observed to within a few percent 0

The theoretical calculations are made for a radially homogeneous and
isotropic non-rotating elastic sphere, and the spectrum thus determined

consists of an infinite set of discrete lines. The assumptions which lead
to significant errors are sphericity, the absence of rotation, and perfect

elasticity. The effect of ellipticity is presently being studied (J. Dahlen,
phD thesis, La Jolla): frequencies appear to be shifted, and some previously

toroidal modes have spheróidal components of motion. Rotation removes the

(=i t.¡I)-fOld degeneracy in the eigenfrequencies for a particular azmuthal
order number -e. Departures from perfectly elastic behaviour produce a
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breadth to each line in the Fourier spectrum of the surface displacement

field. The combined effects of rotation and anelasticity are often difsplit lines may be "hidden"

ficult to separate in actual observations :

central peak, or the local amplitude of members of a split

~lthin a broad

multiplet may produce a spurious line width in adjacent peaks ("different"

values of Q , the specific attenuation factor, are reported for identical
modes when data from different stations are analyzed).

The mode attenuation pbservations are potentially important in
determining the short term rheological behaviour of the materials of the

be said

earth 1 S deep interior. When (and if!) something unequivocal can

concerning the exact mechanism of dissipation, it will also be possible to

meaningfully investigate properties such as composition, phase, and tempera-

t~re usin~ se ismic attenuat ion data.
1. Elastic Oscillations of a Homogeneous Sphere
Following the notation of Gilbert (GFD notes, 1967) the displacement

fi"eld1,"r)€J,.(o)(wi"theLwtti"med
d) h b d
I. , T epen ence on a sp ere may, e represente
as follows:

.!('r,9.¡Cp) = :; U+ 'll V- t X \/, W

(1.1)

where Ui v: Ware scalar functions of (yo) eicp) and

A d -L d

Il, :: e de + Wn ~ Ðtp
Expanding these scalar functions in spherical harmonics

_ .e 't \'

viz U(~9/f)=~~eUt(r)Yt(~JtP) ~
and

substituting into the linearized momentum equation and Poisson's
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equation for the gravitational potential, one obtains an eighth order

system of coupled first order ordinary differential equations. This system
decouples into a sixth order system, representing spheroidal oscillations
( P-S V motion), and a. second order system, the toroidal oscillations

( .$ H motion).

A special case of the spheriodal oscillations occurs when l- = 0 0
Here motion is purely radial, the sixth order system reduces to a coupled
second order system, and becomes analytically tractable 0 The equations are

() -I 1 (lJJ

d. ' -,.. I 'i r-

ar 'R
_;:J-pw":4rrf~Y--'''
(U
( .. iT ~I -I 4ir'l'r-2

~(À ir:i)r-~X R

(1.2)

where

'R = (/1 +2#) U'(r) + A 2",_1 U('r) f/Y .e = 0 J
r: ~ Ìi -l ¡,M

¥ _ :A-t fA - Ì\ 'A cr -I

and we have suppressed indices -t¡ m in U and R (which are both zeiro here).
U and R must be continuous and 'R vanishes on the surface 1" =- a..
In the case of a homogeneous sphere all of the coefficients in (102)

are constant (in particular t=i.ii~ f), and the equations are easily de-

coupled. The equation for U C"r) is
U"-f ~ U' + (-A~:' -è)U = (J

where klJ = tw'L+ H;jftCf
Scr

(1.3)

which has a solution regular at the origin
U(--) = I' (lu) ~

IJkr
(lo,"I)Y¿ -

C&~.,
1'0-

(1.4)

The system (L 2) may be used to find 'R in terms of U , and sub-
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stituting (1.4) for U and'requiring'R(Il.):=O, after a moderate amount

of manipulation the period equation is found:

Ïã ka. -=I t~a.
( k~o(lJ-

(1.5)

where O(~= V
f'

ß~: 1
The values of -k which satisfy (Ls) are then substituted into
equation (1.3) and the eigenfrequencies úJ of the radial oscillations are

determined.
2. Normal Modes with Small Dissipation
From the linearized momentum equation and Poisson's equation
Gilbert (GFD notes 1967) has obtained

w?- (d VfJ.'"= (d.V If( K+p. M+ 4ifGlS+t/ì ~1 + ) ltV f('lTTGr\/íJ~1 r~1t§ .V~I~ (2. l)

J )' i A ~i.PA ce

sP¡'L~i; Ç-P¡'€fìE'

where

J\= (~'\l )
~ -_I-i
it- s.,
K ~ (Ò'1U+ Ft
JV :: ~ (2~rU-F)~ i"-if(e+~ ((rdrV-V+U)~(~d¡;W-W)'J.¡r~'((-0t(6J)(e+~)LV~ Vlj

F = t-'L~iJ-e(e+I)VJ
~ is the perturbation in the gravitational field.

'f,

U :: U; ('r) and similarly for V, W.
The integral re lation (2.1) was constructed so that Æ and cp
J

are stationary with respect to variations. If we assume that X is a
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constant and take the variational derivative of equation (2.1) we thus

obtain
ó (W~ rot VtS'2 = ) cL V J,Ll M

(2.2)

II 1/

Departures from perfect elast~city may be conveniently treated
analytically by introducing complex elastic constants.
i.e. )I -7lJo - '¿Al-

It may be easily shown that making the eigenfrequency complex

,,' -- Wo - ¡ 6 W
i.e. VJ-is equivalent to transforming the line at ~Ð in the Fourier spectrum of
the displacement into a Gaussian centered at Wo with a full width of half

maximum of 26W.

Then
áGii)

= Ó L(Wc-l AW)J
= Ó (tù':-:i£Woll w -(AW)~J

~ -;.(wot(cw) ~l:(j is small

or

Ó(rJ)=-2.i w(,I~),W

for a variation from the perfectly elastic

stàte

Similarly ,~_-~d(t:P.) = -LAp
Making these substitutions in (202) it is found that

:iWobWrclVpS'l = jclVõpM

\I v

(2.3)

For purely radial oscillations of a homogeneous sphere, equation

(2.3) may be considerably simplified. In this case f and #1 are constants,

~ and ~ have particularly simple forms, and the result is
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a. ":i
~f Wø A wI 'r'"d.., ( U(;,)J
hI' = 2ý:d.,.ti¥-¥'J'

(2.4)

CI

It now remains to relate this quantity b)J to the mechanical
behaviour of a specific rheological model.

3. A Simple Rheological Model
For a linear viscoelastic material consider a generalized stressstrain law of the form

A;) = tl;(t-i:) ~': dr"'G(j,)* e¿¡Ct) 1

(3.1)
-CÆ~ == 3 K E~.p

where 7:~ ~ E.¡i are the stress and strain tensors and 4. i ) et.j

are their

deviators, i.e.
-l~J = -rA:J - J r~~ lì:i

etj == ELj - J CPtft J;j'
and G(t) is called the relaxation modulus or memory function of the

materia 1.
For the purposes and scope of this analysis an extremely simplified
form for Gr(t) is considered, that for what is termed a Maxwell solid:

G(t) =: E e-lXt ,

(3.2)

where E is young's Modulus of elasticity.
Taking the Laplace transform of the first of equations (3.1), using
the convolution theorem and G Ct) as in (3.2), and denoting Laplace trans-

formed functions with a bar, ,ó as the transform variable, one obtains,
after finally putting .. :..¿ W , that
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~ _ Ew'"

f CWO(
1.

w...¡cx'2

e'j w""+ 0('1

Identifying the ratio Ailie.i "'d
"

with the shear modulus )- , and

recalling that p. == Po -i t:)A, one finds that

!Jß =

Ewe(
w~+ 0('2

(3,3)

Assuming that w::,? C( ,we then have

_I
E
eX
~ b.l-W

(3,4)

4. A Direct Derivation
The analysis of section 2 sheds little light on the general nature

of the motion and the energy dissipation involved, A direct, morephysically obvious approach is employed here in an attempt to clarify the

analysis as well,as to verify the previous results. It should be noted
that the method used here becomes more difficult and cumbersome when con-

sidering non-radial oscillations,
The general procedure is to compute the change in kinetic energy
over one cycle of the motion and equate this to the energy dissipated in
the same time interval,

For the radial displacement field take

(-'it )

S -i.) t) =- e i. ('r t

where uc-r;t):= jl(~r')Mn wøt
The change in kinetic energy is then

D £ :f;~.i:r( ~ ff š (r, ,)f- (s (r, T))' J

(4,1)
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(L ~

Assuming ìf T is small (small damping) it is found that

,6 E :: :L;¡ t Wo '( r r ~èL y- Lj,(k r) J

(4.2)

o

The energy dissipation over one cycle is

6J " )';",1 r l ) ~IJ ~'.i J

~ 0

Neglecting ..:'1t
e in equation (4.l) for this calculation leads to
errors of ()(~'i) only. Also, if Ii"'Mm,wt the energy dissipation may be

written

'( (T
b,J)"" r""'ol'll'i¡é,j dt

(4.3)

Ii 6

where

the dot

( .) denotes differentiation with respect to time.

In spherical coordinates

,I"f = fr- ~ (r.,+~ Ie)

l) e = Â~ - r9 -t ("r.,+ ~ r~)
This may be written

,¿ ~ = t G* ~ (5'( - £9 J

,.f= l)e- = - J G* ã~ (Ôy-- ge J
Using ê""='~JE&= ~ and Ci(j:) for a Maxwell solid (equation 3.2),
and assuming ~ T is small leads to the result
A 'T = 1.1T EWe) fi- 0('2 1. ~J: ~d. r r ~ _ -tJ'
O.L
W~+c:'" .1Ci~Q(1) 3 L d. ~ Y"

i.

(4.4)

ø

If the transient term of order o(:lin (4.4) is neglected, and óD
from (4.4) is equated to .À E from equation (4.2) one
C:-W 0(
Q)2.+c(2.

'- f. P',irL~- +1'

= c2- OJ '( dt~cL7'(dl (~r)J~

obtains
(4.5)
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Referring to equation (3.4) it is easily seen that the above equa-

tion corresponds exactly to the result found for 6;L in section 2 (equa-

tion 2" 4), provided 'l is identified with lj W . This is clearly the case,

i ¿wr

as the exponential attenuation factor is immediate ly obtained when .
ú) =(Ùo+t.6w is substituted into -e

S. Numerical Calculations and Results
Unfortunately data on the attenuation of the radial modes exists

only for the fundamental, 0 So , for which ~t:w(= Q , the quality factor
,or specific attenuation factor) has been found to be in excess of 1000,

The results developed in section 2 up to equation (2.3) are relevant for
the toroidal modes also, and for a homogeneous spherical earth the dis-

placements for each mode may be determined in closed form (the radial

factors are of de~0 type). Again however, data exists only for some overtones of the l~ b mode, and in this case analytic difficulties become pro-

hibitively formidable, so no use of the toriodal mode dissipation is made

here,
The radial integrals which occur in equation (2.4) (or equivalently,

equation (4,5)) are relatively fierce, although (with perseverence!) quite

straightforward to evaluate. The result only is quoted here.

~

6p == 4"

f a.~ (.:

q

L~- t-t*(C+~t)J
i~(*(~-~'£)-3(~e-t t)+t2.(t.f - ~, +~f)J

(5,1)

where e == 1. -l a.
The roots of the period equation (L5) cannot be determined exactly
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in closed form. For the degree of accuracy desired in this calculation
it is acceptable to use Poisson's relation À =)1, in which case 0( = J3f3
and (105) becomes

tc -l =

l'
1+.l"Y'2
, 4 l

1 r= ~(L

Roughly plotting the left-hand side and

the right-hand side of

the above equation facilitates determination of the roots.

tan 7

¡

-i
l+~ ~'l

- _._-

,~
2.

Using Newton's method of interpolation, the first root was found to

occur at
E= 30475
The next and higher roots occur approximately at
r. ,. n iT

n=:L134....
, J,

-r
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The frequency and period of the fundamental spheroidal mode can

then be determined using equation (L3) 0 This was done using the following

numerical values:
a. = 6371 km

4- 6067 x 10-8 cgs units
t = 5.52 g cm-3

;L~ 2 x 1012 dynesicm2

Then

Cùd = 2. 52 x 10- 3 s e c - 1

T = 41.6 minutes (for the earth the
period of ó50 is 20.8 min.)
Using this value of !No in (5.1) and Gl = 5000, it is found that

b)L = L 705 x 108 dynesicm2
And using (304) to find the relaxation time, with

E== 5.0 x 1012 dynesicm2

-I 7

0( == 10166 x 10 sec or about 003 years.
Only one piece of real data was employed in the preceeding calculation, and this data was for a re lative ly short time interval. Thus nothing
can really be said concerning the long time behaviour of the model, and

only significance to be attached to the number 003

the
years is that it reflects

the fact that the relaxation modulus G (1:) effectively decays with time, and

reaches ~, of its initial value in 0.3 years.
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6. Some General Remarks
A very

preliminary investigation concerning precisely satisfying

th¡\ boundary condition of vanishing radial stress on the spherical surface when one ei;ploys a viscoelastic

stress-strain law of the cOnvolution

integral form (see equation (3.1)) reveals some difficulties which are

potentially important and significant. It appears that it is not possible to exactly satisfy the stress boundary condition with an "attenuated normal mode" solution like e~;I!(k~ìi wf for the radial displace-

ment field. This point is presently being investigated, but no definite
conclusions can yet be drawn.

Provided that the foregoing difficulty can be effective ly dealt
with, the analysis and calculations carried out here are mere ly the

forerunner of a more difficult, but more relevant study in which realistic

earth models and less simple anelastic behaviour are allowed for, and all

the availab Ie mode driss ipation data are utilized. The general framework
of section 2 mayor may not be

adequate to deal with this broader problem,

but in any case there will necessarily be recourse to numerical methods.

Results will not be straightforward to determine, but shoúld have consequances of definite relevance to the real earth, its internal properties

and constitution.
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An Instability of the Flow
in a Slightly Tilted Rotating Glass of Water

Rory Thompson

Abstract
Ink placed on the bottom of the glass often shows intriguing

scallop shapes which sometimes grow to form turbulence. (See figures

3.) A theoretical explanation is presented which accords well with
experimental results also given, to wit: The zero-order periodic

motions cause a rectified mean first-order azimuthal flow which can
both collect the ink into circular bands by Ekman convergence, and

make the bands wiggle through a shear instability. Since the zeroorder flow has resonances for certain geometries, even very slight

tilts can sometimes cause remarkable commotion. Thus, geophysical
fluid dynamics laboratory models should have their geometry carefully
considered in view of inevitable imperfections of rotation.

Introduction
A great deal of work has gone into laboratory models of geophysical
fluid phenomena, which is usually to say, rotating fluids with relatively
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slow motions. Such motions are liable to be confused by extraneous influences such as slight heat conduction through the sides, wind stress,

or slight imperfections of rotation. Of the latter, inconstancy of magni-

~

tude of the rotation vector Jl has been considered for a sphere by

Aldridge (1967), and precession of -- ll' e. g., by Malkus for a sphere and
by Johnson (1967) for a cylinder. Here is considered the effect of a

free surface with ~ not quite antiparallel to gravity, though constant.
Visible effects of misalignment of the axis of rotation were reported by
Fultz, et al., (1959), but apparently the only studies of the effects have
been by, Fultz (1965), and Crow (l96s), both of which dealt with the most

spectacular effect: a powerful vortex which sometimes forms.

This present problem is also relevant to ocean, atmosphere, or
core responses to a diurnal tidal forcing, since in the frame of the

cylinder, there is a small rotating component of gravity. However, the
problem was actually chosen upon asking, Dr. Roath for an amusing problem

because the experiment seemed easy enough for a mathematician: essentially,

to drop dye into a big glass of water on a phonograph with a magazine

under one side.
Equations of Motion
"-

In a frame rotating with the cylinder, the equations of motion are:
',, .

dU. dl. 1.(3(. ÔJu._.Y=_~ (Cì'i l.âu. -la't+dt._u._~dV)
at +u. an. -t n. òe +W ô~ IG lìn +1. dJ'2 + It 'aii '" 112 àe2 'd /l) n"'èl9 l2nv
()v t.~+:: dV +w'cv+ù.v::_ (jp .¡-,(ê/v+~õv + i rlv +d-&V +2dU.. v.\-2nU.

õ-t + Ô" 11 ~e a, n riô9 If¡ It dl' ¡:ò8' Ò$1 n2 ~9 n'i
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dW "òw ,,'òw ow _ _ òp ¡)(~ J uW i ÒÎ# ()~)
àt + u. di + it -a+w ã$ - ò ~ + 'cY/1é ii -a +-i'Iàel + d i'"

, (1)

'du +Jd+ dV + ~W - 0

dri It l1õe n~-

t)=.v=w=o
u.=-V=W~o

w=

d( r/,'. + Y) )

cLt

at l :0
a: n==L
o.

J :: ?* +~

~

where gravity (a potential force) has been absorqed in the pressure t ~

~ is the radius of the cylinder, and ~* is the resultant equilibrium
surface height, to wit:

-r * = Ho + ~ 11 Cl (G' .. t) ~

(2)

where 0( is the angle of tilL Since D.::O J (by choice) this rotates
clockwise in the cylinder frame. A paraboloidal bottom to the cylinder
is chosen so that the mean depth Ho is a constant, for simplicity, the
assumption.r L C:C(j £ below makes the difference negligible.

Now scale these equations by

t~Sft.~ .n~Lni~~~~~J )"u.~Uû.J V~UV .,W-7W'W; 'p--PfJ
and impose the physical assumptions

1. ~
.0Y'2l~~ £. J
W=o( Ln, ~=T

~ 1. I -, - _1- V C

C. =: ..L (C: ? wn 1: = n L .c":c. .

Then for balance,"P::iin L. Expand the variables in the small parameter
E ~ so u.:::u.o -liU. +D&'-), etc. ~ and separate the coefficients of £ to
get the zero order (linear) equations (3) and the first order equations (11).
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. d(.G ::.. d Po "'Ý + E(\J~ii _ u.o _ -i 0 ~ )

ùt M + II ")t 112. -a

tiVIi _ _ dA _ ~lj + r=('ilv. + ~ tJi.. _ Vo)

-- ~ T\ni! () 0 n~ Ôa /7'£

. èiwG - _ ~ +EV"~

(3)

at - 0;

,d~ + 1)0 + d~ f- 0-aWo = 0

-¡ ,11 nøt) ,~

Wo = () Ai ¡ 1:0
U.O :: Vo :: 0 aX ~:: 0

Uo :: 0 oJ: It = ,
W,'.
oJ '2=1
ó --d~~
rlt
Q
-i

') a i () I a'2 i32..
V = ÔJ72. + Ji di + )1" cM? +-n')

where
The

above scaling also took Ho!L =- 0(1); if Ho/i .c.. I , (3.3) should

be replaced by a~
:: O.
ra J
Zero-order Interior Solution

The equations (3) are linear, so write u.o""I)(~J)e.¡(t~+t), etc.,
let f --0, and solve:

- :: òn It '

I) - -" ;. (' ..+ '-P)

V = j (L ~~ + ~ ) ,
I fj (l

(4 )

W=Jl~.
Substitute these into the continuity equation to get

ai.tJ + i ()(J -L :: '" Õ'2p (5)
òni. 7i ò/t -- n,2 .. 'õJ" J

with boundary conditions ~~ +~p:: 0 at )t:: I , ~~ -: 0 at 'J:' 0 , and

other boundary conditions ar~ dropped with
~r -:'?'*=- t;Tl cd d -:/. The
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E: = 0 ; they will be restored in the boundary treatment be low. By the
usual separation technique, one solves
i'(;)+ ~'J rC~) =0

, J :L II I ('2 ll 1.\

() J7 R (11).J n'R (11)+ Ìi/1 -I) Rip;: o.

.~

The solutions are J; (~h)eJ. .¡, where

À could be complex in general,

except that then the u. bOundary condition will involve ~ e and ~ e J
i. e., will be inseparable. For Ì\'J real, the L.¡¡= 0 at 11 = I condition

becomes
À ~I (ÌI) + ~ J1 ('A):= O.

(6)

For ,,'2 .. 0 , there is no positive p :of). which satisfies fA III (,A) +:Jl ~)= 0,
sincell(X)='J~)() is monotonic. From the Bessel function tables of Abram-

owitz and Stegun (1965) and of Jahnke and Emde (1945), the first five roots
of (6) were found to be

:i 3

À :: 2.735, À :: 5 .691, À:= 8. 77 2 ,
i

It ~

II :11.874, and À = 14.997,

so the solutions of (5) are linear combinations of r J;'(ÌlrrIlJCk Ìlrl 1 '
where the homogeneous bottom boundary condition ~(O): 0 has also been im-

posed. This family is complete for odd functions in J1 which satisfy the
boundary conditions. Choose coefficients i ~~1 to satisfy the remaining
(inhomogeneous) boundary condition

cl= _ f ciii ÌI'I I (À n) IW Ì\", = 0( It .
& J "l=l i/ i '" ..

(7)

Standard Fourier-Bessel theory, e.g., equation (6.49), page 90 of Tranter
(1956), gives
.i

bff-:- -J3Q¡y)tn
tÚ ~..
~À~ eX ('2
I ,(:1
.¡~ ~ ÌI~
+3 J'~(ì\rr)
l (I
mti) dJ
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as the inversion of (7) and (6). Now, it happens that

ò~ (el (t)):~tJé~~~ f"(:1+ 2¡:J= ~.. (J1+ ~ + ~ - JjJ = t? ~ (t))

so b _ "-0( ~ J;(i\l1) .
'f - ?i~+3 "J:iC:~m)

equivalent

This goes to zero faster than might be expected, for (6) is

to ~J: ("A) +1. (ÌI):(), and the zeros of J; approach those of :i , hence

ì\'n, as m ~ 00. For rn = l,2,3,4,s, t?/o( = 1.32, -.50, .30, -.18,
.06, so clearly the first few eigenmodes will dominate, especially since

viscosity will tend to damp the higher wave numbers more. The zero order

solutions are thus :'i1-f , T..(Ìiii)
IØ '". 'J¡')
f.
-O(¿ . Àm+3
tt= ir::/,
ll 1;
( l~'I
7f)

J :r (r.",n) il Ài'l th (M) ,

abbreviated
~ :: ~ ~M ¡ (P((tl)~(~) Cf(G+t) ~

U.o ~ ~ o.l\;¥(3Jo(ÀrnTt) + J~ (ÌlN\n.) ~ C~)Mm (ê +t) ,
(8)
VfJ :: ¿: o.,Ì\M ~J; CÌ\rfIi) - ~(/lVln ~(Ìlfi'3) ~ C 9 -l t) ,

Wø -= '£ o-l;M J; (tirrT1)iW ~ Mn (~ .¡ t) ,

The above are dimens ionless; dimensionalizing, one has, e. g. ,

Àn':TCn",) ,

/J
=~O(nL~ (À~~3)J3.'~ (3.....T(Â\lJl\~'J/~~~(~J~. ~t+S\ .
(). 'f" i ..; (ÀI1 1-1J) 0 ~LT ~' L -l rn. ,\ ", ¡
J3'L ..
so the magnitudes depend

(8a)

only on cX!ì L, and ¡~b/L" The factor of

(tW (~~ )f' implies a strong dependence on Hll/L ; if H./L =tmJ37í~m

for some positive integers hn and rn , the response is indetenniriately large.
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These occur at multiples of Hø/L = L992, .957, .625, .458, .363, etc.,
and are apparently inertial-elastoid reßponses, not gravity waves, which

must have a frequency ~ ~Sl. The width of the peaks (above any particular
height) decreases rapidly with ~ increasing. The surface circulation
patterns for the first two modes are sketched in Figure 10 Note the tendency for an anticyclonic gyre over the shallow part, cyclonic over the
deep 0

Zero-order Boundary Solution

While t very small allows viscosity to be ignored throughout most

-~ E~

of the fluid, the high order terms become important in a region of relative

height I: from the bottomo Letting J:: r and somewhat resealing (3) in

the usual fashion for boundary layers, the boundary equations (J': a(E"!"') )are:
'2

du.~ 'apo + o U-o V.
o t =-- ô.n

0"0 (iti.

õr. +-2 0
o'l"o

a't = - !tô e + òr:1 -,2LLo

0-

òto

(9)

- 'ò r

Uo dUo 'dVo, ~Wtl = CJ
It -l qlL + n7J$ .. ò r

u.o= Vo= Wo = 0 at 1 == 0

solution merges with interior for r ~:; I .
This problem might be called a time-dependent Ekman layer problemo

In

andwriting
., (3
at ~ A.
,,

one

the same fashion as the steady Ekman problem,

2.'u. 3 - :irfq;

. od'

gets u.1'1t- A. rr+ U _.- nê)G - A. -, which has characteristic

roots -l (1-1.) /6. and:r (1+ ¡) if1; 0

n /1

o
o
n =2

n = 1

Fig. 1

Sketch of surface zero-order velocities for n = 1 and 2,

with sin(À"l' Hal (3 L) positive.
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Boundedness as 1--700 excludes the roots with positive real parts,

so imposing u.=V=O at r =0 gives

-i' (.fJl
P_IT
\ - ':;
(dl' _/1~)e-Jl(I+LH
LA_ _- 1.
3 ("il
n it~l+), Ji
+.2+-on
) e1_T~.eM

:3 Õ/l It !l Ô Ji 11 (; Õ n. 11 '

v:: J.(2. 'd,. +.L) _J.(l-+ -t) e - * r + i (dl _ !!)e -l'(t+L)r
and imposing continuity and w::o at r = 0 gives

2 L3c7 1..iñ ~fi ," + ~rrJ .

w = v.'p r~Hë'.f-,I+¡ e ,..l~¡ r _ -: _ 1+1 e -Vf(i+t)r 1+¡ìJ

Note the extra term due to non-steadiness soon swamps the (modified)
Ekman convergence, as one proceeds into the interior.

. real parts, one has in the
Restoring the factor¿e (fJ+t:)
and taking
bottom boundary:

r
LLo=Z (l1'h f(3J; +J2.)lW(&-rt)-3Joe-if.ò (fJrt+ A)-J,-e-~ 'Mr(e+t-/.l))

r
VO =L l),AI1

((.sr.- J,)~((f+t)-3 J;e-1iøo (e+r+ -l ) -I Ji.ctVir~(ett-vî n J (10)

vit4 'Li/'( J; (À h~r ¡ .o(S'" t) - E;" e - ~ (t. (e+t i' ~) + iW (S+t + l )) +
+ JC:.~1!rp~(Q:t ~lt)'t~ (eft-i~r ~+,E:~(~\+3~)~(9+t)tfVl-(*-!-h) ~(e+t)) .

Feeding this transient Ekman suction back into the interior had only

the effect of rotating the pattern EY"'o
by Equations (11) will be used
in the first-order forcing in the boundary layer.

First-order Mean Motion
The fir,st-order equations of motion are (see the

(3)J

paragraph before
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'du-'t) dU.o Vo ()IJ. +w. â~o _ V: = _ 'ùfi +:2 ~ + E (íl~J. _ ~ __ :2 d V)
Ô t + 0 Öi.n + f1,o e .. ~â It &/' i i 17 2. n'1à F;
dV, +- ~~, + V" dVO +w dV.. + u..~ ~p. S(íJ";z Ôu.i 'V,)

at LA&n n õê 0 ôJ n - - n'i9 -;4LL1+ V,+ ii"'òtt---

(11)

ò~ t /J '()Wo + ~ d kl+w: ~w.. _ _ õP, E ,"to

àt 0 2n n âe 0 ~3 ~ &, + v Wi

dlJ, + .. + 'êv, + d'l = 0
êin n i¡Clê ~~
ul= V. = W, = 0 aJ ¡ = 0

LLI= VI = 'W= 0 aX n = I

, (0 à j Q

vv= -1' ôWa at "J=/.
The me2n motion only will be considered, denoted by a super-bar. Since

e and t only occur in the combination Ce-+t), a time average is also
a ~-average, i. e., a steady state has been reached. Write

au. +

G(l1ld)==

U.O 'òh.

F (n-, l) =

(. 0 "

M (111;) =

u.o Ðw"
òn +-

-

., an,

Vo 'du.ò
it 'ò9

"Ø1.
+wo3,

Y" " v.
+ ïi
+
ae + wø()vo
8J
Vo dW"

h ,,~ +

Vo'J

A
lLo Vo

n

.,

,

'dw"
WoT

d

These are known, from (8) though cumbersome, except that F(n.¡))=Oin the

interior, from /J (ß+t:)Ct (e+t) :: 0) etc..
The first-order mean equations are:

d Ðn n~

G (ri,1.) = - dp' +;2 V; -+ i; (,\'. il, _ U,)
F L/1 / J ):; - 2 LL¡ + E (\7'i v,.- ~' 2. )

(12)
H (17/J) = - :; + E g:iWI
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u, _ c) u, _ ~ W, = 0

n 'è.n ~

U,= Vi ='\;, = 0 ei ~=o
ILl =0 of- n. = I ( om V; = w, =- 0 lI)

Wi = - ~~; ~ 0 rd~ :: J
Standard boundary-layer theory suggests splitting the problem
into two parts: interior and boundary layers 0 The interior equations

d ,-;

are:

G (n., ~) - - ~,o + 2. '/
D := -:2 Û. i
H (n,~)= - ~~

(13)

U1 ~¡¡¡ ~Wl 0

ii +Si + 'õ~ :.

Wi:' 0 at â -: I , and other boundary conditions to match the boundary
equations.

In the interior,
U1 - 0

(14 )

then. imp
1 .iesd'wl
â~ :: 0 from (13.4), which with the top boundary condition
( 12 . 7) imp lie s

Wi =0

(15)

(There are mean vertical motions, but they are much smaller than the
first order scaling £ ll.)

Eliminating li between (1301) and (1303) gives

d V; ioG l () Ii
~="3~-~on.

(16)

but leaves V I ambiguous by any axially symetric geostrophic flow.
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To relieve this ambiguity, let's go to the boundary, to get V, (lLJO+)..

LetJ= E~
,).r in (12), suppress writing ;i , and apply a bit more

scaling of the usual boundary variety to get the mean first-order flow
in the boundary:
'd Pi

G (r) ~ '- V, + ~~

¡'/L

,
\ - ,¿
r"
F ("1)
- -LL¡
-i -+ J¡;
~V;

O--~
_ 'dP:

(17)

. u., 'i u, +, d W, i: 0

. It + ôn Ô ~

Û,=V¡:.\A=O oJ r:O

U, ~VV¡-lO IU r~)I
All that is desired from (17) is an expression for V, for r)o) i , but
unfortunately, everything works itself in. Substituting U1 from (17.2)
in (17.1) and solving gives (with primes denoting derivatives with

respect to r )
Vi:: -t (2 G 4- F"+ 2 ~~ ) + e -~ (Ct ~ r + b ~ r) l (18)

after boundedness as '-700 is imposed. Vi (0): 0 gives a. :: -~ (F'(O)+.2 ~~').
Now substituting (l8) in (17.2) gives
u.i '=t(~GI~ FIl")

+ .2 e-r (- b~ ~ + a.MY r) - Fe ()

so iilO):Ogives
b = l (lG 1/(0) + PI/IICO)).

Substituting (19) irt the continuity equation (17 .4), integrating, and

(19)
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using ~(O):.O gives

W. (r~ ') 1)'" -i ~Vii(-li +~~) I~ (~G/CO)+ F"I(o)) + r~=(f)~ ( + b-o..J

(20)

ó

which must be zero, by (15). Now h is "known", and so is a. , except
for dpi , which is therefol1e determined from (20); integrat'ing (20)

On

with respect to /l , there exists a constant C such that

à- ~ --

~ =*~G'(n)t;) + FI/(iz,o)-+ S F (ni r)d. r .¡i(.2G i

'(ni

0)

+ F/I(I7I())+ -lFC~())+i ~~ (1710'" (2l)

This tacks down èJ~ -r(nlo+J and hence V, (ni 0+), and hence V, (rL¡ '9 ' by
(16), except, for an arbitrary potential vortex, which has a non-divergent

Ekman layer, so is only damped by internal frictiono Specifically,

V, (n,o+)= ~ +~~o~" ~C2G-tn,.).. F"C.,.)j ~ F -t(2G- 'tn,.)+ F'(n,.)r~ F"(~ .)) . (22)

If one could tie down ~ , the problem would be formally solved,
requiring but a few hundred pages of algebra to work out the various

G~, F ~, and their integrals. It seems tempting to conclude that
since there is no net suction, there is no need for side-wall boundary

layers, so V, (I) 0v= O. This would determine C. Alternatively, one
could choose C so there is no pole

at n =0.. LG contains a singularity

there J ; this would be more attractive if one did not often observe a
vortex there.
Perhaps it should be pointed out that Rosenblat (1959) showed that

small Wi'.c 0 cancels the sort of centrifugally forced Vi considered here
in a:

wider boundary layer, of width ¡ :''' Actually, it would be nice
I)

to therefore take \I :: Oat the bottom, but here VI:: 0 , and a V; is
observed just above a bottom layer anyway 0
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Possible Shear Instability

to handle in detail.

The G.A etcetera håve proven too cumbersome

Near a resonance, the expression can be simplified by retaining only the
leading terms, so in the interior

G(nIJ)~ 4~A, r ~~~ (3J;-J:4)-~(3¡+:i)(3J;+Jj)-t:r~-~'L(1l)r~~~ (3J;-1~-

,- :3/J1tJ.)(I?r.+i )_1 J. i:J) _ a.~ (3-i-JLt"CI+CAÚ111)")

i:i.: 0 2. ., I 3 :1, 2. J /1 , It ff"
cannot be

where all the J4 are functions of Ì\'n fL. Unfortunately, it

simplified this much in the boundary layer. For instance, even taking

r
t'
,
~ ø (Hi L n. f2 1. L\ (3 ¡Vi 'l''if

shallow water tos;Lplify the sums over J~ to polynomials gave

u. · \J i. :: J C( )1, r 5'0 (l - ~ e - Vi cl .1 + e - ~ J + It £2.~ O''+e- Fafr'4(' 0 + li(), +'!)' ii.. i'q.¡ d ,

-Jf C .f (fi+iìt \ 1

. + 1.20,J ~J+ e f-io l! 4. r J - .2/to e -2. 12+ (2-D ~ tf) e \ v-l ~ (lwJ) J +

r
+11'rl10t e- Vi f(-38~-lb.n -1fVC' ~ -(14

If

+ ~ r)AÚ ~J+e-Jfri(4i(-

, r
..-:iHfi + 8(i t )~~l + (S+S(¡ r)4Â!I O+21~-"7:+.lé2ifí

, r.))J

t (11013 -t.g) e - 7r ~(~ 'C.
( I3+J)

While the above expressions are long, they do seem to be fåirlywell-behaved
in Ji , except for the pole at /1 =0 . J: (""n)):r~rin) and ~(~'ln.) tend to
have about ln bumps between 0 and I and otherwise bewell,.behaved. Thus,

it is not unreasonable to expect all of the G~ " F~, and derivatives to
be fairly well-behaved, and to wiggle about m times.
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Thus, all of this algebra makës it very plausible that V, may
have a vortex at the center, then wiggle through a few maxima and minima.
But then the mean vorticity ~ ;/1 en V) goes through extrema, which has

two consequences. First, there will be a (higher-order) Ekman convergence
under positive vorticity, leading to any ink in the boundary layer being

collected into rings. (And in fact, the rings were the clue to this
whole study.) Second, if iv, J is large enough so the Reynold's number
based on it and on the jet width exceeds about 10, there will be a barotropic shear instability, causing waves on the ring of wavelength about
6 times the jet width to grow exponentially, form vortices at finite size,

and break down to turbulence, if there is enough energy. For a width of
about 3 em, the requisite velocity is about 3 cm/minute. Anyway, since
~o is proportional to the ti1tO(.nL,)I~1 is proportional to

(O(nL).

I ) .j. )-2-

Near a resonance, "i will also be proportional to(au t~Lo) , so near
a resonance, lines of constant )v, I in the (H~ )O(..L) plane wilLbe on

lines of constanti;.oLJiJ0ßH~)I-I, or lines (24)o(nL=KIfI~o-.'I~~\)
where k will be constant near a particular resonance.
Thus, the unstable region of the plane will include vees touching

the nO,-tilt (0( =-0 )line, and presumably including all of the region with
large enou,gh tilt.

Observations
It should be obvious by now that most of the previous was dreamed

up to explain what now follows, though the theory guided the selection
of test parameters. E. g., the vees were searched for, and found, right

'-
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at the predicted depths! See Figure for the results of the experiments.
The experiments were done in a plastic cylinder with radius 14,,5 em, so

the predicted first-mode resonance would be at a depth of 28.85 em, the
second at 13.88 and 27.75 cm, and the third at 9.06,18.13, and 27.19 CTlo

Unfortunately, the tank was not quite deep enough to reach the first
mode, but there are nice deep vees observed at 13.9, 27.5 and 18.0 em,

at all of which edge waves (a particular kind of shear instability) were
observed with no measurable tilt imposed,

The circled dots indicate that nothing much was observed. The

~ means m rings of ink on the bottom were observed, indicating fair
forced mean zonal velocities, but not enough to go unstable. Note that
for shallow water the rings tended to have spacings comparable to the

depth, so the number of rings times the depth is nearly constant. In
shallow water, the increased importance of the bottom viscous layer was

able to prevent the instabilities, even with the compound inviscid resonance

at Hc/L = O.

The (j

denotes that an instability developed on a ring, as

pictured in figure. These instabilities look remarkably like barotropic
shear instabilities 0 They obey the Taylor-Proudman law of independence of

j remarkable, even if the mean shear is not independent of J

The

wave -

lengths of the instabilities are often about 6 em, which suggests a jet

width of about 1 em from shear instability theory. This accords well with
the observed bottom ink-band widths, (though is much smaller

than the ring

spacing) but then requires a ) í? j of 10 cm/min, whereas the observed I V. J
just above the bottom is only 1 or 2 em/min. However, the expression for
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l\ï I depends on J ' so perhaps the vertically averaged I V; L is as high

as 10. Otherwise, there may be a bit of a squeeze to get a Reynold's
number of LO out,

Future Studies

At one time, it had seemed possible that the corner vortices (at
Jl = L) were due to a

cave flow

centrifugal instability of the (oscillating) con-

past the corner, in the style of G~rtler (1940), except that

here the radius of curvature is not necessarily small compared to the
seems to be too small

boundary layer thickness, The Taylor number here

for this explanation, but it does suggest an interesting experiment I

intend to study this fall. Taylor's rotating cylinder experiments will

be repeated, but with the inner cylinder oscillating torsionally. This
should be a theoretically tractable study of an instability on an un-

steady basic flow,
Along the lines of the current work, further laboratory work is

necessary, especially for observations near the first resonance, For

instance, the vee which is centered at L90 looks suspiciously like the
first mode displaced downward a trifle (so overlapping the second mode

vee), perhaps due to neglecting the deviation of the surface from 1l*'
in the vi boundary condition, (i, e" the Froude number was not as small
in the experiment aa the theory).
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The Axisymetric Convective Regime
for a Rigidly-bounded Rotating Annulus

Michael E. McIntyre

ABSTRACT

A boundary-layer theory was presented describing the axisymmetric convective flow of liquid in a r,igidly-bounded annulus rotating

about its (vertical) axis v;ith angular velocity fi , due to the impo-

sition of a horizontal temperature difference ~~ between the çylindrical
side walls. The theory is based on a self-çonsistënt set of approximations valid when 6í/n2. is lElrge enough for the heat transfer across the
annulus

to be conveçtion-dominated, but not large enough to prevent

rotation from being a strong controlling influence on most of the flow.

These conditions are charaçteristic of the experimentally-observed upper

symetric regime near the transition to the wave regime. The Prandtl
number vi;. is assumed large, and there is a restriction on the tallness

of the annulus (aspect ratio H~L less than about 2).
The side-wall boundary layer equations turn out to be only weakly
non-linear under the conditions of the problem, and the lid boundary

layers may be taken as Ekman layers. Matching the boundary-layer solutions
to certain horizontal averages of the interior fields results in a closed
problem, the 'primary problem' ~ which expresses the most important physical

interactions governing the flow. The determination of the interior flow
details becomes a subsequent 'secondary problem' in which viscosity and

conductivity are important throughout the interior. The interior stream-

lines are not necessarily parallel to the isotherms. The secondary problem
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was discussed qualitatively but not solved explicitly.

A preliminary comparison with an available numerical experiment
is satisfactory when the more obvious effects of finite boundary- layer
thickness

are allowed for; comparison with suitable laboratory experi-

ments has not yet been carried out.

Linear Theory of Wind-driven Circulation
in One- and Two-layer Oceans with Non-uniform Depth
Pierre We lander

ABSTRACT

An extension is given of the linear theory of wind-driven circulation for an ocean of uniform depth

(by Stommel, 1948). Firstly, the bottom

is made non-ùniform. It is shown that the position of the frictional
boundary current balancing an interior "Sverdrup-topographic" regime depends

on the' fie ld of ~ (f is the Coriolis parameter, Hthe depth). When fH
inèreasespolewardsor equatorwards the bouridary current is found on the
western or eastern side, respectively. If both of these regimes occur,
the boundSiy currents on each s ide are joined

by ä free jet alöng a contour

'for which ~ is extremum. If the l -cöntoùrs are closed in the interior
a strong interior gyre is added. (Such a cloSèd-cöntour region of large
scale is found in the North Atlantic near the Azores.)

This homogeneous model has been discussed éarlier in the literature.
An interpretation in terms of a thermal model seems, however, to be new.
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The transport stream-function is modelled by a temperature, and the

t -field by the stream-function of a two-dimensional incompressible

flow,,._(¡
CUTW
H represents a heat source and

J) .¡

( .D is the Ekman depth). In the special case of H= constant,

, a thernal conductivity

H ,.

the

model has been suggested earlier by Stommel.
Secondly, a stratification is introduced, in a two-layer approxi-

mation. The lower layer is assumed deep compared to the upper layer.
One can then show that the velocities in the lower layer are smalL
Therefore the upper-layer solution can be derived as if no lower-layer

motion occurs. The upper circulation is qualitatively the same as in

the uniform depth model by Stomel" The shape of the interface and the
interface stresses (by law of Ekman friction) are then computed. The
lower-layer problem is then solved as a second step. It formally looks
like a one-layer problem, with known total depth and known driving sur-

face stresses, that are found to be essential only along a narrow western

strip. The lower circulation has a directly-forced boundary current at
the

western side. If.£ increases polewards this current recirculates
H

completely within the western boundary, but if ~ decreases polewards
it feeds an eastern frictional boundary current through an interior geo-

strophic flow. In the "mixed case" free jets occur again. An important
change is that interior regions of closed ~ -contours now only produce a
weak associated gyre, because the interior interface stresses are smallo

The theory will be presented in detail in the November issue of
Tellus (1967) 0
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ABSTRACT

The linearized equations governing incompressible, viscous flow
which deviates slightly from rapid uniform rotation are treated in a

boundary layer approximation, For a number of problems in which the
flow is confined to the region between horizontal plates, representations
of the solutions, valid everywhere but in vanishingly small 'corners i,

are given. Cases where a rigid side wall moves at a velocity which differs
from one or both of the plate v~locities are treated by means of an integral transform which has many features in common with a Fourier sine-

transform, A heuristic derivation of the inversion theorem is given,

Simplification by Stratification
Pierre Welander

ABSTRACT

It is suggested that a simple theory of turbulent transfer can be

developed more si~ply for the case of a stabl~-stratified fluid than for

a neutral or unstably~stratified fluid. The argument is that the stratification limits the size of eddies that can contribute to the transport,

If the eddy-scale Le and eddy-lifetime ~ are small compared to the scale
L and characteristic time-scale ir of the mean fie lds, one may use the
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same asstJption of "local statistical equilibrium", as is utilized in

kinetic theory derivations. A specific example is given, that may apply
to the oceanic thermocline problem: Consider a turbulent Boussinesq fluid,
statisticaiiy homogeneous horizontally, in which a horizontal stress
(momentum transport) TOx i: and vertical heat transport ~ "i! are applied.

These transports are constant vertically (neglecting the heat flux b. j-ë
from dissipation). The equations for the time-dependent (turbulent)

motion can be written in terms of ~ p* =j(~o -i), and(Ff:. t +j'~)' the only

J to aQ(.9~

Jo C f'ø

parameters are L:: ~il and ::l"= d .. , where eX is the thermal expan-

sian,

C the specific heat per unit mass, if we assume that the contribu,

tion from viscous-conductive eddies is negligible.

and

d-*
d.~' well

The gradients

dù
cL~

away from boundaries (many eddy sizes'away) are then,

cLü. * d --j ,f '1* 2-

by dimensionai arguments d.~ :", ~*? ~ =~ic-)' Hence,
R l Z ~~*I :: =: constant.

Observations suggest a value around 0) 7 .
Next, consider a time-dependent situation where as described before

Le...: L ,-ç,¿.: T. Then one may be lieve that the above flux-gradient relations
hold locally. However, Tl( and j*' are no longer constant, but determined

'ò Ü _ 'dt' dP* _ d9*
from the "divergence equations" c) t - d t l ~ - 'a'i. From these one derives

two equåtions in ~*

and '1*
L only:

"It. I Br
!-- ~
ki
~.
1t1 ..*
l.
~2./f

) ci i.~

a~ (-*) =

l, ",,,2-'
-;
n ~

j d?!'l

These can be integrated in time from given initial fields ê'¡(?:)) r:J*(:),
(in special cases analytically). Small deviations from the steady state

r~:i are shown to be governed by a diffus ion type equation
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dL1_
ô'i/where
ótÖ1.1
_k, ~"
L.2.
K --k Oiz:i
cia'
kÎ i's
Ðt
Ôa constant.
-If~a'
one finds I-c~ c: and stability, if l)2. small deviations grow to

"frontsi'. The value of the constants ~I) ~ cannot be found from the
present theory. One ,should try to get estimates from a more mechanical
theory of the turbulence, or from experiments.

Introduction to Turbulence Theory
Steven A. Orszag

ABSTRACT

A description of the basic physical processes occurring in turbulence is given" Turbulence is characterized by enhancement of the
various transfer processes - for example, enhanced transfer of momentum

leads to an effective eddy viscosity" The ratipuof this eddy viscosity
to the ordinary kinematic viscosity is the Reynolds number which can be
thought of as the strength of the turbulence"

The theory of the inertial range due to Kolmogorov is described.

This theory uses simple dimensional analysis to derive the form of the
energy spectrum for small scales.

The nature of analytic approaches to the theory of turbulence is
explained. In particular, the "quasi-normal"

theory of Proudman and Reid,

and Tatsumi is explained in some detail. It is explained why this theory
is unsatisfactory in that it leads to negative energy densities after a

finite time" This deficiency is traced to memory integrals that give too
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large a weight to instants when the system is far from a quasi-stationary

equilibrium. this difficulty with the memory effects is resolved by
making the quasi-normal equations markoffian in the energy density 0 The
resulting markoffian quasi-normal equations preserve energy density posi-

tivity and all the other consistency requirements usually imposed on a

turbulence theory. These latter include conservation of energy by nonlinear interaction, inviscid equipartition solutions, etc. The markoffian quasi-normal equations have been integrated numerically and at moder-

ate Reynolds numbers (RL"VSO) ar:e in good agreement with Kraichnan',s
direct-interaction equations. The markoffian quasi-normal equations are
vastly simpler to compute than the direct-interaction equations. In fact,
one justification of these markoffian equations is that they appear to be
the simplest turbulence equations that do not violate any of the physically-

required consistency conditions.

Turbulent Distortion of Very Small Ink Blobs

Robert H. Kraichnan

ABSTRACT

This talk started with a review of the treatment by Batchelor (1959)

of the distortion, by turbulence in an incompressible fluid, of weakly
diffusive blobs of ink which initially have spatial dimensions very small
compared to any length scale of the turbulence 0 Batchelor supposed that

a typical blob experienced constant rates of strain in coordinates which
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moved and rota ted with the blob. This led, by simp le ana lysis, to the

prediction that the wavenumber spectrum of the fluctuations in intensity
of ink concentration took the forn (gk)-lexp(-ak2/g) at high wavenumbers

k, where g is the magnitude of the most negative rate of strain in principal axes and a is the molecular diffusivity.

Two modifications of Batche lor i s treatment were proposed. First,
the stráin experienced by a typical blob can be expected to fluctuate in
time rather than stay constant; second, the instantaneous strain rate can
be expected to fluctuate from place to place according to the local character of the turbulence. Both modifications can be crude ly explored by
assuming slow variations of the strain rate and averaging Batchelor's
final spectrum formula over a statistical distribution of strain rates.
For reasonable choices of statistics, the (gk) -1 spectrum be low diffus ive

cut-off survives, where g now is taken as a root-mean-square value of

strain rate. However, the exp(-ak2/g) cut-off is modified into a much
gentler cut-off, approximately like eXPL:(ak2/g)2/3J if the strain statistics

are Gaussian and even more gentle if the strain statistics exhibit large

flatness factors. Most of the contribution to the spectrum at very high
k arises from the exceptional regions of the fluid where the most negative

strain rate is unusually large. That is, the very high k excitation is
highly intermittent in physical space.

In the second part of the talk, the treatment of this problem by the

Lagrangian-history-direct-interac;tion approximation WaS outlined, ¡his is
a closure approximation which involves tracing the history of carre lations
back along particla trajectories. It was found to yield results

'very

much
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like those of the modified Batchelor theory: a (gk)-l spectrum below cut-

off, and a cut-off which is faster than algebraic but much slower than

Gaussian. Specifically, the final expression goes like exp (- (ak2 / g)3/4J.
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Estimates for Turbulence
Louis N. Howard

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this talk is to present the basic ideas of my 1963
paper "Heat transport by turbulent convection" (J .Fluid Mech. .!: 405-432)

as an indication of the kind of information accessible by the approach
used there and as background to the discussions of Malkus and Busse.

More recent work on other turbulence problems following this same general
method will be presented by them.

The problem attacked in that paper was turbulent convection between
parallel, horizontal, rigid, perfectly heat-conducting pl~tes, the lower
one hotter than the upper. The mathematical mode 1 for the fluid between

the plates is the Boussinesq equations. The central idea is to obtain
some information of physical interest about the turbulent flow without

detailed consideration of the motion by using some properties common to
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all statistically steady solutions of the equations and boundary conditions as constraints on a variational problem for some functional of the

flow - in the present case the heat transport. The solution to this variational problem will then provide a bound on the value which this functional

can have for the actual turbulent flowo How reliable this upper bound

will be as an estimate of the actual heat flux is not clear from the start,
but one may take the viewpoint that any (finite) upper bound is better

than no information at all. There is also however the hope that investigation of' enough problems of this nature will give some suggestions of quan-

tities which turbulent flows do tend to maximize.

The constraints utilized in the convection problem are the two
simplest integral consequences of the Boussinesq equations, the so-called
"power integrals".

R ,W- T) = ~ 1 \7 Lt i')
and

~

(w-T)+ (uri')- (ùr~ì:(I\7TI2).

(1)
(2)

Here ~ is the (dimensionless) velocity, ir the deviation of the
temperature from its horizontal average, ~ the vertical component of tt

-

and R the Rayleigh number.

( ) indicates the average over the whole

layer, the horizonta 1 average.
form by the Nusselt number,

Th~ heat flux is measured in dimensionless

N= 1 + (wT).

(3)

The 1963 paper contains the solution to the problem of maximizing

AI subject to (1), (2) and the boundary conditions that t1 and 1r vanish
on 2- = 0)1. It also gives an investigation of the same problem when in

dd" h .. . t- u.~ O. dd d t . t d

a ition t e continuity equation ~ ~ is a e as a cons rain , un er
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the assumption that only a single horizontal wave number is present in
the fields LÌ and -r , a hypothesis consistent with the Euler equations,
but not implied by them.

Here we indicate briefly how the constraints (1) and (2) do in

fact lead to results of interest.
a) The simplest bit of information about turbnlent convection
comes from (1) alone - it shows that\u.T).. 0 , and equals 0 only if
there is no motion.

Thus rV-?l for any statistically steady convection.

b) Another fact of some interest comf2s from writing (2) in the form

(wT):: (\\7T\~) + ((ur ì - (u.T) )~)

(4 )

and thus ~W"T)~(I\7Tt); multiplying this by (1) shows that whenever

ZwT~ =f O?

R ~7-(IVT))
(LiT)(/\1111;
'2

The right-hand side of

(5)

(5) is bounded from below, for instance by

(~)(u.r;) ~ -¡¥ . thus if R is small enough,lwT) must be zero and

(T~~W-?) 7 ' \'

hence N-=l. The minimum of the right-hand side of (5) among all fields

i1 and T satisfying the boundary conditions and \I. i1.: 0 can be shown to
be the minimum critical Rayleigh number lR of the linear stability problem,
C

here about 1708. Thus if 1(.: 'Rc. these simple estimates actually suffice
to determine tV completely, of course we are really interested in large ~

c) That (1) and (2) do in fact imply an upper bound on N can be

::e :a:: : fo iio~~ ((\ (h)~ ,,fçd." S~ d.. ~ " ( \ li i')

)0 Cl Ò
Likewise,T~(1-2)(1\lTr), by starting at z-=J , hence?~ \lvirl)/YVnii:;\-i:),

Similarly,
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Wi ~ (/\7url';)Mim (? .l-?) ~ ( I n tlt) /,1m (?:¡ 1-2:).

Thus _ ~ _I/ii V.. ")y..
wì ~ w" a T2. 1f\,liJ ~ ~ ()\lTI f(ím(2¡ 1-1:) = A (wT)/f'w (1;¡I-1:) ~

where

A ~(I\7TI;i/\I\7u.I~f:;/(W"T) ~ ~~~

Consequently, I

øj ~ (/1C 'i¡ 2. ~

S (w:-(wT))d~6i), (W-T) l!-A'i)cLr = 3~ (wT)
It then follows from (4) that

, 'i 'l (t ~ A') i(WT)~
'§

\wiì~ (/\771'')+ J1A (u.T)~A (i,;~..)+-l(WT) = 7f(w-T)+

Thus ('UT)~ W( 1- ~'3) ; the TIax~mum of this for positive A occurs at

A"J:."Rh, and so (wi) ~ ~ (~~/""(I_+)=(Jt)V:i. We thus obtain the upper

bound

N ~ i + ( ~ ) V~ .

The 1963 paper solve~ the Euler equations for maximizing (u.T)
subject to (1) and (2) and so obtains a slightly better upper bound, which

for large 'R is asymptotic to

1. (li) K

e3"

Consideration of the continuity equation as an additional constraint,
with the single horizontal wave number hypothesis, leads to an upper bound

which for large lR is approximate ly

(_7?
i4B )1'8'

(Recent work by Busse in-

dicates however that the single wave nùmber fields cease tq give maximum
T. V:¡

N if 1( is large enough, and in fact he finds that the 1\ estimate is
nearly achieved asymptotically for very large '" ). The details of this
calculation are however to lengthy to present here.
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Precessional Torques and Geomagnetism
Willem V.R. Malkus

core would precess more slowly than the

If left to itself, the

mantle, because of the difference in densities. But coupling between

motions in

the mantle and the core creates torques which give rise to

the core, and these may be fl cause of geomagnetism.

We consider the following ,system:
-Q

Eclipt,ic

Here W is the ,rotation vector and -r is the precession vector,
and

V=WX'r-tu.

is the fluid velocity in a spheroidal container, relative to coordinates

rotating with ~ .

u. is the departure from a solid rotation W )( ,!,

and the absolute velocity is
Vok=.lXj;+.;¿ ~
The equations are then

~~ -ti(.g+~))(!:-(gt~)(!)x ('VXId)= -\7~+J)\l:iu.+!.x (n.Y.W).

Poincarè (1910) took V't U. = canst. Then, taking 5 to be the
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surface of the spheroidal container on which

X'1+~') + è"'=1

a.'l ..i.

(the eccentricity ~ is defined by
lti:.O-~C'_ll") ~

we apply the boundary condition
u. r Yl = 0 , n norma 1 ,

but do not satisfy the boundary condition

u.xn= 0 .
We then have

U =(3(OJ f) - ii) ~

with

l w.o ci"'& ~ co

(! :. W(o.-l6')-2 n.~~ co
This is an inertial circulation that does no work and is composed of
flow in

ellipses around the x-axis.

There is also a Stokes solution, given by Roberts and Stewartson
(1965), for the very viscous case with

L /'? () ~ ..
a.".

and

u..'QU- negligible:
a.'l 6- If W n SÀ (;
l.= - -V(3o.Ll.l3r:1r'6+ i. B-tl)

L'- qt - ~J (i~)O, - ~.).

This does work and is a uniform flow around the y-axis.

Now if a fluid is essentially in solid rotation around an axis only
slightly different from the axis of rotation of its container, we may ex-

pect that a boundary layer of the Ekman type will form. Busse has recently
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performed a boundary layer analysis to second order in amplitude, revealing internal circulations such as are shown on the following graph:

t: ()

I

I

I

..

Q,gb6

o

I

I.

Here"" is the dimensionless radius of the container, and /:W the
departure from solid rotation. The solid lines, tending to infinity near
y- = 0.866, are the theoretical curves for an inviscid fluid, and the

dotted line represents results obtained from experiments ,generally substantiating the theory but revealing departures due to viscous effects
other than in the boundary layer.

Experimentally, Rossby wave-like instabilities are observable, and
the relevant dimensionless parameter appears to be

R = v; S _ I/ _ E?-

E - T - i/ yw ' - F'I ,

li ~

the instability occurring at R :: J3 0 Here,

~=E.WCL
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where £ is the non-dimensional boundary layer amplitude; and E is
an Ekman number approximately of order 10-6.

An interesting set of additional data from these experiments is
shown on the following graph.

i-

x

x

£\1- E ')

Here r is the torque on the motor used to drive the experiment.
The crosses represent the experimental points, which depart from the
theoretical solid line at the point at which the wave instabilities appear.

Another type of experiment, in which the angle between OJ and SL
is exaggerated to

íí
1.

, is schematically diagrammed be low.

.f
w .ç_u

¥,

Fluid in container

7Z Turntable

Here the container is itself rotating at rate 6U , while being
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supported art a turntable rotating at rate Jl. Typically, uJ is 600

the result:

(Dr 1800 r.p.m., while -- is 1 to SO r.p.m. The graph shows

-r

i

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

-- -- .-

/'

0)

'~,.

0:

J.

IS

i

V

I

I!
I

ø:¿

/ -~'i

12
Here, point 1 is the instability point for a sphere, and the dashed

curve is for the sphere. The solid curve is for a 10% spheroid. As ~
is increased, the spheroid experiment follows the lower solid curve to

its instability at 2, then jumps to 3 and continues toward 4. With de-

creasing Sl , however, the sequence is 4, 3, 5, and then a jump to 6 on

the lower curve. Thus there is a kind of hysteresis loop. The depth of
the turbulent Ekman layer at the transition at 5 is approximate ly equal

to the eccentricity. What can we say theoretically about this depth?
Ekman's laminar

theory in 1905 of the manner in which a frictional

layer near a boundary merges into a geostrophic flow far from the boundary

has been extended to the turbulent case by Ellison (in~urveys in Mechanics,

pp. 400-430, cambridge University Press, London, 1956). The basic equation
is familiar:
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èJV
,.
at - - - ~ r -

-= t 1. w x V +v · \IV.. \lM_ -y \) V = 0

An approach familiar in meteorology, and due essentially to Prandtl,

represents the stress

r as

at

L;: C dV

with

C=--kiZê

and

il = J ~

The symbols have their usual meanings, and the thickness cf is given by

(' 0-

u. fl

W

This method, giving a complete but speculative and empirical theory, can
perhaps be improved upon via the extremal problem approach discussed in

an earlier lecture. We also note here that there is a need for effort on
the experimental side as well, for thé laboratory results are presently
very incomplete.

We now explore an analagous treatment for the hydromagnetic case.

The equations are

C,dt --V \7j v= - ; \7 -pI - (:t .\7) V + (Ii- \7) t:-2Q2)( i
\I-y ~ '9' H = 0

(;t -~ \7~ ~ ~ I7x (V, ~)

~ (t2.\7)Y- (~.\7)H
Here
t~:: ~ + ~;i ~ - H

and

H= -J j ::l) i H-

- "1 II¡
where
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cas ity

~ = kinematic vis

V =

velocity

jD (constant) density
)U (constant) permittivity
fo pressure
H = magnetic field

~ -1

~

(4/fJa- ) = magnetic diffusivity

0- = electrical conductivity

H "magnetic ve locity"
An important identity is then

-(t '\l)i + (B. \))b ~ L(~ + lì .viJ (~- l')+~ -? \7~)t'
write

Thus we may

(ôdt -~'YjJ-(?-y)'7~;l== -T\7P-(J .\j)~+~Y.'\l~-2W+l j
where

J :: d-Y
and

p= -fJ

I

Then, taking ~ :; ~ to simplify the argument, and scaling with

H~(wR)V(J
R,o :: ù.Vc R.

,d -7 clIt =J
and defining the magnetic Reynolds number as

f(~: ~d.
we obtain

r¿

( R~( ~-~?~J = -) np- (¿ -"i) g+ R;i'l.\lJ-hw. t)'
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is negligible, and if we

Now the third term on the right-hand side

replace't by j in the final term ('f and ,J are of the same order),
the equation takes the form of the momentum equation. Now this suggests

í i.

that d , the scale of the bÒundary layer, is
o l' JO \.ii

f\d W

so that the magnetic boundary layer is thicker than the non-magnetic one.

Thus since the boundary layer depth is large in comparison to the eccentricity, the case of a hydromagnetic turbulent earth would seem to be long

in the upper branch of the instability curve.

We may expect further and more precise results in the future, as
the experimental program is continued and the hydrodynamic-hydromagnetic
analogy is improved and extended.
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Geomagnetic Secular Variation (GSV)

Raymond Hide
Geomagnetical observations can be carried out for the earth only
at its surface, and have been carried out only during the last few cen-

turies. Moreover, they have been carried out only at widely scattered

and badly distributed stations. Many crucial quantities are therefore
unknown: e. g., the strength of the toroidal fie ld and the conductivity
of the mantle.

Today the central problem of explaining geomagnetic phenomena has
been narrowed down to the study of the magnetohydrodynamics of the core.

Other explanations (such as permanent magnetism) fail quantitatively by
many orders of magnitude.

What other celestial bodies have magnetism? The sun is one.
Sunspots are magnetic anomalies, and high resolution magne-tograms (mag-

netic maps) of the sun are presently available. The magnetic field of the
sun can be studied through the Zeeman effect.

As to the planets, probes to Moon, Mars and Venus found no magnetic

field. Jupiter is known to have a magnetic field (of approximately SO
gauss), as can be inferred for example, from the study of its radio emis-

sion, which can be explained on the basis of an interaction between a

magnetic field and an analogue of the Van Allen belt. It is reasonahle to
believe that Jupiter's field originates in its "atmosphere and oceans."

This is possible because the magnetic Reynolds number of Jupiter's "oceans"
is conceivably much larger than that of the earth's oceans, because Jupiter
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is bigger and its motions are swifter. Saturn may also have a magnetic
field, but this is not certain.
The idea of a dynamo as a source of a magnetic fie ld was first

applied to the sun's field, In general, for a celestial body to have a

magnetic field, it must have a fluid region (not' necessarily a core),
motions swift enough, and conductivity large enough for the magnetic Rey-

nolds number RM to be large 'enough.
The earth's field is measured as 8(-&)9)\'r) where t is the time,

e the longitude, Ì\the latitude, and 'r the radius (some measurements
of the variations of f3 with .. can be made by going into mines).
The table shows the spectrum of geomagnetic phenomena.
There is evidence to the effect that:

the rotation of the earth plays a role in the dynamics of the geo-

magnetic field;
the amplitude of the main dipole slowly decreases;

the earth's field drifts westward (secular variation) at the rate Df
approximate ly 0.2 degrees latitude/year (.- 0.2 mm/ sec) .

Paleomagnetic evidence shows that the earth's field reverses itself.

There is also some paleomagnetic evidence to the effect that it changes its

amplitude. There is also observational evidence of the existence of strong
toroidal fields in the core.

The analysis of measurements of the field in spherical harmonics

dates to Gauss (c. 1835). The best reference is the book by Chapman and
Bartels. The field is mainly a dipole, and decreasing in time (at the present
rate of decrease, the field will disappear in about 2000 years). The posi-
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tion of the pole is nearly constant.

Spectrum of Geomagnetic Phenomena
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phenomenon. One approach is to seek a mechanism for momentum transfer
core and mantle. There are many other interesting geomagnetic

between

phenomena; for example, a correlation between the longitude of the moon

and the horizontal magnetic field at capetown. There is much uncertainty
in all observations, and many assertions have to be taken with a grain

of salt.
The existence of the core was discovered by seismologists, through
the fact that the core, which is fluid, can transmit only compression wavea.

The source of core motions is uncertain. Two possibilities are thermal con-

vection and precessional torques.
The equations describing the magnetohydrodynamics of the core are

~~ :. ~ \l ~l¿ + \l X ('! X ê L ? IV I m 2ku
\j.0: :: 0

\l.!3 = 0

~ ~-(~.\7)~+~n.x ~ =- - l- \/f+Y~ Ll + (i1't 13),X ß+dt/t
and the appropriate boundary conditions.

N
7

b
6if

2.
¡t¡ tJ d

IC¡i'tJ

t'
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It is important to be able to extrapolate the field at the surface

of the earth to the core boundary. The preceding graph is due to Cain

and Hide.
Here N is the total number of lines of force emerging from the core,

without regard to sign. The curves are labeled with the order of the highest-order spherical harmonic retained in the analysis, and the schematic
graph is interpreted as follows:

The lowest curve (2) shows the decreasing dipole field, and the

highest (7) shows the unreliable nature of the high-harmonic data. But for
the intermediate curves (4, 5, 6),. Cain and Hide were able to obtain N's

which were approximately constant in time.
Other phenomena have

yet to be explained. The westward drift may

be a consequence of dynamo action, or it may be a manifestation of magV. -A ~'í
ne tohydrodynamic wave s . The speed of Alfven wave s in the core,
- ~

P-f

is about 10 cm/sec; however, the effects of rotation, while speeding
half these waves, slow the other half to approximately the speed of the
secular variation (see Hide, 1966).
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Bounds on the Transport of Mass and Momentum in Turbulent Shear Flow
Friedrich Busse

, ABSTRACT

In all cases, where fluid flow of a stationary turbulent nature

be considered as the mechanism by which physical quan-

occurs, it can

tities are transported due to a given force. A basic question is the
i

relation between the transported quantity and the applied force. Since
it cannot be expected that an analytical theory can give this relation,
it is of importance to obtain exact upper and lower bounds on this re la-

tion. Such bounds can be obtained by variational methods in analogy
to those developed by L. N. Howard (l963, J.Fluid Mech., 12: 405) in the
case of turbulent convective heat transport in a layer heated from be low.

For the discussion of the problem we assume the geometry of a
fluid contained between two rigid parallel plates with distance

We base the mathematical description on the dimensionless

J.

Navier-Stokes

d'l

equations of motion using d. as length scale and )) as scale for the
time. Making the assumption that the turbulent flow is statistically
stationary we obtain time independent quantities by averaging over planes

parallel to the plates, which will be indicated by a bar. The average

velocity V is determined by the equation

dt:ìf: ;tW -: (L;W) - 'P FCit)i

(1)

We have introduced a cartesian system of coordinates with the z-direction

perpendicular to the plates.

~
is the component parallel to plates of
IV

-

the fluctuating part ir of the velncity field and /. is the z-component.'

The average over the entire fluid layer is indicated by the angular brackets.
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In the case when the plates are resting and a pressure gradient ~ in

,.

the direction of the unit vector t parallel to the

F (r-) is equa 1 to r

plates is given,

Since plane Poiseulle flow is the laminar solution

of this problem, we call it the Poiseulle case. Correspondingly we define
the plates are moving with the velocities +tJ£

the Couette case, in which

and FL~) is equal to one.

Using (1) an integral relatiop including only the fluctuating

,.

~ ~

part "I of the velocity field can be obtained.

(lv:il ì+(!W-\&-(lkW)\ )-P(FLi!)0~ w):O

(2)

From (1) and (2) the energy balance can be derived,

\ \ \7::\!I) + (\ d~ Y \') = -l~~ F~)) :t \FCì:) i.'~ w) p ~

(3)

where the + sign refers to the Couette case, the - sign to the Poiseulle

case 0 Using the equation for the mass flux in the Poiseulle case
( l!, i) ~ - \ àr V' ~ . Few) = ?( F(e)) - ~FCr)0~ w)
we conclude that for given P the massflux has its maximum for the lami-

nar solution 'i,.== O. The minimum of the massflux is determined by the
maximum of (FC!) f . !tWl since this is a positive definite quantity according

to (2). In the Couette case the same quantity determines the maximum

momentum transport at a given rate P of shear, while the laminar solution provides the lower limito

In order to obtain an upper bound for( F(ë) £:,ßw) at a given -p

we ask for the maximum lL of this quantity among all vector fields ~ that
satisfy condition (2) 0 This extremum problem is equivalent to the following problem without side conditiono
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Given). ': 0 , find the minimum

value p~) of tlie functional

'l

(j ~.ir) ~ (lv.!1 ì

"" (f('!)~.'i uJ)

+"u

(/~w - (~ w) t)

(4)

(r=(~ì ~.~ w ì '2

among all fields .l, that vanish at i?=:! ~,and have(~W.i R¡.)),? O.
An absolute minimum fpr 'Pc,) is given by the minimum 'PCI of the first

term on the right side of (4).

No fluctuating fields "-~ are possible

for values of P less than p"

This corresponds to results obtained

by Orr (1907, Proc.Roy.Irish Acad.(A) '!: 69) and more recently by
Serrin (1959, Arch .Rat .Mech .Anal. l: 1), who were interested in lower bands

for the Reynolds number, below of which the laminar solution is stable.

The extremum f/tu)Of the functional (4) is of particular interest
in the limit p- -~-o . In this limit the ana lys is yie lds
Y-a

lt-) :

~ (g)A) in the Couette case,

(5)
'P0-) -= 1.2)A -¡g( ~)\j')

in the Poiseulle

case.

Since ). provides an upper bound for (F(t) i:!t tu)the physical interpretation
of these results is on hand. In the literature of turbulent shear flow

a drag coefficient Á has been introduced to describe the relation between
the dimensionless pressure gradient and the Reynolds number. Accord;ing

to (5) )\ is upper bounded by a constant in both cases. The numerical
value of this constant is higher than the experimental data by one order of

magnitude.
In his paper on turbulent convective heat transport, Howard has

improved the upper bound by imposing the continuity equation as additional

constraint. In this case the extremum problem leads to Euler-Lagrange
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equations, which admit solutions with wavelike dependence in the direc-

tions parallel to the plates. Howard uses in his analysis solutions with

a single wavenumber" It can be shown, however, that for large values of
)A , the upper bound is described by solutions with more than one wave-

number. As a result of his analysis Howard is able to show that the
experimentally observed heat transport comes relatively close to the

upper bound. In addition the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation
resembles many properties of the observed flow. This leads to the expectation that by improving the techniques for obtaining upper bounds a
detailed picture of the

physical processes in turbulent flow

can be approached.

A, realization of this expectation would suggest that turbulent flow is the

optimal mechanism allowed by the Navier-Stokes equations for any transport
process involving fluid flow at high Reynolds numbers"

Large-amplitude Bénard Convection in a Rotating Fluid

George Veronis
ABSTRACT

Linear stability theory of B~nard convection in a rotating fluid
(Chandrasekhar, 1961) has shown that fluids with large (~? i) Prandtl number,

d- , exhibit behavior markedly different from that of fluids with ()t( (( I.
This difference in behavior extends also into the finite amplitude range

(veronis, 1959, 1966). Here I will report on a numerical study of twodimensional Bénard convection in a rotating fluid confined between free
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boundaries, with 6

= 6.8 and (J = .2 for the range of Taylor number

'r ') .)-

O~ J~/O and for Rayleigh numbers, R

, extending an order of magnitude

from the critical value of linear stability theory. The behavior of

water (r: = 6.8) is dominated by the rotational constraint even for

relatively moderate values ("" i03) of ¡2. A study of the resultant
velocity and temperature fields shows how rotation controls the system,
with the principal behavior reflected by the thermal wind balance, i.e.,

the horizontal temperature gradient is largely balanced by the vertical
shear of the ve locity component normal to the temperature gradient. A,

fluid with a small Prandtl number ((j = . 2) becomes unstable to finite
amplitude disturbances at values of the Rayleigh number significantly below

the critical value of linear stability theory. The subsequent steady
velocÍty and temperature fields exhibit a structure which is quite dif-

ferent from that of fluids with large eï . The rotational constraint is
balanced primarily by non-linear processes in a limited range of Taylor
?-

number (/ ~ 103.6). For larger values of ¡:J the system first becomes unstable to infinitesimal oscillatory disturbances but a steady, finite ampli-

tude flow is established atsupercritical values of R which are nonetheless smaller than the values that one would expect from linear theory.
The ranges of Taylor number ,in which the above phenomena occur are different from those which

were estimated on the basis of an earlier study

(Veronis, 1966) which made use of a minimal representation of the finite

amplitude velocity and temperature fields. No subcritical, finite-amplitude
oscillatory motions were found in the present study. Comparison

with some

of the experimental features observed and reported by Rossby (1966) is also
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discussed and it is pointed out that some of the differences between
theory and experiment may be traced to the restrictive conditions (twodimensionality and free boundaries) of the present study.
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Marginal Convection in a Uniform Rotating Fluid Sphere
Containing neat Sources
Paul H. Roberts

ABSTRACT

The problem of marginal convection in a stationary fluid sphere

containing heat sources has been considered by Chandrasekhar (l9s6a, b),
Bisshopp (1958), Roberts (196sa), and Bisshopp and Niiler (1965). Some
of this material is conveniently drawn together in Chandrasekhar's treatise

on stability (1961). Other relevant studies have been made by Namikawa
(1957), Roberts (1960), and chamalaun and Roberts (1962). The precise
definition of the problem, and the' derivation of the governing equations

and boundary conditions, are given by Chandrasekhar, and we give here only

a brief sumary.
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Consider a homogeneous fluid sphere of radius)tò rotating with

uniform angular ve locity Sl l 2- about the z-axiS.

( - Lis
used to denote
s

a unit vector in the s-direction.) Neglect all external forces on the
sphere and ignore any flattening which the rotation engenders*. Assume
that there is a uniform distribution of heat sources in the fluid which,

in the absence of conduction, would cause the temperature of every element to rise at the rate E.

Imagine, however, that conduction carries

the heat away to the surface, which is maintained at a constant tempera-

ture, i: . We wish to examine the stability of this steady state with
respect to convective perturbations, buoyancy forces being provided by
the force of self-gravitation of the whole mass of fluid.

In the absence of convection, the temperature distribution in the

sphere is
J1 0 E;

I

f8 (~) = -ç t .1 Ji 0

j3(n: _Ji:ì)? ;8:

3 'K

~

(1)

w'here K is the thermal diffuxivity, /t is the radius vector drawn from

the centre of the sphere, Ï/ = ¡~I ' and ¡3 is the temperature gradient at
the surface of the sphere 0 We measure length in units of )Io ' time in

units of n:/V ' and temperature fluctuations (j in units Of¡f))/1tJ/k. ;
where V is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The perturbation equations governing, ~ , the fluid velocity, ~ , the perturbation of pressure (scaled), and ~ depends then on three dimensionless parameters:
the Prandtl number, l ; the Taylor number, ¡r , and the Rayleigh number,R:

.,'(

We will presently adopt the Boussinesq approximation ~ ~ C;, 0( -- 0 ,

30( -- finite limit. In the same limit, n2 A/3 ~ 0, so that centrifugal will not distort the spherical shape 01 ~he body.
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T :: Ì\"2)
f::T) T=:,( 2Sl;¡)'l
v

gO( j3 /í'1

(2)

Jt::'; , k. ()

where ~ is the coefficient of volume expansion, and -~ ß!J10 is the
acceleration due to gravity at JL

The perturbation equations are, in

the Boussinesq approximation,

at'T~
ki--=~(B
~c9 ,
l!0u. + \J

d~ +'ìl1.)(tL =-2Vj-t'Ren-:1 \J-i~)

(3 )
(4 )

--

(5)

V. I.:: 0 .

It is easily shown that the solutions to (3-5) separate 'in cp
where (n..1 cP) '2 )

are cylindrical polar coordinates; i. e., we can seek normal

mode solutions of the form

~ (J1J~Jz.Jt)= g.(ri¡z)est+ lm~

(6 )

where m(= integer) and S are constants. (The tilde is henceforward

omitted.) We shall be particularly interested in the asymetric (~ ~ 0)
modes, since one can give some rather general reasons why they may be expected to occur before (i. e., at lower R) than the symetric (m ,: 0) modes,

provided T is sufficiently great:
One of the most striking features of convection in a self-gravita-

ting sphere is that, depending on position, Jl and ~ may lie at any angle
to one another. In some respects then, the convection that occurs will be
a compromise between convection in a Bènard layer rotated about a vertical
axis, and Bénard convection in a layer rotated about a horizontal axis.
Let us consider these two extremes separately.

Convection in a B~nard layer in which ~ and SL are parallel is
governed by (4-5) and by

'O~

òt

~
+ À lzx ~ - -'1 D1 + R dÐ 11.+ íJ y: . (3.//)
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The definitions of Rand T are appropriately modified, and Z = 0,1
mark the horizontal boundaries of the fluid. As Chandrasekhar (1961)

has shown, steady convection is governed, according to (3-5. I/) by
V + T êl:z" '1'2. ::"R

( ~ ni.)

13"- a2.)

(7. II)

\-;h.~ t ~ ~ -u 2. ·

we seek Fourier harmonic

The problem is separable in x and y, and if

solutions of the form

'lz.': W(z.)e;'X'P (-ie/x +rn~)J, ce~+m"'=a.1.) ~

(6.11)

--0.1. VI + T~, :: - R.~J.\¡.

(8.11)

we obtain

(Ôlz'"
d 7.)3clz2.
..po
Suppose

~

a.=AT) QA T~ (; ,

(9.11)

where A and oc are constants. There are three main possibilities:
(a) ~ .: Yb

In the interior flow (4/~~=O(~Jfar from the containing

walls, (8. I I) becomes

J/'W + Ro:W:: o.
'l

( lOa)

The solution satisfying W:: 0 on Z:: 011 and having the smallest Rayleigh
number is
.. "p 'JL -I ~

g:iving l\o.IT= \ ,

Wæ ~7íz.,
i.e.

1:
'JT'
1\_-Iia2.

Minimization of R over

(11)

(12a)

Q. gives Ct -. ($, showing that the Value of 0-

assumed is "too small". Suppose instead, then, that (b) oc )i Vb' Now

(8. I I) simply gives

(., "1 ': W

- CL W ':~ - 1\ 0. J

(lOb)

giving
K == ci'+.

(12b)
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This shows that, for these very small-scale motions, rotatiofr has no
effect. Minimization of"R gives 0.-'0 , showing that the a. assumed

was "too large". We are left with an a. that is II just right":
( c ) eX = 1/ Ie' Now (8. / /) gives

ifw + :f (R -rJ) vi · o.

(lOc)

Again (11) ~ives the smallest Rayleigh number, and (12a, b) are replaced
by the ir sum

y ~~T
R=Q.+
/I

(12a)

a. -i

This does have a minimum, viz. a.:: a.CJ -R-:. RCJwhere

a.::
c. -l"'')!'/')
1/ ,
(:2 Yii

(13)

Rt= 3(~1i~T)26.

We may note, in passing, that the first correction term to R in (13) for

TJ-Vi~
rigid boundaries is only a factor
of smaller.
it is

tr-~)l
C\
31j'

(For free boundaries,

Thus 7"= ID' should not be thought of as a large Taylor

number! The present derivation of the celebrated "two-thirds law" (13)
illustrates a technique useful for the sphere problem, since we may expect

that convection cells in the sphere in which 'â and fL are approximately
parallel will be governed by a similar law.

Consider next the second extreme: a Bènard layer in which 3::~l2..

and J¿ :: Sl1-y are perpendicular. It is easily shown that the governing equations are (4-5) and
"-

Ci.i + Ìi 1.".)c Lk

-at -,,-

= - \lt6 + "R (\ 1 z. -+ \l ~ .

(3.1- )

In place of (7. / /), this gives
(\7" a 0°:.)". · R (.¡¡O; + at)~ z ·

(7.i)
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U:i=

(6.l)

wc'%) e;pi.i(tx -t m~)J.1

we obtain

dz'2 )

(8.l.)

( d~ --L-im~\' W-'Tto¿W ~ - "R(lli.¡ lY~) W.

We now see that, if t -= 0 , i.e .if convection occurs in rolls parallel

to J2 , (8..L) reduces to (o.=Ï") ;J

( rl~_ a.-l\ W:= ..:Ra!W, (14..L )

\: c:Z"4) ,

which is exactly the equation which governs convection in the absence of

rotation. Taking this fact over to the spherical case ,we might surmise

that modes of convection might exist in which m is large, and in which

variations in z. are comparatively small or absent, and in which R is

about the same as in the non-rotating case for the same valu~ of m
It is true that, R"" mi1 for large rn ~ee (22i and ii) below J, so that

the motions will certainly have a higher critical Rayleigh number than

(13) unless '(~ O(T~), but one might feel that, provided this ineq:uality
is obeyed, these motions will yield the smallest critical Rayleigh numbers.

One must be cautious, however, since curvature effects will prevent the

formation of infinitely long rolls parallel to J1 , and once they are
"cut-off to fit into tne ,sphere" (.e:F 0), the critical 'R may be increased

drastically.
tackle the spheri-

Armed w~th these qualitative arguments, we may now

-,

cal problem supposing (6), where

YY - M Te.

M T~ 00 ,

and M and 0( are constants. There are six main cases:

(9)
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(i) 0(;: l/4, (ii) ~ = 1/4, (iii) 1/4)~? 1/6, (iv) 0( = 1/6,
(v) 1/6)Q(~ 0, and (vi) 0( = M = O. We consider these successively:

(i) Here rotation is a small perturbation on conductive and viscous

effects. The governing equations become that for a non-rotating sphere
'f¡, ,\ trr~

(c.£. e.g. Roberts, 196sb). If S::nu./7,. we can seek solutionsSc.~\cN8je )

, giving 3

L d.': + ,~g- _.l(.e+I)JS:: -l(f+I)-A5.

Ldn~ ;i a.n /1"

( l4i)

Here ~'t denotes the associated Legendre polynomial for which l ~ Î' ;

in fact, let us take l = m The solution to (14i) vanishes except in a
boundary layer near the surface. Write

n.= 1- E:) ~ (isi)
where E , the boundary layer thickness, vanishes asl' ~OO, and d/d.J:=o(i).
We obtain from

(14 i)

:9yyi. (ts "''m~(,+ bE 'J)S =-m"''R5 ~
t=" cL 3'2. '

i.e.

,d ?.s .3 ~ ( 7' "') 5
r: 3''' :: .2 Em.) -.)$ )

(16i)

(17i)

where

3$= 6~m~(R-YYIf) .

(18i)

Equation (17i) shows that
i

E :: (i-m'-) V3

(19)

The solution to (Ui) vanishing with distance into the sphere (l~+DO) is

5 a: A " (l - 3s) .

(20i)

where Ai denotes the Airy function. Since 5 =-0 on 3 ::0 , we must have
A L (- 3 s) :: 0 .

(2li)
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The smallest root ( J = 2.338) of this equation gives the smallest
S

R in

the range (i), viz:
T. = rr/'I + 11. 1345 Yf I~

"C

(22i)

(ii) This case is a compromise between (i) and(ii) and is not

very easy or very interesting!
(iii) In this case, the governing equation for S turns out to be

(l4iii)
where

:: "XiL~
a +( Xi.~)i.-jt"\j,~
a:xi: òX;'

The change of variab le

I (, 'l)

f = 1- ¡; J +"2 z ,

f == V'(x?+t))
i

turns the neighbourhood of the equator into P."O. Also (14iii) becomes

L Tf'1 êJ(l'" a z'L

r_lwi,(J.¡3:z~+b;I_L ò-i)+ T ê)'2 +Rm'lil+z?)J.s =-0. (16iii)
The solutions separate in the form

(20iii)

s ~ Y (3) Z (7:)

where 3 and 1: are scaled variables
'~ = f/ (1. m2. )V3~

t~
T = (8; ) z ~

and we obtain

~ ~ +Z y+..-.Li( , '3) 2=0.
d. r:l - ~ 'T

(17iii)

This is Weber's equation. The separation constant, )(, must be a positive integer, Î' , or zero., Also Y obeys (17i), (20i) and (2li),
provided (18i) is replaced by
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35=(;~Er'R-rr/f_
(:2Yl+I)
mrD L (-i-m'J)
Y-iTY1J'

(18ii)

The smallest root of (2li), and h =0, gives the smallest 'R for this range:

"Rc: = '("/ + 11.1345 m(.% + 1. 4142 rn I K

(22ii)

The solution (20iii) is in the form of a necklace round the equator.

(vi) In this case, studied independently by Roberts (l96sa) and
Bisshopp and Niiler (1965), convection occurs in an axial cell of thick-

r- YIP . h' h

ness I' , in w ic

(23vi)

1Åz.:: Fez) Jo (F.t) ~

and F obeys

d ') F =- (f _ "R f" 2~ \ F.

(24 )

d.7.~ 'l "l Î
The critical value of'~ is 1.108T1/6, giving

'Re, = 20.7l26T2/3,

(22vi)

(cf.13). It is seen, from (23vi), that the thickness of the cell in the
e -direction is O('l-~). This case, like cases (iii) to (v), ist:otation

dominated. There is also the pass ibility of overstability (cf. Roberts,

196sa) .
(v) This case is. a small perturbation of case (vi). It may be shown
that (22vi) is replaced by

, V:i
'R c :: 20.7126 T2/3_/\ "(&:l' ~

(2 2v)

where 1\ 1\ (l) is always pas itive.
(iv) This is the crucial case, as (22v and vi) already indicate.
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For minimization of 'Re, over '( gives "r :: 0 in case (22vi), and m =- 00

in case (22v), clearly indicating that the required minimum lies between

them, i. e. in case (iv). Such indeed is the case. It may be shown that

(22iv)

~ z = Fez) A L (r;:J)'1~ J

where ~ satisfies an equation of the same general structure as (24)

but with different (complex) coefficients. For given ~ and ~ (cf.

minimize over

9) ,we minimiz~ over all tc. to obtain "RlM). We may: then

(' for fixed ti . The following results are obtained:
vr
P

0:.025

0.1
0.3
1.0
3.0
10

40

M = 'l Yb

0.202
0.318
0.374
0.531
0.664
0.716
0.729

R

8

rf~
0.2018

34.5
33.8
33.6
32.3
33.1
34.2
34.4

1. 22

2.88

l4.13

18.31
18.88
19.01

The solution (2liv) vanishes outside a cylinder of radius ¡Oc ' and
. _I

e=SU pc ' in the table above, gives the colatitude in degrees of the

intersection of the cylinder with the surface of the sphere. It may be

observed that e is almost independent of ip

It is interesting to

observe that the critical Rayleigh numbers, shown above, seem to be always
(for f"' I) less than the corresponding critical Rayletgh numbers for
overstable solutions for which (Roberts, 196sa), we have

p R/T2/3
0.025
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.65

0.3766903
2.242779
5.267309
11. 90700

15.34496
20.56526
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11
,DIAMETER

~

OF SPHERE

CYLINDER ON
WHICH

CONVECTION

OCCURS

Marginal convection in a rotating sphere.

We have attempted to confirm the validity of the general features
described above in two ways both stemming from a series expansion of the
solution of (3-5) about T:: 0 :

(A) We have demonstrated, fairly conclusively, that the theory, in

the axisymetric case (vi) above, is approached by the series expansion
solution as 1ì increases.

(B) We have verified for particular values of f the general
proposition that, apart from small -- , the smallest critical Rayleigh
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number be longs to an asymetric mode.

The general feature that is exhibited by the solution we háve
obtained is that, at moderate and large rotation rates, the most easily

excited convective modes are asymetric with respect to the axis of rotation. This may be of some relevance to the theory of the geodynamo.

It is known that homogeneous dynamos cannot be axisymetric (see lecture

2A in the dynamo series in these volumes). Moreover, it is interesting

4 of the dynamo series).
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Motions of the Earth's Core and Mantle, and
Variations of the Main Geomagnetic Field
Raymond Hide

ABSTRAcT

A recent theoretical study (1) of free hydromagnetic oscillations
of a thick rotating spherical shell of an incompressible fluid pervaded

by a strong toroidal and weak poloidal magnetic field suggests that if

the average strength of the toroidal magnetic field in the Earth i s liquid
core is 10-2 weber/m2 (102 oersted) then the hypothesis that the geomag-

netic secular variation (G.S.V.) is mainly a manifestation of the interaction of free hydromagnetic oscillations of the core with the Earth IS

poloidal magnetic field is consistent with present knowledge of the G.S.V.

and of the physical conditions prevailing in the Earth i s deep interior.
The "free-oscillations" theory of the G. S. V. (in contradistinction
to other theories) embodies the assumption that the total number of lines

of magnetic force emerging from the surface of the core does not change

significantly on the time-scale of the G.S.V. This assumption gains support from a recent analysis of the field at the core surface (2).

Associated with the magnetic modes of free hydromagnetic oscillations of the Earth's core, periods of the order of decades 'to centuries,

are very rapid inertial modes, periods of the order of days (1). Concomitant variations in the poloidal magnetic field due to these inertial modes

would fail to penetrate the weakly conducting mantle, but the eddy currents
induced in the lower mantle by these modes might increase the mechanical

coupling between core and mantle.
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Theory also indicates (a) that horizontal variations in the properby modern

ties of the core-mantle interface that would escape detection

seismological methods might nevertheless produce measurable geomagnetic

effects; (b) that the rate of drift, relative to the Earth's surface, of
nonaxisymmetric features of the main geomagnetic field might be much faster

than the average zonal speed of hydrodynamic motion of core material re lative to the surrounding mantle; and (c) why magnetic astronomical bodies
usually rotate. Among the consequences of (a) and (b) are the possibilities
that (i) the shortest interval of time that can be resolved in paleomag-

netic studies of the geocentric axial dipole component of the Earth's
magnetic fie ld might be very much longer than the value often assumed by

many paleomagnetic workers, (ii) reversals in sign of the geomagnetic d.ipole might be expected to show some degree of correlation with processes

wander-

due to motions in the mantle (for example, tectonic activity, polar

ing), and (iii) variations in the length of the day that have hitherto been
tentative ly attributed to core motions may be due to some other cause.
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Internal Constitution of the Earth
Sydney Clark

AB STRACT

The lectures were intended as general background type. The
first, on the constitution of the earth presented the evidence that the
mantle is inhomogeneous,

the location of the inhomogeneity, and the chem-

ical and mineralogical constitution of the mantle and core. The second
lecture dealt with the rheological properties of the interior. On the
assumption that a Newtonian viscosity leads to an appropriate description
of processes of deformation, means of deducing its numerical values at

various depths were presented. In the final lecture the results of observations of the earth's external potential field and of terrestrial heat
with a static mode 1

flow were given, and the difficulty in reconciling them

of the earth was described.

Seismic Data and Internal Structure of the Earth

M. Nafi Tokslh

, ABSTRACT

A review of seismological data utilized for the study of the ve locity

structure of the earth's interior is covered 0 Travel times of body waves,

dt/d measurements utilizing large arrays, phase and group velocities of Ray-

leigh and Love waves and earth's free oscillations are discussed. Structures

of the earth 1 s mantle and core obtained from the above data are discussed
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with particular emphasis on transition zones and boundaries.

Lateral variations of the upper and lower mantle structures

are obtained from interpretation of regional data. Presence of significant lateral inhomogeneities both in the upper and lower mantle

are indicated. Seismic results are correlated with geoid heights,

heat flow data, and surface topography. Correlation coefficients
between seismic and geoid height spherical harmonic coefficients is

greater than all others. This indicates some dependence between seismic

mantle .

velocity and density dependence in the upper

Convection in Horizontal Layers with Internal Heat Generation
paul H. Robèrts

ABSTRACT

Recently Tritton and zarraga have made a largely qualitative study
of cellular convection produced by the instability of a layer of fluid

heated uniformly throughout its body, cooled from above, and thermally

insulated below. The fluid was acqueous zinc sulphate solution, and the

heating was produced by electrolytic current. The flöw was vizualized and
photographed using polystyrene beads which, because of a differential ex-

pansion, came out of suspension in regions where the fluid was hotter or
colder than average.
The develppment of the cellular

pattern

as the Rayleigh number, R,

(see be low) was varied and was in many respects similar to that for
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Bénard convection. There were, however, two striking differences.
First, the fluid descended in the centre of the cells and ascended at

the peripheries. Second, and perhaps more surprisingly, the horizontal
scale of the convection increased systematically with increasing Rayleigh
numbers. (This last

may be relevant to theories of convec-

observation

tion within the Earth's mantle, to mesoscale convection in the atmosphere, and to patterns formed in ice.)

Adopting the Boussinesq approximation, the character of the convection depends on two dimensionless parameters, p, the Prandtl number,
and the Rayleigh number R:
''V

l' =

X

?

7\;=

9cx'tds') .x ~

Here g is the acceleration due to gravity, c: is the coefficient of
volume expansion, -y is the kinematic viscosity, :x is the thermal dif-

fusivity, d. is the depth of the layer and t is the rate at which the
heat sources would cause the temperature of each element of fluid to rise

in the absence of convection and conduction. It was shown that the
critical Rayleigh number, Rc' at which thermal convection can first occur

with zero amplitude, is 2772, the semi-wavelength of the corresponding

instability pattern being 1.19sd. A crude theory of the subsequent finiteamplitude convection was presented, the basic simplification being that,

to an adequate approximation, Fourier decompositions of the convective

motions in the horizontal (x,y) directions can be represented by their

dominant (planform) term above. A discussion of this hypothesis was given,

with illustrations drawn from the (better studied) Bènard situation. It
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was

also pointed out that the hypothesis, when applied to Bé'nard con-

vection, first predicted successfully that immediately above Rc the preferred mode of convection would be in rolls and not in hexagons (Roberts,

1965). When applied to the present situation, in the range 7000 ~ Rc ~
20,000 it was found that convection in rolls is always marginally stable

to convective perturbations of other wave-numbers, that convection in

and that

hexagons with motion, up at their centres is always unstable,

convection in hexagons with motions down at their centres is unstable
for RC: Rh(P) where Rh(P) for water (p

6.8) is about 8750. For

R ~ Rh' they are stable provided their wave-number, a, lies in a band
ai ~ a c: a2, where l/ai and a2 increase as R increases. Thus the observed
pattern of motions is accounted for (the Tritton-zarraga experiments do

not reliably indicate the pattern below R = 11,000). Unfortunately,

however, the wave-numbers they observe appear to be less than ai. Bearing in mind the subtlety of questions of preferred mode, it was con-

cluded that either the experiments do not realize the conditions of the

theory with sufficient accuracy (the temperature variation of electrical
conductivity undoubtedly resulted in some lO% variations in heating rate),

or, more likely, the present crude theory is not sufficiently accurate.
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Steady Fluid Flow in a Precess ing Spheroidal She 11

Friedrich Busse

ABSTRACT

The inviscid equations of motion for the steady flow in a rotating

/

container in general do not have a uniquely determined solution,

Poincare

(l910, Bull.Astr. 11: 321) solved the problem of the fluid motion

in a

precessing spheroidal shell by assuming that the vorticity of the motion

is constant, Using a linear boundary layer analysis Roberts and Stewartson
(1963, J .Fluid Mech. 12: 1; 1965, Proc .Camb, phiL. Soc. .§: 279) have shown

that the motion indeed has constant vorticity in the limit of vanishing

viscosity., In the cáse, however, of a finite angle between the vorticity
vector of motion and the axis of rotation of the shell the nonlinear term

in the boundary layer equation become important, It is shown that they
cause a differential rotation of the interior fluid. In the limit of
vanishing viscosity the vorticity has a constant direction but its magni-

tude depends on the distance from the axis. It is interesting to note that
the same motion caused by the precession of shell can be produced by a
"tidal" bulge of shell rotating with a constant angular :velocity. The
amplitude of both effects is very small in the case of the liquid core of

the earth. It seems likely, however, that the inhomogeneous vorticity of
the steady motion leads to shear flow instabilities. Hence a turbulent

state of motion maybe caused by the action of the precession and the tides
in the liquid core of the earth.
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Shear Flow Instabilities in Rotating Systems
Friedrich Busse

ABSTRACT

Shear flow occurring in the form of a differential rotation is

a frequent phenomenon in the dynamics of rotating fluid systems. An
example is the cylindrical shear layers formed at the transition of two
fluid bodies rotating about the same axis but with different rates.

The case of the fluid flow between two infinite parallel rotating plates
with a circular part of one or both plates rotating at a slightly different rate has been studied in detail by Stewartson (1957, J .Fluid Mech.

l: 17). Often steady shear flow is induced by forced oscillations. The
flow in a spheriodal she 11 is an example of this type of shear flow (see
for instance, the lecture by

Malkus and the abstract by Busse in this

volume) .
For the description of the instability of

axisymetric

shear flow

in a rotating system we use boundary layer theory assuming that the

Ekman number E and the Rossby number £; - which represents the ampli-

tude of the shear flow - are both small parameters. The dissipation in
Ekman boundary layer leads to a critical value of the order E V~ in which

the shear flow becomes unstable. The governing equation is closely related
to the Rayleigh stability equation in the theory of hydrodynamic stability
of parallel flow in a non-rotating system, In fact,

both equ'ations become

formally identical in the limit when the circular flow can be approximated
by parallel flow.

Measurements of the critical Rossby number have been made by Hide
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in the case which has been studied theoretically by Stewartson as men-

tioned above. The stability analysis applied to this case shows reason-

able agreement with the experimental observations. The fact that a linear
stability theory is adequate indicates that in many cases subcritical

instabilities of finite amplitude do not occur in a rotating system in

contrast to the corresponding instabilities of parallel shear flow in an

inertial system, A physical explanation for this fact is that the dimensional motions are suppressed due to the Taylor-Proudman theorem, Hence
the extended theory of inviscid hydrodynamic instabilities seems to have
a more

direct application to the shear flow in rotating systems than for

the case without rotation, for which it was deve loped originally.

Bounds on the Turbulent Transport of Heat and Momentum
Willem V.R, Malkus

ABSTRACT

L. N. Howard's paper (l963) on heat transport contains the first
quantitative consequences of the equations of

motion concerning turbulent

convection, The significance of this work and its applicability to other
problems of turbulence was not immediately apparent, perhaps because the

bounds placed on heat flux were considerably larger than those found in
laboratory observations, Howard had found

the extreme value of heat flux

between horizontal surfaces for an arbitrarily prescribed Rayleigh number
under the constraints that the fluid motions satisfy; the boundary condi-
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tions, the dissipation rate integral, the entropy production integral
and the horizontal integral requiring conservation of the vertical flux,
A second, lower, maximum heat flux was found under the above

constraints

plus the continuity condition, but was restricted to those solutions of
the extremizing Euler-Lagrange equations which had only a single hori-

zontal wave number, Even this latter solution gave a heat flux much
larger than is observed,

Since laboratory measurements of convection have been made at

rather low Reynolds number, it seemed desirable to further restrict
Howard 1 s extreme flows. In the summer of 1964 R. Halpern and the author

reformulated the extreme problem for the case of infinite Prandtl number,
This removes the non-li,near momentum advection terms as possible con-

,tributors to the heat flux, substituting a fourth-order linear relation

between vertical velocity and fluctuation temperature for the dissipation-

rate integral constraint. The qualitative results of this study were in
keeping with laboratory measurement, encouraging one to pursue the ex-

ternal studies further.
A survey of allied problems was made the topic of a course on

turbulent flow given at D,C.L.A, in the spring of this year, The author,
with the invaluable assistance of F. Busse, explored various paths opened

by Howard's paper. The first path led to Couette shear flow, for it was
clear that Reynolds number would play the role of the square of the Ray~

leigh number in this analogous problem. This meant that the analogy to
Howard's second extreme for a single horizontal wavenumber would corres-

pond to the "Blausius ~-power" regime of the shear flow, F. Busse has
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formulated this shear flow study to include Couette, Pouseille and

"thermal" shear flows, executing the work in a masterful way reported

upon in a following abstract.
Other paths outlined in the course were followed, for a short dis-

tance at least, by various students. Two classes of questions were asked.
The first of these was, "What other integrals deduced from the equations
of motion are significant constraints on the extreme values of turbulent

fluxes?" The infinite set of moment integrals calledvirial equations
seemed hopeful, but the first steps in

this direction are still being

taken by a somewhat stumbling student. The infinite set of integrals

constructed from the product of derivatives of the ve locity times derivatives of the Navier-Stokes equations contain, as a first member, the dissi-

pation rate integral. The second members seem to be only symetry constraints on vorticity, while the third mempers include the vorticity integralo This latter is ap important constraint on two ~dimensional flows,

but its contribut'ion as a three-dimensional constraint seems slight. Its
properties are still be ing explored 0

The second class of questions concerned turbulent flows in the
same simple parallel plane geometry as the Howard problem and with only
the same dissipation rate type integrals as constraints 0 However each was
clasen to exhibit some unexplored effect or to question the merit of one

extreme versus another. For example, in the heat flux plus salt flux
problem one, can ,compare maximum dissipation rate to maximum heat flux,

and determine which extreme more nearly approaches the observations 0 The
author's bias assures him that the dissipation rate extreme will prove to
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be the useful one 0 Thermal convection with shear flow and convection with

rotation will introduce stabilizing parameters and Prandtl numberdependence into the extremal problem, However work on these was bare ly started,
The extremal problem for

Taylor and Couette flow between rotating cylinders

is being studied by E. Nickerson with some success 0 He has found a "drag
coefficient" which upper bounds known data, and is now exploring the
"Taylor-stable, Couette-unstable" region of this flowo

As an example of this survey of Howard-likeproblems, the work on
magnetic-Ekman-Couette flow undertaken by the author and R. Gans is out-

lined here. The extreme dissipation rate is sought for flows in plane
parallel geometry satisfying: the total dissipation rate integral, the
first "cross integral" linking magnetic and velocity fields, the divergence
conditions on both fields, and the horizontal mean momentum transfer con-

servation integral ~ The latter contains the imposed constraint of rotation
as a Coriolis term in the mean horizontal velocity. Ten Euler",Lagrange
equations of the mean-field boundary-layering type result from the ex-

tremizationo As an example, the three produced by variation of the fluctuati~g ~agnetic field are

0= i( I-ÀrJ( dj;Oj' h( +Ì\~ (rCI+ tR~ ) dj d j Vi - Oi. cp -

- n, ~o Ë.jk )j'V,,- iH(S¿ h z ~)j hj SJ~ (i¡ Vz -ljVJ' OJ !

where ~ is the Reynolds number, l(~ is the magnetic Reynolds number,

R./l the Rossby number, À, ,'"2,) 0¡ and ìt ar,e functions of the mean fields
only, rp is a scalar Lagrangian potential, Vi is the fluctuating ve locity

field, h¿ is the fluctuating magnetic field, and r 1. is the unit vector
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in the z-direct-ion. The equations are quasi-linear in the fluctuating

variables and separable in the, horizontal coordinates 0 One is confident
that boundary layer solutions will soon emerge, with machine help if

necessary. However, despite the vast simplification from the primitive
equations, the task ahead is considerable 0 Justifications for this task

are bounds on turbulent Ekman flows, bounds on magnetic fields intl\.ced
by turbulent shear flow~ and bounds on the role of rotation in strengthening magnetic fields.

With several of the" simplest" ,extreme flows as guides, the future

holds many exciting problems ranging from extreme values for the rate of
collapse of stars to

the extreme effects of "self-roughening" boundaries 0

Each problem can be formally "correct" in providing upper bounds 0 A
generous fate can make their solutions quantitatively close to .the un-

accessible turbulent reality.
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